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ABSTRACT 
During his life, John A. Widtsoe (1872-1952) held three posi-
tions of influence and authority in the State of Utah and The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (The Mormon Church). He was 
an agronomist of national reputation, the president of the two main 
public institutions of higher education in Utah (Utah State Agricul-
tural College, 1907-1916, and the University of Utah, 1916-1921) 
and an apostle (1921-1952), the second ranking leadership position 
in the Mormon Church. While he occupied these seats of authority, 
he wrote numerous articles, editorials, manuals of instruction and 
books on topics of religion in an effort to "educate" the Church 
regarding certain intellectual ideals. 
Essentially, Widtsoe wrote as a rational apologist who in-
voked what he regarded as a scientific mind-set and method to 
advance the long-held Mormon ideals, to which by training and 
disposition he was drawn, (1) that Mormon theology is a rational 
system of universal, fundamental truths, (2) that knowledge of truth 
is man's highest possession, and (3) that true secular (scientific) 
knowledge and true spiritual (religious) knowledge agree, for he 
conceived truth to be one harmonious whole. Though a scientist, 
well trained in physical chemistry (Harvard University, BA 1894, 
summa cum laude; University of Goettingen , MA and PhD 1899, magna 
cum laude) and an experienced academician, he was foremost a be-
liever whose feeling for the Mormon religion and people shaped his 
writing to the Church quite as much as his rp.tional scientism. He 
praised with oratory and personal testimony the worth of these ideals 
just as he argued with reason for their truth. 
In Widtsoe' s praise and arguments for learning, he assured 
Mormons that their Church was on the forefront of truth- seeking be-
cause it accepted all truth from any source, it morally upheld all 
truth-seekers, and it subscribed to both revelation and reason as 
viable approaches to learning truth. He argued that science though 
man-made and prone to error is a legitimate avenue to truth and a 
support to Mormonism. 
Widtsoe' s primary emphasis on rationalism and scientism oc-
curred before his proselyting mission in Europe (192 7-1933) where he 
saw first-hand the aftermath of world war and the effects of economic 
depression. With a growing awareness of man's moral failure to use 
his rational faculties and his science for constructive purposes and 
with the onset of advanced age, Widtsoe the practical Mormon and 
applied scientist tended to promote the values of scientific agri-
culture--his field of professional experience--which he saw as 
offering t o people the fuller physical, intellectual and spiritual 
mode of l ife and consequently a solution to world problems. 
V 
Widtsoe' s promotion of reason, learning and science in his 
"education" of the Church was done in a popularized and abbreviated 
manner . Yet he was acclaimed gratefully by Mormons who valued 
reason and knew the work of his most creative, free and vibrant years 
as one of few who tried to advance rationalism, despite the external 
forces that militated against his efforts manifested in the growing 
exigencies of his office and a mounting antagonism in the Church 
against a trust in reason and science, demeaned as "man's arm of 
flesh." That his role as rationalist diminished in his later years is 
discounted by admirers who remember the early Widtsoe as a firm, 
confident voice of reason in the Church. 
vi 
PREFACE 
I made this study of the II educational II impact of John A. 
Widtsoe' s Church literature because I had long regarded Widtsoe as 
a Mormon Church leader intellectually distinctive among his peers 
and therefore capable of a unique contribution to the Church. He 
was one of the first two Mormon PhD-holding physical scientists 
trained in the famous schools of his day. He had been the president 
of two institutions of higher education in Utah. Moreover, he was 
known as an apostle who valued and publicly spoke for learning, 
reason and science. Although I was already acquainted with several 
of his Church writings I I was curious to learn to what degree and in 
what manner he may have fulfilled the distinctions for which he was 
known, as he "educated II the Church on these points. 
The study confirmed Widtsoe' s reputation. He did stand up 
for those values. Many of his es says and sermons ring with a note 
of enthusiastic praise for the pursuit of knowledge, the uses of 
reason in religion and the value of science to Mormonism in the 
modern age. He spoke to his generation the early Mormon message 
from Joseph Smith's own time that reasoned learning is to be sought 
at any price--save that of compromising Mormonism, the forever-
fixed a priori standard. Vvidtsoe' s single qualification on learning, 
science and reason was that they must be judged by the fundamental 
claims of the faith. Nothing stood above Mormonism in his value 
system. 
I learned that Widtsoe' s "education" of the Church was based 
on the premises first that Mormonism is true and second that study, 
reason and science are preeminent means to acquire truth, which 
means he assured the Church would unerringly confirm its claims. 
I found John A. Widtsoe to be a rational apologist in his efforts to 
11 educate II the Church of his time. 
There are so many teachers, associates and friends past and 
present who have knowingly and unknowingly supported this study 
that to mention them all would be impossible. Of those out of the 
past who unknowingly and indirectly helped simply in my memory of 
their scholarly and sympathetic attitude, I name Jack Adamson, 
Charles Monson (both taken in their prime by death) and Louis 
Zucker, past master of literary precision. To those of the present 
who directly helped, I express gratitude to my dissertation super-
visory committee: to Michael Parsons for his keen, ob jective per-
ceptions; to William Mulder (long-time scholarly exemplar) for his 
subtle and sensitive direction; and to Frederick Buchanan for, his 
kind, persuasive urging and knowing, critical commentary on the 
text. But above all, I thank my wife, Wanda, who was always 
there to encourage. 
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Statement of the Theme 
At the end of Ecclesiastes an unknown scholar who called 
himself the "preacher" admonished his son, "Of the making of many 
books there is no end .... 111 That ancient sentiment could well 
apply to the writings on Mormonism, for from its beginning, volumes 
have been written about this indigenous American religion. 2 Early 
treatment, by its proponents on the one side, was highly defensive 
and apologetic, and, by its detractors on the other, was sensational, 
virulent even lurid. The partisan tract as well as the pot-boiler 
marked the current of writing on Mormonism from the middle to the 
end of the nineteenth century. 
While works designed to propagate the faith and, as well, 
those to discredit it continue to be written, current students of 
1Ecclesiastes 12: 12. 
2 "Mormonism II is a popular term used to designate trie theol-
ogy and often the general way of life of The Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints. Other more familiar names such as "Mormon 
Church II and "LDS Church II are popularly used to indicate that church. 
For sake of brevity, the simple term "Church" will be used in this 
study. The term II saint" also used herein is a familiar name in 
Mormon language to designate an ordinary member of the Church, 
not an extraordinary one canonized by church decree. 
Mormonism have utilized different approaches, neither to promote 
nor to discredit it but to understand it. 3 
The subject of the present study is the manner by which 
John A. Widtsoe, recent scientist-educator-apostle, helped to 
"educate" the Church in a broad and informal way on certain tradi-
tional Mormon ideals . The development of this topic has three 
concerns. The first is to identify in the literature V\!idtsoe directed 
to the Church on learning and science the ideals long and generally 
2 
held among leading Mormon spokesmen (1) that theology is a rational 
enterprise (2) that knowledge of the truth is the most important pos-
session a person can acquire, (3) that knowledge must be utilized 
to benefit people and to gain power over the forces of nature; (4) that 
true scientific knowledge and true religious knowledge fundamentally 
agree, and consequently, (5) that true science provides countless 
evidences in support of true religion. The second concern is to 
examine Widtsoe I s style by which he advanced these ideals because 
his mode of address at times is seen to be as educative as the actual 
concepts he expressed. Effort is made to discern the rational, affec-
tive, and apologetic tones of his treatment, again, because such 
qualities of address affect the communication of ideas either to help 
3For a discussion of these scholarly approaches and a list of 
doctoral dissertations on Mormonism consult Leonard J. Arrington, 
"Scholarly Studies of Mormonism in the Twentieth Century," Dialogue: 
A Journal of Mormon Thought 1 (Spring 1966): 1-32. For subsequent 
scholarly studies on Mormonism refer to annual bibliographies in 
BYU Studies and Dialogue and such guides as A Catalogue of Theses 
and Dissertations Concerning The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints, Mormonism and Utah (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young 
University, 19 71). 
3 
or to hinder their effect. The third concern is to account for how 
Widtsoe came to this role of II educator" in the Church. To this end, 
attention is given to his experience and reputation first in Mormonism 
and then in science and education that not only brought him to promote 
learning and to interpret science in the Church of his day but also to 
be accepted in those roles. 
An Old Theme but a New Proponent 
Learning and science were not novel topics for discussion in 
the Church. They had long been written and talked about by Mormon 
leaders .4 But none of these men had the experience of John A. Widtsoe, 
4Most of these men had scant knowledge of science but were 
drawn to certain aspects of it. Though no scientist himself, Brigham 
Young, second president of the Church, was impressed with science's 
emphasis on order. He maintained that "God is a scientific character 
and He lives by science or strict law, that by this He is and by law 
he was made what he is and will remain to all eternity because of His 
faithful adherence to law. 11 (Journal of Discourses, by Brigham Young, 
His Two Counsellors, the Twelve Apostles , and Others, reported by 
G. D. Watt, 26 vols. [London: F. D. and S. W. Richards, 1854-
1886], vol. 13, p. 306. These twenty-six volumes include dis-
courses by the leadership of the Church, given primarily during the 
early years of the Church in Utah.) With some experience in science, 
Orson Pratt, early Mormon apostle, exclaimed with near-unscientific 
abandon that the scientist's deep satisfaction in the discovery of new 
knowledge "gives him such a joy, satisfaction and ecstasy, that he 
is hardly capable of retaining himself in the body." (Journal ' of Dis-
courses 3:99 .) (Both the orderliness in science and the satisfactions 
of scientific endeavor were extolled by Widtsoe.) F. D. Richards, 
another early apostle, voiced an often-expressed Mormon idea that 
science is an aid to the Church in accomplishing God's work to which 
it had been entrusted. (Journal of Discourses 26:296ff.) Education 
and learning were even more discussed in the early Church. For a 
useful collection of statements on this topic consult Ruth M. Jones, 
Pioneer Thoughts on Education (Salt Lake City: University of Utah, 
1955). 
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who was seen in the Church to have the requisite scientific education 
and experience to speak with a professional authority on these themes. 
He had distinguished qualifications: the premium scientific training 
of his day; the broad professional experience as a chemistry professor 
at two universities, as the president first of a state college and later 
of a state university in Utah; and, as well, the reputation of being an 
intellectual leader among the Church authorities during his lifetime. 
So Widtsoe' s distinction is not in his choice of these themes, but in 
his advancement of them out of the unusual competence he was seen 
to have as scientist and educator. Vlfidtsoe was widely recognized 
as a prominent Mormon who exemplified the Church's ideal that its 
members should seek learning and_ employ it to benefit mankind. 
Learning was a deeply felt, personal article of faith to 
Widtsoe, and his exalted language used in its praise suggests that 
for him it bordered on a near-spiritual experience. In his vocabulary, 
"learning" and "truth-seeking" were resonant with religious over-
tones. With fervor, he urged his readers on to learn all the truth 
possible, secular and spiritual, for in its possession lay the only 
true certainty in an uncertain world. Yet to Widtsoe, spiritual 
truths--the realities of God, man, and the meaning of life--were 
the higher truths. To those, he continuously declared his witness 
in essay and sermon. 
With his deep affective side, Widtsoe was yet possessed of 
a rational, scientific mind that constantly sought reasons for and 
order in the phenomena he observed, spiritual or physical. Several 
ideas marked by that mentality recur throughout his writings. The 
5 
first is that theology, man's deepest study, should be rational, i.e., 
reason must be applied to the issues of ultimate concern just as to 
the issues of science or to any other of man's affairs. A second is 
that there are different kinds of truths, some of which by their nature 
are intrinsically more valuable and so more important than others. 
Those higher truths are the principles or laws found in both science 
and religion (such as gravitation and faith) that underlie all reality. 
From these, he believed, all other truths are derived, are subordinate, 
and finally receive their worth. A third such idea is that a harmony 
exists among all truths; therefore, no one truth could possible conflict 
with another. If to some observer they seem to, he was simply con-
fused because of a lack of information or because of faulty obser-
vation. 
Widtsoe claimed that he recognized in all his scientific learn-
ing clear proofs for Mormonism, a natural consequence of his accept-
ance of the faith premise that all truths harmonize. Beginning with 
that proposition, he recognized evidence on every hand for Mormonism; 
and his writing to the Church on science was designed to demonstrate 
those discovered proofs. In this, Widtsoe was pursuing the age-old 
work of the apologist, who selects evidence wherever he can to 
defend and to vindicate the faith. 
His deep affinity for learning, his rational approach to its 
acquisition, his uses of it to buttress Mormonism all combined in 
6 
the practical Widtsoe, who studied science and applied it to enhance 
the agrarian ideal he advanced to the Church and to his native state 
of Utah. 
Resources for the Study 
Of necessity, the following study is restricted to the publicly 
available writings of John A. Widtsoe in the form of books, articles, 
essays, editorials and his autobiography. His diaries, journals, and 
many private papers are not, as yet, open to those of the public 
interested in his life and work, nor is the Church archival material 
concerned with his work in various organizations of the Church as 
for example the Mutual Improvement Association. Because of these 
restrictions, only the public II face II of Widtsoe is able to be seen. 
And that is a single-dimension, idealized view. For example, he 
mentioned briefly in his autobiography that he wrestled to reponcile 
science with his religion while at Harvard studying chemistry. How 
he privately struggled, what specific issues confronted him, how he 
eventually came to his own reconciliation are is sues unmentioned in 
the public writings. Perhaps those unav ailable materials would assist 
the student of Widtsoe' s life and thought to understand that particularly 
7 
significant experience. Widtsoe 1 s principal fame was as one who 
helped others who wrestled, as he had, to reconcile secular and 
religious knowledge. How he personally grappled with the is sue in 
his own youth likely would have helped other truth- seekers as much 
as his assurance to them that he reconciled the conflict and they 
could too. Of course, he gave help in a general way in his writings--
they were directed to that end--but an account of his own experience 
would have strengthened his case. For now only his publicly 
expressed view and his autobiography--both designed for Church 
readership--are at hand, and so this study is restricted to those 
views and that story. 
Chapter Contents 
Chapter II is concerned with the matrix of Widtsoe' s thought 
and experience out of which his particular thinking ·on learning and 
science-religion is sues came. This matrix is three-fold: First, 
because Widtsoe himself frequently claimed that Mormon theology 
was the greatest truth he possessed and, hence, profoundly formed 
his thinking and gave his life purpose, a selective review is made 
of his comments on those certain fundamentals of Church theology 
which illuminate and account for his ideas on the topics of this 
study. Second, Widtsoe' s feeling for the Mormon experience is 
shown in how he developed the biography of his mother, whom he 
esteemed not only as a saintly, sacrificing mother but, as well, the 
8 
quintessential Mormon convert who dedicated her life to the Church 
and its purposes. That Widtsoe' s life was infused with Mormon 
thought and feeling must be a central concern in a study of his writ-
ings. The third aspect of the source of his ideas on these two topics 
is his own life story of a practical, ambitious and achieving man who 
rose from a lad in an obscure Norwegian fishing village to become 
the president of a state university and an apostle in his church. The 
scope and purpose of this study, necessarily, restricts the context 
of Widtsoe' s thought to the brief background herein sketched. 
The third chapter of this study centers upon Widtsoe I s writ-
ings about learning and its ultimate object, the truth. In the tradi-
tion of early Church leaders, he p_raised the importance of knowledge. 
He held that it is man's eternal duty to seek out the truth. One 
could not begin the search too early and one should never end its 
pursuit, for it is the key to his material and spiritual progress. 5 
Moreover, learning is pure delight, a never-ending pleasure and a 
godly pursuit. To the truths of Mormonism he gave his personal 
witness, and he turned his pen to persuade his readers to rally 
around those truths. 
5 11 Spiritual II has several meanings for Mormons . Specifically, 
it signifies a profound sensitivity to that which they hold to be sacred 
or of transcendent importance. Though in some instances it simply 
means a general sense of wellbeing. 
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The fourth chapter deals with his teachings on science pre-
sented in a popularized way. These often resemble his comments on 
learning since science is the highest form of human learning, so far 
as Widtsoe was concerned. He wrote in his. autobiography, published 
in 19 52 the year he died, that early in his career he assumed it to be 
his work to address the Church as a scientist in all that he wrote and 
that through the years he rarely departed from the scientist's 
approach. 6 A popular writer in the Church, he quickly gained the 
reputation as a Mormon scientist who, at home both in the world of 
science and of faith, successfully reconciled the two. In this effort 
to promote the high ideal of learning in the Church and concurrently 
to assure the Church that Mormonism is proved true by any discovery 
of truth, and particularly by scientific discoveries on which he was 
seen as an expert, Widtsoe filled the important role of apologist. 
Paradoxically to some, at the same time he endeavored to perpetuate 
the ideal of rationality long valued in the Church by many people, 
though his work to do so was sketchy and marred according to some 
standards. 
The fifth chapter briefly summarizes Widtsoe' s ideas · and 
experiences identified in the study and evaluates their significance 
in his 11 education 11 of the Church. Through his writings he cultivated 
6John A. Widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land (Salt Lake City: Deseret 
Book Co., 1952), p. 67. 
10 
the view appreciated by many that Mormonism has a rational theology. 
In that tradition, he offered evidence as a scientist to support the 
Church, to aid Mormons to harmonize secular learning with their 
religion, and to preserve and pass on Mormon values such as the 
strong attachment to the land. This all was to assist his readers to 
see that Mormonism has nothing to fear from discoveries of truth but, 
in fact, thrives on them. Yet perplexities remain following the ex-
amination of this scientist-churchman's interweaving of faith and 
rationality in his lessons to the Church. These are caused by the 
fact that the depth and breadth of his presentation of evidence do not 
reach his own high standards of excellence. Several possible expla-
nations are offered to account for this and to suggest what signifi-
cance it has for Widtsoe's "education" of the Church. 
Controlling Concepts of the Study 
The culture of a people is shaped and perpetuated by a 
complex ongoing social process that involves many factors interact-
ing over a long period of time. This is education in an expanded 
sense of that word. John Dewey wrote of education seen in ~his 
broadened way in a prescient passage in Democracy and Education 
(1916). There he asserted the necessity of a society to renew and 
perpetuate itself not only biologically, but also culturally by trans-
mitting to the next generation its "customs, institutions, beliefs, 
victories and defeats, recreations and occupations." 
11 
With renewal of physical existence, goes, in the case of human 
beings, the re-creation of beliefs, ideals, hopes, happiness, 
misery, and practices. The continuity of any experience, 
through renewing of the social group, is a literal fact. Educa-
tion, in its broadest sense, is the means of this social conti-
nuity of life. . . . This transmission occurs by means of 
communication of habits of doing, thinking, and feeling from 
the older to the younger. Without this communication of ideals , 
hopes, expectations, standards, opinions, from those of society 
who are passing out of the group life to those who are coming 
into it, social life could not survive. 7 
Dewey's effort to enlarge the concept of education to mean 
the entire process of transmitting culture from one generation to the 
next is continued by such later scholars as Bernard Bailyn, regarded 
as a pioneer in the 1960' s revisionist movement to rewrite the history 
of education in America. Bailyn wrote that historians must utilize a 
broader definition of education and a different notion of historical 
relevance. It becomes apparent when one thinks of education 
not only as formal pedagogy but as the entire process by which 
a culture transmits itself across the generations . . . . 8 
The development of the following study is determined by two 
concepts: (1) This Deweyan proposition that any society's education 
and perpetuation is achieved through many forces stirring in the 
social body to form its culture and to transmit that culture "across 
the generations, 11 as Bailyn wrote, renewing and transforming it in 
the process; and (2) The corollary of that proposition that one of 
7John Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York: The Free 
Press, 1944), pp. 2-3. 
BBernard Bailyn, Education in the Forming of American Society 
(New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1960), p. 10. 
12 
o f these forces is the influence of men of power in positions of intel-
lectual , political or moral authority. Both of these propositions aptly 
apply in the present study of Widtsoe as an educative force in Mormon 
society: First, because Mormon's have always regarded their own 
education as being broader than training in schools. From the begin-
ning the Church has shaped and preserved itself in many ways through 
its books, newspapers, magazines, and the writings and sermons of 
Church leaders. And second, because unquestionably Widtsoe was a 
man of power in his possession of special learning and talent and in 
the many-faceted position of authority from which he addressed the 
Church. 
On the background of the a_bove Deweyan ideas, Widtsoe will 
be viewed as a force that carried on certain traditions and qualities 
of Mormonism. To use Dewey's words, through Widtsoe' s influence 
there is a II communication of habits of doing, thinking and feeling 
from the older to the younger, 11 specifically in those ideals of learn-
ing, science and rationality. Without this II communication of ideals 
. . . standards, opinions, from those of society who are pas sing out 
of the group's life to those who are coming into it, social life could 
not survive, 11 nor could the distinctive character of a people. 9 
9Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 3. 
13 
Methods of the Study 
The concept of many forces intermixing to shape society is 
intriguing when applied to Mormonism. Biographies of early Church 
leaders and histories about various eras and· regional areas in the 
development of Mormonism have been written, as well as collections 
made of the theology of early leaders, represented by such works as 
The Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, edited by Joseph Fielding 
Smith. 10 But the commentaries of other shapers and "educators II of 
Mormonism are only now being analyzed. To date the writings of 
John A. Widtsoe have not been studied, perhaps because he is still 
too contemporary to be understood without the perspective that time 
provides. Whatever the reasons for their not having been chosen in 
the past, there are reasons for their having been chosen for this 
study. 
Widtsoe is here viewed as a unique combination of traits of 
the conventional and the exceptional Mormon, a combination that 
makes the possibilities of a study of his thought fascinating. He 
was typical as the orthodox, faithful, completely dedicated member, 
who put Church ahead of all else. But he was exceptional in Mormon-
dom as a model, par excellence, of the young convert-immigrant who 
10
Joseph Fielding Smith, ed. , The Teachings of the Prophet 
Joseph Smith, 4th ed. (Salt Lake City: The Deseret News Press, 
1943). 
14 
made good. A fatherless, poor immigrant boy with little to as sure his 
future success than his personal qualities, he came to America from 
Norway to settle in Logan, Utah. And he succeeded on his own. His 
scientific education in the prestigious schools of his time, his dis-
tinguished scholarship in those schools, his work in science and 
education, and his service as Church officer all mark him as the 
exceptional Mormon. He was conventional as a devout Mormon; he 
was exceptional in his accomplishments as scientist, educator, and 
apostle. His unquestioned devotion to Mormonism allowed him to 
write for the Church; his experience in science and education equipped 
him to do so. 
As mentioned, this study is restricted to a reading of 
Widtsoe' s writings directed to the Church in its official magazines, 
manuals, and books. Many of these short works were collected in 
book form and went through several editions. Though they provide a 
convenient form in which to read the short works, there is a decided 
dis advantage in doing so, for the collections give no indication as to 
when the essays or editorials first appeared, and so they fail to re-
flect the growth or change in Widtsoe' s thinking over the years. 
Hence, most of his writings were read in the original form in the 
periodicals . 
The printed form of his sermons in the Conference Reports 
provide another valuable source for his ideas directed to the 
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Church. 11 Conference sermons were delivered in Widtsoe' s time--
as they are today--primarily to encourage and assure the members by 
homilies and testimony, not to instruct by exposition. However, 
since Widtsoe regarded learning and science with next to religious 
concern, he often spoke to these topics in his sermons before the 
Church. 
Widtsoe 1 s writings were read with certain questions in mind 
about their content and form: What distinctive ideas and themes 
recur? Is his thought consistent throughout? If it is not, what are 
the changes of mind? What is the overarching philosophy in his 
treatment of these topics? What are his characteristic rhetorical 
mannerisms? What do his pecularities of style connote? Do the 
es says and books give evidence of having been carefully or hastily 
composed? How does he employ references to authorities in science 
or other topics? Finally, as a consequence of the answers to these 
questions: What were Widtsoe' s "messages 11 to the Church on the 
aforementioned ideals as expressed in the ideas and style of his 
writings on learning and the relationship of science to Mormonism? 
and What is the significance of these "messages 11 to his "education" 
of the Church? 
l lrhe General Conferences of the Church are held semi-
annually in April, as close as possible to the anniversary of the 
establishment of the Church on April 6 and again six months later in 
October. The Conference Reports are of the proceedings of these 
conferences. 
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Many people still live who personally knew or worked with 
Widtsoe. Interviews were held with several former teachers in Church 
education when Widtsoe directed it. They were asked questions about 
their experience with him and their responses to him and to his 
thought. Two of his former secretaries were interviewed, one who 
worked for him as early as 192 7 just before his European mission--
apparently a crucial dividing line in his life--the second, one in his 
employ some time after his return in 19 3 3 from this mission. His 
son-in-law, G. Homer Durham, helped by recounting several personal 
anecdotes that served to reveal Widtsoe' s personal turn-of-mind on 
a number of issues. All interviewees were encouraged to recall his 
thought and demeanor . . Many others were consulted in a less formal 
way for their impressions of Widtsoe as an intellectual force in 
Mormonism, for their thoughts about his writings and his role as 
Church leader, and for whatever influence he may have had upon 
them. The interviews, formal and informal, were useful to provide 
a somewhat better understanding of the man behind the public 
writings. 
Attitude of the Study 
To criticize commonly implies to reprehend, blame, even to 
condemn or denounce people or ideas. Beyond that, it is taken to 
mean to focus attention on weak points, demerits, failings and to 
delight in pointing them out. In this negative sense, a critic is one 
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who intends to harm or destroy that which he appraises. In another 
positive sense, to criticize signifies an act of "measured judgment 
or evaluation," in which case the critic often with high regard for 
the idea or person in question endeavors to discern their signifi-
cance. 
Bertrand Russell's words aid here by suggesting a balanced 
approach to the study of another's ideas: 
In studying a philosopher, the right attitude is neither reverence 
nor contempt, but first a kind of hypothetical sympathy, until 
it is possible to know what it feels like to believe in his 
theories, and only then a revival of the critical attitude . . . . 
Contempt interfers with the first part of the process and 
reverence with the second .12 
This study, then, is undertaken with the "critical attitude" and the 
"hypothetical sympathy" so aptly described by Russell. Its purpose 
is to understand how Widtsoe "educated 11 the Church by encouraging 
in his writing certain central Mormon ideals regarding rationality, 
learning and science. The intention is not to examine the nature and 
extent of his thought as a philosopher, but rather how he worked as 
a publicist and apologist. The work takes the form of an interpretive, 
sometimes speculative, essay. Although the study because ,of its 
design does not provide a full intellectual or social context in which 
to present Widtsoe' s teachings, the trust is that there is provided 
12 Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy (New 
York: Simon and Schuster, a Clarion Book, 1945), p. 39. 
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enough sense of inter-relationship among features of his personal 
background, his thought, and the elements of his powerful position 
as scientist-educator-apostle--and all of this in the setting of 
Mormonism--to achieve a tenable inner consistency. 
Of man's duty to inquire, Widtsoe wrote: 
The search for truth ... is our first and highest duty. What-
ever a man's labor may be he must make sure that it is founded 
in truth, and he must, always, eagerly and with all his might 
seek for new and additional truth .13 
The present inquiry into Widtsoe' s work follows this his own injunc-
tion. Hopefully, it is an open and honest search to understand how 
he publicized ideals that were vital to him and what that publication 
signified in the "education" of the Church. 
13John A. Widtsoe, In Search of Truth (Salt Lake City: Deseret 
Book Co. , 196 3), p. 9 8. There is no content difference between this 
edition and the 19 3 0 first edition. 
CHAPTER II 
SOURCES FOR WIDTSOE'S RATIONAL THEOLOGY 
"A Mormon Point of View" 
The first lines Widtsoe wrote for a Church magazine in 189 8, 
during his student days in Germany, note the existence of a particu-
lar Mormon outlook regarding the relationship between his religion 
and his occupation: 
To a Mormon there ~s, in all his experience, a Mormon point of 
view. Let his work be of any nature, physical or mental, with 
men or with books, it will in ·some way connect itself with his 
religious beliefs. 1 
The formation of such a Mormon outlook comes from one's ideas about 
the theology of the Church and his emotional response to what he 
recognizes as its religious way of life. So it was in the case of 
Widtsoe. He understood Mormon thought well and he deeply shared 
Mormon communal feeling about the faith. As he vvrote, this II Mormon 
point of view" was conditioned by the force of his formal education 
in science and his many years of work in science and higher education. 
1
John A. Widtsoe, "A Voice from the Soil,'' The Improvement 
Era 2 (November 1898): 109. 
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All of these interrelating factors--Mormonism, science and education--
created the Widtsoe who addressed the Church in his particular 
manner. 
To provide the conceptual and emotional sources for his role 
as "educator" of the Church, this chapter gives a brief three-fold 
sketch of ( 1) his view of certain underlying fundamental principles of 
Mormon thought, (2) his story of his mother who embodied the feeling 
Mormon to him, and (2) his account of certain aspects of his educa-
tion and professional work. This sketch is based on three of 
Widtsoe' s books: A Rational Theology (1915), an expression of his 
early ideas about Mormon theology; In the Gospel Net (1941), a near-
poetic description of his mother's . exemplary life in Norway, her 
conversion and subsequent emigration to Utah, and her life there as 
a Mormon; and In a Sunlit Land ( 19 52), a brief autobiographical 
success story of his life from immigrant boy to scientist, educator 
and Church official. 
Officiality of Writings on Mormonism 
Before the review ofWidtsoe I s ideas and feelings rec~rded in 
these volumes, there is a necessary preliminary note to be made on 
how these three volumes and, in fact, all his writings obtained 
Church recognition and their consequent authority and influence in 
the Church. This note is an important concomitant of the study 
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because the acceptance of Widtsoe' s writings in the Church and their 
influence is the principal way he "educated" the Church. 
One Mormon writer asked about the large number of writings 
on Mormonism: 
Countless books and pamphlets have been written on "Mormon-
ism. 11 Which of these are authoritative? -Which of them are 
good? Many people expound the doctrines of the church, but 
who has the right to speak for the Church? 2 
There is no official Church answer to this question, but the order this 
writer suggests coincides with opinions of Church leaders on this 
matter. First in order of authority are the scriptures, called the 
Standard Works; then follows the writings of the presidents of the 
Church and the pronouncements of the First Presidency and the 
Twelve Apostles acting as quorums; the authorized publications of 
the Church; private publications of the General Authorities; and all 
other writings on Mormonism. 3 This ordering indicates two important 
factors that determine the officiality of writings: ( 1) To a great 
21owell L. Bennion, Religion and the Pursuit of Truth (Salt 
Lake City: Deseret Book Co., 1969), p. 141. 
3Ibid. , p. 141 ff. The Mormon canon of scriptures, .or as 
they are called the Standard Works, consists of the Bible (Old and 
New Testaments); The Book of Mormon, a record of three colonies of 
people who migrated to the Americas from the Near East in ancient 
times; The Doctrine and Covenants, a collection primarily of the 
revelations to Joseph Smith, the Church's first president-prophet; 
and The Pearl of Great Price , "a selection from the reveiations, 
translations, and narrations of Joseph Smith. 11 
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degree the authority position from which a person addresses the Church 
determines the official authoritative acceptance of his writings and is 
an indication as to how members should regard the writings. 4 (2) A 
secondary factor is that the form in which the work appears influences 
considerably its authoritative weight. Church-published magazines, 
manuals or books carry a near-immediate Church approval. The writ-
ings of an authority and the writings that are published by the Church 
exert a powerful ed uca ti ve force in Mormonism. 
A Rational Theology: 
Its Officiality, Reputation and Premises 
It is said that a man's early mature work is his most creative. 
In Widtsoe' s case this would be h_is slim volume, A Rational Theology 
(1915), written during the productive period of his mid-forties at the 
height of his professional career. He was just concluding his work 
as president of Utah Agricultural College (later named Utah State 
Agricultural College, USAC), shortly to become president of the 
University of Utah, and only six years before he was called as an 
apostle. He had written on church-related subjects before A Rational 
4
There is a built-in authority hierarchy in Mormonism. Gen-
eral Authorities are the highest Church officials with the President 
then First Presidency (the President and his counselors) being the 
first in authority, the Twelve Apostles second, and finally the First 
Quorum of Seventy and Patriarch in that order. These men have the 
responsibility and power to administer the world-wide and overall 
operation of the Church. Their pronouncements are considered 
official in the order listed. 
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Theology, namely A Concordance to the Doctrine and Covenants (19 0 6) , 
Joseph Smith as Scientist ( 19 0 8) and articles for The Improvement Era. 
However, though they all carried official Church sanction, they were 
not developed religious treatises, as A Rational Theology is, but were, 
with the exception of the Concordance, brief attempts to correlate 
popular scientific thought with Mormonism. A Rational Theology was 
his first substantial and, on several levels, his most influential 
theological writing. It contains his ideas on the fundamental bases 
of Mormon theology to which his thought on learning and science 
relate and, more importantly, his claim that Mormon theology is a 
rational system of thought, for which many remember and praise him. 
Two advantages this book _enjoyed insured its currency in the 
Church. He wrote it at the invitation of the Church officials to be 
used as a manual, and he wrote it during the time he was a promi-
nent figure in the schools of higher education in Utah. So, for the 
Church readership, it carried the weight of having been written under 
Church sanction. 5 Equally significant for this study, it carried an 
5This would be in the thi~d category mentioned by Bennion and 
a fairly high rank of officiality, only just under the scriptures and the 
writings of the Prophet and the First Presidency. As to its official 
use, A Rational Theology went through six editions between 1915 and 
1952 and was translated into seven languages. It was used as an 
instructional manual for the Melchizedek Priesthood (adult male mem-
bers who hold offices in the priesthood) and for the Mutual Improve-
ment Association (an activity and education program for youth) during 
several different years. As it has remained in pr1nt to the present, it 
has been read for over sixty years by people from Norway to South 
America and by adults and youth alike . 
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additional weight of having been written by one recognized as an 
authority in the rational enterprise of higher education, which would 
have been another, though different kind of assurance of its worth. 6 
Because of its original sponsorship by the Church and its very wide 
and long official use, there is little question that it was regarded 
as an authoritative representation of Church theology. 
In addition to its authoritative acceptance, one reason for 
the recognition of its importance is its purpose. It is clear that from 
the first page Widtsoe intended to present Mormon theology as re-
spectably reasonable. The first lines in the "Preface to the First 
Edition" state this intention: 
A rational theology, as understood in this volume, is a 
theology which (1) is based on fundamental principles that 
harmonize with the knowledge and reason of man, (2) derives 
all of its laws, ordinances and authority from the accepted 
fundamental pripciples, and (3) finds expression and use in 
the everyday life of man. In short, a rational theology 
6Those were the days when men of Widtsoe' s professional 
stature were invited and entrusted to write on their own manuals for 
the Church, which freely stood on the writers I individual thought and 
experience and which bore their names. Now manuals are written 
anonymously by committees and emphasize the authority of scripture 
and the statements of contemporary general authorities of the Church. 
Those were also the days when faithful men from academic life were 
chosen to be authorities, certainly because of their devotion, but 
also presumably because of their learning. That this was so is seen 
in the fact that during part of Widtsoe I s ministry four of the twelve 
apostles had PhD' s in science and were academicians: James E. 
Talmage, John A. Widtsoe, Joseph F. Merrill, and Richard R. Lyman. 
Now that the Church is extended throughout the world as a multi-
faceted corporation, men with managerial abilities are apparently 
needed more. 
is derived from the invariable laws of the universe and exists 
for the good of man. 7 
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He further indicated this intention by stating that he intended to pre-
sent "briefly, simply and without comment 11 the 11 principles of the 
Gospel, 11 as held by the Church, 11 to show the coherence, reason-
ableness, and universality" of its philosophy. Though he did not 
attempt to prove this contention, he as sured the reader that 
Those who are led to study this rational theology in the light 
of the best knowledge and soundest thought will enter a 
fertile field and will find a surprising harmony between the 
Gospel and all discovered truth. 8 
Widtsoe clearly wanted the reader to see that though he based his 
statements of Church doctrine on the external authority of Mormon 
scriptures, citations of which appear in his appendix, the doctrine 
by its own internal consistency will stand the test of rationality. 
Because of this emphasis A Rational Theology is generally recognized 
as his most intellectually significant work. 
7John A. Widtsoe, A Rational Theology, 6th ed. , rev. (Salt 
Lake City: Deseret Book Co., 19 52), p. iii. While it is important to 
recognize Widtsoe I s view that Mormon theology coheres "with the 
knowledge and reason of man, 11 it is equally important to see his 
view that it does not originate as some human invention but arises 
from the rock-bottom "invariable laws of the universe" and, 'as he 
claims later in the book, was revealed by God. 
8Ibid. Widtsoe would have strengthened his case for a 
rational theology by explicitly demonstrating this harmony, as he 
endeavored to do in his writings on science and Mormonism. Though 
he may have felt it was not appropriate to do so in this little book 
and that its function was merely an overview of a rational theology. 
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Sterling M. McMurrin, a Mormon widely known as a phi-
losopher and educator and as well a sympathetic critic of Mormon 
theology, believes the intention and spirit of Widtsoe' s little book 
has helped to preserve what McMurrin regards as a central strength 
of Mormonism. He holds that Widtsoe' s effort sustained the view, 
long upheld in the Church from its early days by key leaders, that 
theology ought to be rational. 9 McMurrin contends that Mormon 
theologians in the past pursued with vigor the task of making the 
thought of the Church reasonable in the light of science and philoso-
phy; however 
Today, much of that strength is gone as Mormonism suffers the 
impact of religious and social conservatism, as the Mormon 
mind, in the general pattern of contemporary religion, yields 
to the seductions of irrationaiism, and as the energies of the 
Church are increasingly drained by practical interests.10 
In light of this contemporary trend, McMurrin sees Widtsoe' s sponsor-
ship of rationality as his most important contribution to Mormon intel-
lectual life and especially now at a time when an essentially non-
rational strain sees to be entering the life of the Church. Widtsoe's 
promotion in the book A Rational Theology of the claim that Mormon 
9
Interview with Sterling M. McMurrin at the University of 
Utah in Salt Lake City, Utah, 26 May 1976. McMurrin formerly U.S. 
Commissioner of Education is now Dean of the Graduate School at the 
University of Utah. 
l 0sterling M. McMurrin, The Theological Foundations of the 
Mormon Religion (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1965), 
p. 111. 
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theology is rational and the fact that the book was officially and 
widely used by the Church may be far more important in the long run 
in preserving the tradition of rationality in the Church than his actual 
exposition of the theology itself. 
Widtsoe begins his exposition of a rational theology by de-
fining the basic realities on which it rests. These fundamental givens 
appear constantly in his writings on science and other topics. He 
depicts man in the midst of a bewilderingly complex and seemingly 
mysterious universe, which man must come to understand, if only in 
part, in order "to know if possible his own place in the system of 
existing things. 1111 From what man is able to learn of the universe, 
he fashions his philosophy of life, or religion as Widtsoe calls it. 
If such a philosophy includes the idea of God, it is theology; and if 
the theology "includes the doctrine of the life and mission of Jesus 
11 Widtsoe, A Rational Theology, p. 1. Since all subsequent 
quotes in this section come from A Rational Theology, only the pages 
in parentheses follow the quotes. 
Widtsoe assumes from the outset that the universe is a 
"system" and hence orderly, that it is essentially meaningful and 
knowable because it is directed by God, and that man does have 
his place in it by divine appointment. Since Widtsoe assumes a 
commonality among men, he can write, ". . . All men are placed in 
the same universe, with approximately the same powers, and under 
conditions nearly alike . . . . " (p. 2.) This alleged commonality 
of men and what Widtsoe takes to be the universality of gospel 
principles helps him meet the inherent difficulties of arguing for the 
one true gospel for all mankind in the face of the many glaring dis-
sililarities among men who live in such widely differing places and 
times in world history. 
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Christ as Son of God," it is termed the Gospel, the Christian religion 
or the Christian theology. Widtsoe uses these important terms inter-
changeably to designate the rational theology that he describes in 
his book. 12 
This knowledge from which man develops his religion is learned 
through his physical and spiritual senses and the accumulated learn-
ing of other men. But whatever the source of knowledge, man must 
test it by his own reason to determine if it is truth, for he must come 
to know for himself that the rational theology is based only on all 
11 irrevocable truths. 11 The first of these is that of eternalism, which 
is that matter, energy and intelligence--the components of the uni-
verse--are uncreated, indestructible, eternal and forever fixed. As 
Widtsoe stated it, "The sum of matter and energy ... will always 
remain the same." (p. 3.) These components interact according to 
laws or principles of cause and effect that likewise are immutable 
and eternal. Therefore, this universe is at base reliable and know-
able, not chaotic and mysterious, a central premise of the rational 
theology Widtsoe presented to the Church. 
12The term "gospel II is popularly used by Mormons to denomi-
nate their whole range of religious thought and practice. Widtsoe 
used it in A Rational Theology more specifically to mean a system 
of theology. Elsewhere (in the pulpit) he lapsed into the popular 
usage. 
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God and man--eternal, self-existent, uncreated intelligences 
(individuals) within the universe--by the exertion of will learn the 
principles that determine the interaction of the universe's parts. 
Through knowledge they achieve power over matter and energy. God--
the greatest intelligence, the most knowing being--controls and 
directs all "the operations of nature from the simplest to the most 
complex." (p. 3.) Man is assured that he too can eventually exer-
cise such Godly powers if he continues to learn. 
God and man are the same kind of being, different not in their 
nature but in their relative accomplishment of power through the acqui-
sition and use of knowledge. God's power so far exceeds man's that 
to man God is all-powerful. Yet the God Widtsoe portrays is not the 
absolutis tic God of classic Christian theology but a dynamic God who 
"is part of the universe, in common with all other parts of the uni-
verse," and "is subject to universal laws." (p. 2 0.) God too is 
growing: " ... If the law of progression be accepted, God must now 
be engaged in progressive development and infinite as God is, he 
must have been less powerful in the past than he is today." (p. 24.) 13 
13The doctrine of a growing God was taught by such early 
Mormon leaders as Brigham Young and Wilford Woodruff and later, 
B. H. Roberts. But in recent time the idea of God as absolute and 
infinite in all respects--a static God in His perfection--has been 
preached by the contemporary leaders Joseph Fielding Smith and 
Bruce R. McConkie. For a historical-philosophical treatment of the 
Mormon view of God as a non-absolutistic being see McMurrin, The 
Theological Foundations , Chapter 9. 
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With God's help, man is learning of the universe and extend-
ing his power over it. Each increasingly powerful person acting ever 
more intelligently on matter and energy operates under what Widtsoe 
calls the law of increasing complexity, another fundamental on which 
the rational theology is based. This law is that 
As man observes phenomena and reasons upon them and applies 
them he grows in knowledge. Where he formerly had one fact to 
use, now he has many . . . . Man, as he gathers experience, 
becomes more powerful in using the forces of nature in the ac-
complishment of his purposes . . . . The great law becomes one 
of increasing power, of progressive mastery over the universe. 
The law expressing the resultant of the activities of universal 
forces is often called the law of progression. (p. 2 O) 
Extended to its logical conclusion, this line of thought leads to the 
proposition that the meaRing of life is related to a man's growth in 
learning and hence in power over the forces of the universe. This 
holds true for God and for man. 
But power is not the summum bonum. Joy is. And joy is the 
growing sense man has of his increasing power over his surroundings 
gained through knowledge and the sense of fulfillment he has from 
helping others to increase their powers. Throughout his development 
from his pre-earth life, through his earth life, to the life after death, 
man learns to deal with the forms of matter and energy in each state 
of his experience and to experience joy in his growth: 
. . . In each estate, with each onward step, a profounder 
knowledge of the laws of the universe and a fuller development 
of the personal will are attained. When conscious, active wills 
are thus at work, the new knowledge makes possible a more 
perfect adaptation of man to law. The more completely law is 
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obeyed, the greater the consciousness of perfect joy. Through-
out eternal life, increasing intelligence is attained, leading to 
greater adaptation to law resulting in increasingly greater joy. 
(p. 32) 14 
From the concept of eternalism, the law of increasing com-
plexity and the view that man's fulfillment comes through growth in 
knowledge and the resultant joy, Widtsoe defines a rational theology 
as 
... an eternal plan based upon the everlasting relationship of 
the elements of the universe--a plan which, in some form, is 
adapted everywhere and forever to the advancement of personal 
beings. This must be so, for as it leads always to the same 
definite end, in accordance with the law of cause and effect, 
it must have universal meaning. 
The gospel is founded on tangible and eternal things and 
relationships. These eternal realities, no doubt, in their 
essence lie beyond the full understanding of man, just as time 
and space transcend human understanding. Nevertheless, this 
conception, carried far enough, leads to a gospel of life phi-
losophy which is unshakable, because it rests upon eternal 
certainty. (p. 15) 
These "eternal realities, 11 on which the gospel or rational theology is 
based, are in summary: The universe is a dynamic interaction of 
eternally existing matter, energy and intelligent persons. Through 
increasing knowledge and mutual help these persons (God and man) 
14"Estate" designates a separate time period in man's existence. 
Commenting on the importance of man's experience with the matter of 
this earth estate Widtsoe wrote: "No spirit can acquire real mastery 
over the universe until this form of matter is so thoroughly understood 
as to be used and governed. 11 (p. 32) This helps to account for 
i.Nidtsoe's interest in the study of soil chemistry and in his urge to 
master nature. It is further an illustration of his Mormon theology 
influencing his life in a decided manner. 
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experience the joy of extending their mastery over the universe, which 
is ever increasing in complexity by the interaction of its components. 
Since God is far beyond man in power, he helps man by sharing his 
knowledge and experience with him. This is done by God I s revealing 
to him the gospel, a plan to more effectively learn and to use knowl-
edge to extend dominion and gain joy in the experience. As God so 
helps man to grow, He requires that men help each other. These 
fundamentals of a rational theology, strongly materialistic, presented 
in a highly rationalist manner, and emphasizing the importance of 
knowledge, provide a base for Widtsoe' s writings and sermons, and 
they are expressed or implied throughout his works. 
In the Gospel Net: 
Widtsoe' s Mother, a Model Mormon 
A Rational Theology is not wholly rational. Though in the 
preface Widtsoe states that the book is to be an exposition of the 
principles on which a rational theology is founded and beyond that 
a description of the theology itself, he often interjects into the ex-
position-description his deep-felt response to it. For example, he 
constantly assures the reader of the certainties that the theology is 
11 absolutely the one and only correct system of thought." 15 Since 
these feelings of certainty that Mormon theology is true pervade his 
l Swidtsoe, A Rational Theology, p. 10. 
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writings, it is important to recognize them amidst his endeavors to 
present Mormon theology as rational. They are a vital affective 
aspect of his presentation to the Church and thereby his II education 11 
of it. 
While he interlaces his books and expository essays on 
theology with affirmations of his faith, the work that tells most of 
this feeling side of Widtsoe is his volume In the Gospel Net, a 
biography of his parents, especially his mother since his father died 
early in Widtsoe' s life. 
Like A Rational Theology, it is a slim work of one hundred 
forty pages. Unlike A Rational Theology, it was not written and pub-
lished under the aegis of the Church, but privately in 1941 and 
11 circulated by gift among his family and friends, with no thought of 
its going beyond this close circle. 1116 So, though it lacks the official 
weight of A Rational Theology, it gains a certain distinction from the 
fact that he wrote it independently for personal purposes not institu-
tional ones. 1 7 
16JohnA. Widtsoe, In the Gospel Net (Salt Lake City: Stevens 
& Wallis, Inc., 1944), dustjacket. Because of its "unforgettable 
appeal II executives of the Mutual Improvement Association and The 
Improvement Era asked for and received permission from Widtsoero 
publish it to the public. This was done and the book went through 
eight editions. 
17 Although the book was not sponsored by the Church in its 
initial publication, the Church did use it in the Mutual Improvement 
Association in 1942-43 as a reading course book. So apparently 
there was some official approval accorded the book, even though it 
was not written under Church direction. 
Here, as nowhere else in his writing, he unreservedly ex-
pressed admiration and gratitude for his parents whom he regarded 
as the two central people in his life. They typified the human 
qualities that Widtsoe valued and tried to achieve in his own life. 
As A Rational Theology provides a rational and conceptual base for 
Widtsoe 1 s writings and sermons, In the Gospel Net provides an 
affective base. 
The prologue to In the Gospel Net is a fitting preamble to 
Widtsoe' s biography of his mother because several key aspects of 
the account are here introduced: 
This is the story of a woman, a seeker after truth, who, 
tossed by the waves of a mysterious fate, was caught by 
the gospel net, and carried into a far country, where, 
through the possession of eternal truth, though amidst 
much adversity, she and her family found unbounded 
happiness. This is her saga. 18 
First, in his eyes, she was a thoroughly worthy individual, 
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a II seeker of truth, 11 made human, though admirably so, by the minor 
peccadilloes of a temper that flared over injustice and a stubborn-
ness that resisted error. She was the quintessential Mormon, a 
person of sound qualities which were refined and developed -under 
Mormonism and whose destiny, with that of her sons, was completely 
altered by her conversion to the Church. 
18Ibid • I p • 5 • 
A second aspect of the account and a quality of Widtsoe' s 
mind is his sense of the presence of divinity. As a scientist, 
Widtsoe observed phenomena, objects of sensual experience. In 
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contrast, as a man of religion, he sensed the noumena--that which 
one knows to exist but only intuits through his feeling. Here it is 
a "mysterious fate" that directed the life of his mother, Widtsoe's 
poetic way of saying that he sensed human fate, as all other aspects 
of reality, is directed by God. This is reminiscent of the constant 
awareness of God's hand in the epic stories of the Bible. Like 
the favored Joseph carried into Egypt, who was protected by an 
overriding power, later to save his family from famine and so to 
preserve Israel's roots; or Ruth, the foreigner and widow, who was 
strangely brought to Israel and the field of Boaz, whom she married, 
later to be acclaimed Israel's convert par excellence and the great 
grandmother of David, the nation's greatest king--so Anna Widtsoe 
was moved upon to go to a foreign land where she was fulfilled in 
her new faith and gave her sons a new land in which to flourish. 
Whether Widtsoe consciously saw this parallel with Israel's epics 
cannot be known. Yet there is the same reverence for his mother 
and the power that directed her that the ancient Hebrew "historians" 
i1ad for Joseph and Ruth, who from their simple beginnings were swept 
I became enamored early of the folk lore of the country. Fairy 
tales, and the ancient sagas, developed my imagination; and 
indeed fixed upon me a taste for imaginative literature, which 
I have valued throughout my life. The noble history of Norway, 
with its record of centuries of struggle for personal freedom 
thrilled me , and created within me a love of freedom and a 
horror of anything bordering upon human slavery. 20 
Beyond his comments that his mother kept journals, the 
sources for his story are obscure. Likely, she told him much of her 
life, but twenty-two years passed between her death and his publica-
tion of the biography, let alone the additional time that must have 
passed between the events, her recounting them and the book's 
publication. On this background together with his interest in imagi-
native literature and his sense of the numinous, a persistent question 
is What is accurate history and what is "saga"? That is impossible 
to know. But whichever it was, Widtsoe was clearly absorbed as 
much in expressing his emotions for his mother as in relating facts 
of her life. As suggested, this was characteristic of his expression 
about those issues and people close to him as he searched for 
language appropriate to his high feeling. 
How much of Widtsoe' s affective side colored the biography 
or any of his writings would require an in-depth study of another kind 
to even guess at. But the signs of the affective are there. The rich, 
romantic descriptions of the remote island where his mother was born 
2 Owidtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, p. 5. 
along through momentous events which transformed their lives and 
the fate of their progeny. 19 
A third feature of Widtsoe' s biography of his mother and of 
his other writings that dealt with matters about which he felt deeply 
is his lofty, expressive style. His description of the power that 
moved his mother is heavy with figures drawn from life in his native 
country: "The saga" of his mother "tossed by the waves of myste-
rious fate caught by the gospel net and carried into a far 
country." This tone is quite natural, for from his youth, Widtsoe 
was enthralled with the heroic narratives, legends and lore of 
Norway, which were undoubtedly the source of a lifelong attraction 
to the literature of imagination, a _ curious contrast to his professional 
dedication to the rational and restrictive demands of physical science: 
19 one incident illustrates this feeling of supernational direc-
tion. Commenting on his mother's inexplicable early departure on a 
trip that otherwise would have failed and brought disasterous con-
sequences to her family, Widtsoe wrote, "Why my mother left her 
home a week early she could not explain. 'I just had to leave then.' 
So the Lord guides his faithful children. " (Widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, 
p. 8.) Of his own similar experience in this regard he commented: 
"In my life's adventures there has been no chance. Indeed 
I doubt if chance has any place in a world supervised by a 
divine intelligence. Therefore, I have felt that the power from 
the unseen world, has ever been over me and directing my 
life's course. That faith has removed both fear and dissatis-
faction, enemies of mankind. Certainty comes to dwell when 
chance is removed. " (Ibid. , p. 2 41. ) 
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and reared, the character delineation of her forebears and their fellow 
townspeople, the detailed accounts of her growth and early experience 
all have the feeling of an idealized eighteenth century novel or the 
poems of Tennyson to which Widtsoe was so attracted. His des crip-
tions of his mother's spiritual growth has this quality: 
Anna Karine Gaarden was born with the gift of vision and 
sensitive feelings. The tremendous natural manifestations 
of her native island thrilled her, taught her, helped her under-
stand God and man, and fitted her finely tempered nature for 
noble endeavor. As she developed, her own nature seemed 
to reflect the strong, wild, winter tempest, and the flower-
bedecked, sunlit summer beauty of the island. 21 
In another passage he was moved to celebrate his mother's admirable 
character in a peroration of heroic language: 
She had been endowed with n_otable qualities which the natural 
and human environment of the island, and the steady routine at 
home, could not overshadow, only direct and perfect. She was 
individualistic from childhood, knew her own mind, and made 
her own decisions. She was impatient with traditional practices, 
which her superb self-reliance enabled her to ignore. She 
fought her battles with courage, never counting the cost; if 
she felt herself to be in the right. Her temper flashed quickly 
21Widtsoe, In the Gospel Net, p. 17. Widtsoe here demon-
strates his literary flair. He wrote for the Harvard Crimson, and one 
of his "stories was selected by the Boston Herald in the special 
graduation issue, as a representative of the literary efforts of the 
class. 11 (Widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, p. 33 .) When he graduated he 
11 had the chance to enter the editorial employ of the Youth's Com-
panion, in that day the foremost magazine for youth. 11 (Ibid.) 
Fiction and poetry were important to him; Tennyson was a favorite 
poet. He even assumed a pen name, tried his hand at poetry but said 
that he II soon discovered that poetry was not ... [his] field. 11 
(Ibid. , pp. 33, 243ff.) But two of his poems were included in Ap-
pendix A of his autobiography at the request of his wife. 
at opposition, but subsided as promptly. She loved with in-
tensity. She was as clean in mind and body as the white 
foam of the wind-driven waves of the ocean, and as firm for 
right and truth as the storm-washed granite of her native 
island. Her many-faceted nature, surcharged with desire for 
freedom and truth, was as the seabird, winging his free un-
hindered way over wave and reef. 22 
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Though the book is Widtsoe' s story of his mother, he gave two 
chapters to tell "The Schoolmaster's Story, 11 an account of his father, 
who died at age thirty-seven, and one chapter to "The Happy Years, 11 
the short time his parents had together before his death. The father, 
too, was an ideal for Widtsoe: determined, scholarly, industrious, 
well-liked by everyone. As a schoolmaster with a social conscience, 
he established in his town "The Society for the Promotion of Popular 
Enlightenment, 11 an attempt to take education to the adults of his 
village. Here may be the roots of a constant theme in Widtsoe' s 
writings on education that everyone should have as much learning 
as possible. Widtsoe quoted a contemporary of his who wrote of 
the continuing result of the father's community-mindedness: 
John A. Widtsoe created life, so to speak, on these islands, 
where life had almost ceased; he started a movement to lift 
the people, which even today shows the power that was in 
him and his labor. He awakened the people as from a sJumber. 
(pp. 53-54) 
Following her husband's death, Anna Widtsoe set about to 
support her two sons as she could. Then the Mormons came into her 
life, and finally overcoming her prejudices against them, she listened 
to their mes sage and was eventually converted. Later because of 
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others prejudice against her for converting to the Mormons, she 
emigrated to the United States to be with the Church. Of her anxiety 
over the sacrifices her conversion would bring, Widtsoe in his 
characteristic way drew a general moral from her particular experience. 
She was the essential Mormon: 
... Who can tell the full story of the spiritual and mental 
struggles, of those who must lay by the whole of their past 
lives, as it were, to accept the new-found truth? In the case 
of Anna Widtsoe there were many' misgivings . . . . All that 
she had of knowledge, strength, and intelligence was brought 
to bear upon the problem . . . . Only along the path of 
sacrifice does the Latter-day Saint enter into his joy. A glad-
ness of soul it is , indeed, when the certainty of truth begins 
to glorify life. Peace is restored. The price seems small for 
so great a jewel. Anna Widtsoe found it so. Never, during 
her life did she speak of sacrifices for the gospel, but always 
of the blessings that it had brought to her. (pp. 6 8-69 . ) 
She brought her sons to Logan, Utah, where after six years of hard 
work they finally moved into their own home free of debt. 
,,.. 
Then she thanked the Lord. She was happy. True, there were 
times when her soul ached for the rumble and roar of the ocean, 
the flapping of seabird 1 s wings, and the sweet music of the 
mother tongue. But, she lifted her eyes in the new, sunlit 
land, where the Saints and prophets of God were, and peace 
nestled again in her heart. (p. 91) 
In June, 1891, she had an opportunity to send John to Harvard 
University, which, without hesitation, she did by mortgaging their 
modest home. Years later she was called to do missionary work in 
her native Norway with her sister, who had also joined the Church 
and emigrated. After years of difficult missionary work--it was un-
common for women to be missionaries--as she was about to return, 
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... she took the journey to Namsos, ... Here she visited 
old friends; the school in which she taught; those remaining of 
her husband's teaching colleagues. Then, with courage in her 
heart, she went on August 14, 190 7, to the cemetery and stood 
long by the grave of the schoolmaster, her husband. "Memories 
of the past filled my heart and overflowed," she writes in her 
journal. Then she turned back to life on earth with its duties 
and blessings. (p. 116) 
Her "ripening years" were spent in doing works of charity 
among the needy, especially the Norwegians in Salt Lake City, where 
she settled following her return from Norway. Her mind was still 
alive and curious. She studied and read, composed literary works, 
planted and tended a garden. Finally, an aged woman, she died in 
1919. In Widtsoe' s diary he wrote a telling eulogy in summary of 
his affection and gratitude: 
She was a most devoted mother, loyal to the last degree. Her 
devotion to the cause of truth was almost sublime. She was 
self-sacrificing beyond expression in behalf of her own and 
those who needed help. Her mind was transparently clear. 
The great issues of her life always swept before her. To her 
I owe my inspiration. Thanks! Many Thanks! dear Mother. 
Goodby, until we meet again on the last stretch of the endless 
journey . ( p . 13 0) 
While Widtsoe spoke and wrote much about the principles of 
Mormonism--he was well known in the Church for his rational treat-
ment of theology--his feelings for the movement and what it came to 
mean in the lives of Mormons was a driving force in his life. These 
emotions surfaced in charged and poetic language whenever he talked 
or wrote about aspects of the faith that moved him, from religious 
experience even to theological concepts. In the Gospel Net captured 
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the essence of his feelings for the Mormon experience typified in the 
life of his mother. The epilogue draws this together: 
The woman whose story has been told here was one of tens of 
thousands who in these latter days earnestly sought truth, 
happily found it, courageously accepted it, and were led into 
new places, where, despite many trials, they discovered new 
and greater joys in living. 
The story herein told, may, therefore, be read as the saga of 
a glorious multitude who have been caught in the gospel net. 
Before this host of radiant men and women, we bow in admira-
tion and gratitude. May the memory of their certain faith and 
diligent works ever rest in the hearts of the coming generations! 
(p. 141) 
In a Sunlit Land: 
Widtsoe's Education and Professional Life 
On the last page of his autobiography, Widtsoe presented in 
an evocative image just how he saw his own varied experience: "I 
have spent my life in a sunlit land . . . . There have been shadows, 
and there have been storms, but even they have contributed to life's 
fulness. I have lived in a sunlit land. 1123 The public account of his 
2 3Widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, p. 244. All subsequent quotes 
in this section referring to Widtsoe' s life, unless otherwise desig-
nated, come from In a Sunlit Land; therefore, just the pages in paren-
theses follow the quotes. In 19 52, Widtsoe published this work as a 
result of the persistent encouragement of admiring friends, qolleagues 
and family members that he set down the important events of his life. 
According to his son-in-law G. Homer Durham, Widtsoe proceeded 
with this book by first briefly refreshing his memory of a complex and 
busy life through scanning his many journals and diaries and then 
taking but a few weeks to write the story. As with other of his writ-
ings, it was done amidst the welter of administrative duties, and 
therefore misses the polish and rounding out that more time would 
have given it. Still, it has an engaging warmth and open simplicity . 
(Interview with G. Homer Durham in Salt Lake City, Utah, 13 May 
1976.) 
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life ending on that note is the success story of an orphaned, immi-
grant boy, who lacking advantage or privilege succeeded on the 
strength of his good mind, a determined will and the help of friends. 
In a Sunlit Land is also the story of a fulfilled, happy and self-
assured man, who at the end of a life dedicated to helping solve the 
problems of his Church and community was confident he had spent 
it well. 
Upon his mother's conversion to Mormonism in 1881, three 
years following his father's death, he emigrated with her and his 
younger brother to settle in the Mormon village of Logan, Utah whose 
few thousand townspeople were predominantly converts, chiefly 
American, English and Scandinavi~m. "Logan was small in those 
days, 11 he wrote. "Everyone knew everybody. The city was much as 
a large family." (p. 9) He expressed an affectionate kinship to his 
neighbors, those devoted, industrious converts who, as he, had come 
to Utah to be with the Church and to strengthen it. He was committed 
to them, as to his mother, because they exemplified the best results 
of Mormonism. 
In those days such Mormon settlements surrounded by desert 
were relatively isolated and self-sustaining. Out of necessity, each 
family produced most of its own foodstuffs. The economics of the 
community were simple. Life was serene and uncomplicated. 
Vvidtsoe reminisced a half century later over that idyllic time and 
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half-yearned for those good years: "The memory of those peaceful 
days in which man helped man induces a keen nostalgia." {p. 15) 
Yet it was a time of transition for Mormons from the simple 
but restricted pioneer life to an increasingly complex expansive 
modern age. In one way, Widtsoe stands with a foot in each period. 
Like many of the pioneers, he was a foreigner, poor, the object of 
religious discrimination in his native country, yet determined, in-
dustrious and committed to the land. Like the post-pioneer generation 
of Mormons, he moved into the world eager to acquire and use its 
knowledge to his own and to the Church's advantage. 
Interest in learning came early to Widtsoe. By five he was 
reading in his father's library. From sixteen to nineteen he recorded 
in a "little red diary ... a constant cry and prayer for more educa-
tion, high school and college." {p. 49) He worked hard, saved his 
money, bought a set of Chamber's Encyclopedia, haunted bookstores, 
and took private instruction after working hours, since the necessity 
of daily work made daytime schooling impossible for him at that time. 
Finally in 1889, he realized his ambition and registered in Brigham 
Young College I in Logan I little more than a high school then. He 
rhapsodized over this adventure in learning: 
Theology, rhetoric, German, ~a tin, physics, chemistry, 
geology, bookkeeping, algebra, geometry, and the theory 
and practice of teaching flew their banners, and I followed 
them avidly. As I learned easily, I had time to forge beyond 
the set lessons of the day. The journey led into fields 
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formerly unknown; fields of beauty and delight. That which I 
learned, all of it, was a food to my soul. One thrill succeeded 
another as new knowledge was uncovered . . . . The world 
changed as under a magician• s wand. Mountains and valleys, 
light and darkness, trees and flowers, the things of every day 
use, our speech and thinking, had a language of their own, 
which I learned to understand. I lived in a new world. 
(pp. 21-22) 
Widtsoe had no reservations about frequently acknowledging that he 
had a bright mind. It was a fact of life for him, and in stating it he 
seemed to have no thought of self-aggrandizement. 
In June, 1891 , following his graduation from the college, he 
and several other chosen students, under the direction of Dr. J. M. 
Tanner, president of Brigham Young College, went to Harvard Uni-
versity to further their education in order "to return with him to Utah 
to do more effective educational work. 11 (p. 26) After settling down 
in school at Cambridge, he soon chose chemistry as his major uni-
versity course according to the following predominantly practical 
reasons, so characteristic of a mind tinged with imagination but 
essentially down-to-earth: 
I decided to follow the prescribed course in chemistry. Mathe-
. matics and English battled for recognition but my Scandinavian 
common sense determined my decision. I had the responsibility 
for the future of my mother, aunt and brother; I could teach 
chemistry, or practice it in mining or manufacturing. There 
were several strings to the chemical bow. Moreover, I was 
interested in the subject. It was an eyeopener, for there was 
a chemical aspect to everything on earth and in the heavens. 
Besides, there was about it an air of mystery. Thus I became 
a chemist. (p. 31) 
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In an address to the Mutual Improvement Association Con-
ference in 1935, Widtsoe gave another reason for his choice of 
chemistry as a profession: "I began my professional life as a 
specialist in Chemistry, and I chose the field of physiological 
chemistry. I thought that the Church needed a Chemist to defend 
the Word of Wisdom." 2 4 This revealing statement indicates that 
Widtsoe chose his work in order to find secular, scientific evidence 
for the doctrines of the Church. That important theme is pursued to 
greater length in the discussion below on science and religion. 
Gifted with a quick and curious mind, Widtsoe was interested 
in many other subjects than science, though it was his forte. English, 
i.e. English composition, attracted_ him and was a close second to 
chemistry as his comment indicates. Perhaps the reason for this was 
that English was a second language to him and he worked harder at 
it to compensate. Possibly he valued good language as a tool to 
2 4Quoted in a four-page pamphlet "The Voice of the Church" 
(n. p. , n. p.), Brigham Young University special collections. 
The Word of Wisdom is a health code established in 1833 by 
a revelation now recorded in Section 89 of The Doctrine and Govenants 
of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 19 69). Adherence to the 
code casually regarded in the early Church is now mandatory. Widtsoe 
was a strong proponent of the health code all his life and with his wife, 
Leah, vvrote a book entitled The Word of Wisdom (Salt Lake City: 
Des eret Book Co. , 19 3 8) . So attentive was he to promoting and expli-
cating the code, that his work was in good humor referred to as "The 
Word of Widtsoe." 
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teach Mormonism. Whatever the reason, he was interested in writ-
ing, which accounts in part for his florid sty le when he wrote on 
matters of moment. Though interested in literary style and in reading 
literature as a diversion, he was not a serious student of it as he 
openly admitted: 
All my life I have enjoyed a good work of fiction. To live in 
other realms with a good writer, ancient or modern, has been 
a tonic against weariness. Very early I formed my love for 
poetry. My copy of Tennyson lay always upon my Harvard 
laboratory desk. It is acid eaten, from wet fingers and desk, 
but it made alive brief moments of freedom. Good reading 
continued through life adds to a person• s enjoyment and 
culture. Fiction and poetry have never seemed antagonistic 
to more serious reading. In my case they have been refresh-
ing. (p. 34) 2 5 
2 5As noted above, Widtsoe was accustomed to pass freely from 
from describing and reflecting on such personal experiences to gen-
eralizing about human experience in a didactic manner. He believed 
he saw in his experience universals and, hence, useful lessons of 
life, and he did not hesitate to teach them to the Church from his 
position as apostle. On this issue of his didactic manner, it is not 
surprising that Widtsoe was taken up with Tennyson's poetry, lines 
of which he frequently quoted in his writings. One writer on the 
poet co!Dments that Tennyson "regarded instructions as a chief poetic 
duty," and that the poet said he wrote The Idylls of the King "to en-
noble and spiritualize mankind. 11 In another way, Tennyson• s 
interests parallel those of Widtsoe: He too studied Latin, German, 
history, chemistry, electricity, animal physiology, mechanics and 
poetry. "Tennyson was the moving force behind the organization in 
1869 of the Metaphysical Society, the purpose of which was to 
reconcile science and religion. To the first meeting of the distin-
guished group representing all forms of English scientific and re-
ligious thought Tennyson contributed his poem I Higher Pantheism,• 11 
from which Widtsoe quoted on occasion. (John Vvilson Bowyer and 
John Lee Brooks, The Victorian Age 2nd ed. [New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc. , 19 54], pp. 6 5, 66, 6 8.) 
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Studies in the humanities and social sciences did not impress 
Widtsoe much. He mentioned only in passing courses from Josiah 
Royce and William James, but not with much enthusiasm. Though he 
did go on at some length to relate his impressions and appreciation 
of European culture, he did not relish the serious study of philosophy, 
the arts, or humane, social areas generally. Such lack of abiding 
interest in those divisions of human thought seems a natural con-
sequence of his down-to-earth, practical and realistic approach to 
life. They were simply amenities to his central concerns. Exceeding 
v\Tidtsoe' s mere disregard for learning in these fields, a popular but 
extreme response is that of downright rejection, since, as the think-
ing goes, if one has the gospel, he has all that he needs to know 
about human nature and life. 
Though Royce and James failed to move him, he was moved by 
other Harvard professors, in particular, Josiah Parsons Cooke, a 
deeply religious, Christian scholar, whose II steady certainty of the 
pre-eminence of religion II helped Widtsoe over his brief but intense 
"religious battles II concerning the claims of Mormonism and science. 
(p. 37) Widtsoe wrote little of these times of soul-searching, only 
one paragraph. The battle was soon over, it seems, and no doubts 
returned to disturb his convictions. "There has never been any 
doubt about it since that time of deep study and prayer, 11 he wrote 
in the autobiography. 
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The refreshing admission of this struggle with doubt, brief as 
it is , tended to humanize Widtsoe and qualify him as one to whom 
struggling doubters could turn for understanding help. Further partic-
ulars of this human experience would help those who struggle in the 
Church today because there is too little public acknowledgement of 
even a passing question from contemporary leaders. As a conse-
quence of this, their personalities have become obs cured to the 
general Church in a shroud of unreality, which leaves the members 
to over-idealize them even to the extent of imputing to them near-
infallibility. On one occasion, Joseph Smith refused to allow two 
people to indulge this unrealistic view of him as the prophet, which 
the following entry in his writings_ discloses: 
This morning I . . . visited with a brother and sister from 
Michigan, who thought that • a prophet is always a prophet' 
but I told them a prophet was a prophet only when he was 
acting as such. 2 6 
Upon graduation from Harvard summa cum laude in chemistry 
(June, 1894), Widtsoe returned to Utah, as planned, despite at-
tractive opportunities elsewhere. His roots were too deep in the 
West. Further, he must have felt an obligation to help builq up the 
state as he could, for that was the original intention when he went 
2 6J os eph Smith, History of the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints, ed. B. H. Roberts, 2nd ed. , rev. , 7 vols. 
(Salt Lake City : Deseret Book Co., 1948-1952), vol. 5, p. 265. 
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to Harvard with J. M. Tanner. His first position was at Utah State 
Agricultural College in Logan teaching chemistry and directing the 
Experiment Station. There during the four ensuing years he de-
veloped his II educational vision, 11 stimulated by the important concept 
on which land grant colleges such as USAC were authorized by a 
"Federal Statute of July 21, 1862, signed by Abraham Lincoln. 11 
These colleges, he wrote, "were to provide farmers, housewives, 
tradesmen, and mechanics with the opportunity of a higher education, 
to which such people had had scant access in the past." (p. 42) 
Widtsoe resonated with this concept because he strongly held with 
the ideal of equal educational opportunities for all people. He must 
have remembered his own struggle for education when he wrote admir-
ingly of Abraham Lincoln, who "thought of his own rail-splitting 
youth, and his education by the flickering fire of the hearth, as he 
signed this epoch-making bill, 11 in 1862. (p. 43) 
It was oddly coincidental that the territorial bill signed March 8, 
1888, which created USAC was introduced by Representative Anthon H. 
Lund, a Danish convert, a champion himself of agricultural schools, 
and later a member of the Council of the Twelve Apostles, whom 
Widtsoe succeeded in that council thirty-three years later upon 
Lund's death. (p. 44) When the president of the Church, Heber J. 
Grant, presented Widtsoe to be sustained as the new apostle in 1921 
he said, 11 I am convinced in my heart that if President Anthon H. Lund 
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had had the privilege of nominating a man to fill the vacancy caused 
in the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, through his death ... that 
he would have named Brother John A. Widtsoe. 112 7 This was likely 
because of their mutual Scandinavian backgrcunds and agricultural 
and humanitarian interests. 
The moral obligation to utilize learning in some practical way to 
help people was a cornerstone of Widtsoe' s educational philosophy. 
As chemist of the Experiment Station, Widtsoe himself contributed to 
the development of the sugar beet industry of Utah and the continued 
successful growth of alfalfa, Utah I s chief forage crop. The trip he 
took through the state in 189 7 to hold farmers' institutes, designed 
to carry information out to the farmers, helped him to know the agri-
culture of the state first hand. He returned from this "team and 
wagon" trip II fired with a des ire to help cover these millions of acres 
with crops valuable to man." (p. 49) This dream remained with him 
to the end of his life, and he worked to make that dream a reality. 
After four years of useful experience teaching, researching, 
traveling out to help farmers in the state and dreaming dreams of 
educational opportunities for the common man and crops to fill the 
arid wastelands of Utah, he returned to school, this time in Germany 
as a Parker traveling fellow from Harvard. There at the University 
27HeberJ. Grant, Address, The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints Conference Report, April, 1921, p. 6. 
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of Goettingen after two years work he was awarded the AM and Ph. D 
degrees magna cum laude (189 9) for his advanced work in physiologi-
cal chemistry to discover the kinds of sugar or starch contained in 
traganuth gums. He claimed that he and Dr~ Joseph F. Merrill "must 
have been the first 1 Mormon' boys to earn the Ph. D degree in resi-
dence." (p. 58) 28 
By this time he and his wife had their first child. Following 
the awarding of his higher degrees they went first to the University 
28James Talmage, also president of the University of Utah 
(1894-1897) and apostle in the Church (1911-1933), received a Ph.D 
degree from Illinois Wesleyan University in 1896. (Ralph V. Chamber-
lin, The University of Utah [Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 
1960], p. 207 .) If Widtsoe is accurate in his statement about the 
primacy of his own doctoral degree, Talmage must have earned his in 
some other manner than through residence. The valuing of academic 
degrees in the Church is evidenced in the fact that even before any 
Mormon received a doctorate from a university out of Mormondom, 
three professors who were members of the examining board of the 
Church 1 s Board of Education received from the Board special Doctor 
of Didactic degrees. Professor Karl G. Maeser received the Doctor 
in Letters and Didactics (D. L. D.); Professor James· E. Talmage re-
ceived the Doctor in Science and Didactics (D.S. D.); and Professor 
J. M. Tanner, who sponsored Widtsoe at Harvard, received the Doctor 
in Ma the ma tics and Didactics (D. M. D.) . The Des eret Evening News 
of 8 May 1889, reported "that it is the desire of the General Board 
that the titles associated with the degrees shall be ·recognized and 
used in the schools and among the people. It will be observed that 
didactics is included in each degree. This is necessarily the case, 
the training of teachers being a chief and important part of the calling 
of those receiving these diplomas." Commenting on the significance 
of the program devised to train future teachers for the schools, the 
report went on to add, "The development of this movement, as it 
progresses, will doubtless cause the fact to dawn upon the minds of 
the young that it will be unnecessary for them to go east, except per-
haps in special instances, in order to obtain an education that will 
meet the general requirements of life. 11 
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of Zurich and after to London where he did post-doctoral work. He 
finally returned to assume the directorship of the Utah State Agri-
culture Experiment Station in 1900. That he did with pleasure because 
of his conviction, shared with his pioneer predecessors particularly 
Brigham Young, that "agriculture ... is the beginning of economic, 
social and political wisdom. 11 (p. 73) 29 
Then he began his work on the II first need of agricultural Utah" 
which "was to make the natural precipitation produce crops, with or 
without irrigation, to the highest degree. 11 (p. 74) As the Mormons 
had pioneered irrigation in the west, so ·widtsoe and his colleagues 
pioneered the application of modern science to irrigation problems. 
Wrote Widtsoe, "Our business wa_s to conquer the desert in terms of 
processes based upon scientific study. 11 (p. 7 4) 3 O He applied his 
29ror the similarity of Widtsoe 1 s view about agriculture with 
Brigham Young• s consult John A. Widtsoe, ed., Discourses of Brigham 
Young (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co. , 1941), pp. 29 5-29 8. 
30widtsoe went into some detail about their studies of irriga-
tion problems, which they began in 19 0 l, and the results they had. 
He wrote, 11 0ur work was widely recognized . . . . The state became 
more irrigation conscious, and many of the old methods were improved. 
The whole work was as a foundation of a science of irrigation." (p. 76) 
Vvidtsoe claimed, 
"The Mormon pioneers possess the honor of having founded modern 
irrigation in America, not because of the initial irrigation on 
July 24, 1847, but because the Mormon people continued the work 
. . . . In short because they developed permanent irrigation 
agriculture on a community scale under the conditions and with 
the knowledge of modern civilization. Irrigation knowledge and 
inspiration have been drawn by the whole world from the work of 
the first American irrigation pioneers. 11 (John A. Widtsoe, The 
Principles of Irrigation Practice [New York: Macmillan, 1914], 
pp. 455-456 .) 
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technical skills acquired in higher education to the solution of the 
fundamental problems of food production that plagued his pioneer 
forebears and of which he knew a little from his days in Logan during 
his youth. 
After five years of "consuming labor, 11 Widtsoe was caught in 
the crossfire of the politics of higher education and was summarily 
dismissed from his positions as Director of the Station and member 
of the college faculty. 3 l Fortunately, he was soon offered a position 
at the Brigham Young University, which he accepted. There he used 
his talents and experience to organize a department of agriculture 
and develop extension work, holding "farmers institutes II in several 
strategic places to assist farmers and their wives with their work, 
much as he had done while at USAC. 
Two pleasant years passed at BYU. On March 28, 1907, he 
returned to Logan as president of USAC, where in keeping with his 
basic commitment to the people of Utah, he continued to extend the 
services of the college into the state to help the common man. In 
this period Widtsoe published several books on dry farming and irriga-
tion, which were popular and received some acclaim. 32 Thi·s 
31Refer to Vvidtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, pp. 83 ff for the details 
of this episode. 
32D1y Farming (New York: Macmillan, 1911); and The Prin-
ciples of Irrigation Practice. 
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pioneering work in dry farming and irrigation most likely brought him 
the presidency of The International Dry-Farming Congress (organized 
in 1907) at the sessions of the Congress held in 1912 in Canada. 
In 1916 1 he was elected president of the University of Utah 
and led that institution through some very difficult times at the begin-
ning of his administration and then through the war years into the 
period of growth following the war. During the five years under his 
leaders hip, the university doubled in enrollment ( 1011 to 2 09 7); 
predictably the extension division was organized and grew to large 
proportions; a school of commerce was established; and several 
buildings were erected. 33 
In 1921, Widtsoe resigned the presidency of the university to 
become an apostle in the Church. This was not the end of his scien-
tific work, however. He published two works in his field after be com-
ing a Church official: Federal Reclamation by Irrigation 1 (a report on 
his work for the Bureau of Reclamation, 1924) and Success in Irriga-
ion Projects (1928). In 19211 Governor Charles R. Mabey placed him 
on the State Water Storage Board, on which he served, except for six 
years spent in Europe as a Mission president, until the board's dis-
solution in 1941. In 1922 State Engineer R. E. Caldwell invited him 
3 3National Cyclopedia of American Biography (New York: 
James T. White Co., 1970) 52:547. This is by far the most complete 
entry in a reference work concerning Widtsoe' s accomplishments. 
to accompany him and a party down the Colorado River from Hall's 
Landing to Lee's Ferry to look over suitable dam sites. 34 Shortly 
after this an invitation came from Secretary of the Interior, Hubert 
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Work, to II join the so-called fact-finding committee to examine into 
the conditions of the projects of the Bureau of Reclamation. 11 He was 
allowed nine months by the Church to finish his work, which took him 
to Vvashington and to all the project sites. He also consulted with 
Canadian government officials several times regarding their reclama-
tion projects. In fact, he was in the process of concluding a report 
on the development of the South Saskatchewan River project in Canada 
when death overtook him. 3 5 
Widtsoe spent thirty-two years of his life preparing for and 
working in science and education: four years at Harvard studying 
34Widtsoe' s summary of the trip reflects more of his ·aesthetic 
and religious sensibility than his scientific rationality: 
"Looking back this has been one of the great trips of my life. 
The scenery has been so vast, varied and awe inspiring. The 
solitude has been so complete. The beautiful courses of the 
canyons and glens have been so full of beauty. The slow flow-
ing river has been so thought promoting. The clear sky and the 
starlit and moonlit nights have brought us near to the m~aning 
of things 'as they are. 1 The whole result has been one of con-
tinuous, wholesome elevating and especially soul stimulating 
enjoyment. 11 (A. R. Mortensen, ed. , "A Journal of John A. 
Widtsoe, 11 Utah Historical Quarterly 23 [July 1955]:223 .) 
35Widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, Chapter 17 gives the details of 
these projects. 
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chemistry; four years as chemist at the Experiment Station and teach-
ing at USAC in Logan; two years doing graduate work in Germany; 
one year in post graduate work in Europe; five years as director of 
the Experiment Station, Logan; two years as · director of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Brigham Young University; nine years as 
president of USAC, accomplishing some scientific work as he was 
able; five years as president of the University of Utah. In addition 
to those thirty-two years, upon invitation he was engaged occasion-
ally in science during his apostleship. 36 
He was a member of several learned scientific societies: the 
American Chemical Society, American Genetic Association, Society 
for the Promotion of Agricultural Science, and the German Chemical 
Society. 3 7 One particular honor accorded Widtsoe has special sig-
nificance for his reputation as a scientist-apologist. Shortly after 
he was raised to the apostolic office, he was elected to the Philo-
sophical Society of Great Britain, represented by The Deseret News 
editor as a "learned body of international fame and influence." This 
bestowed honor shows that Widtsoe was known beyond the borders 
of Utah not only as an agronomist of international reputation but also 
36rn interview, G. Homer Durham said that he read scientific 
journals weekly all of his life. 
37National Cyclopedia of American Biography 52:547-548. 
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as a Christian apologist, even though a Mormon. In an effort to ex-
press pride in a Utah son being honored and at the same time to 
garner publicity for the Church, the editor wrote: 
A few days ago the worthy Doctor was officially informed of his 
election as a member of the Victoria Institute, otherwise known 
as the Philosophical Society of Great Britain. 
This great organization is unique in certain conditions attach-
ing to membership, prominent among which is the restriction, as 
set forth in its constitution, "that only such as are professedly 
Christians are entitled to become. members." Needless to say 
only those of high and recognized ability in science, philosophy, 
and letters are admitted to this learned body; but all such scholas-
tic attainments are insufficient if the applicant is not of genuine 
Christian belief, profession and practice. 
One of the objects of the Institute and its work is thus 
specified in its official publication: "To investigate fully and 
impartially the most important questions of Philosophy and 
Science, but more especially those that bear upon the great 
truths revealed in Holy Scriptures; with the view of reconciling 
any apparent discrepencies between Christianity and Science." 
And further: "To examine and discuss all supposed scientific 
results with reference to final causes, and the more comprehen-
sive, and fundamental principles of Philosophy proper, based 
upon faith in the existence of One Eternal God, who, in His 
wisdom, created all things very good ... 33 
While he served as apostle, he held several Church positions 
that enhanced his capability of influencing members of the Church 
with his ideas. Twice he was the Commissioner of Education for the 
Church (1922 and 1934) in which office he directed education in the 
Church and had considerable influence over teachers and adminis-
trators in religious education, as the comments of certain educators 
indicate. 
38The Deseret News, 16 December 1921. 
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Of more importance to his affecting the general membership of 
the Church with his ideas was his appointment to be a senior editor 
of the official magazine of the Church, The Improvement Era, to which 
he continually had been a contributor since 189 8, just one year after 
its inception. It was the practice of the Church president to reserve 
to himself the general editorship of the magazine, but Widtsoe was 
just under him in editorial responsibility. For seventeen years Widtsoe 
wrote editorials, es says and articles and had, in effect, direction 
of the magazine. During all this time the magazine was designated 
on its masthead as "The Voice of the Church" and the "Official Organ 
of the Priesthood Quorums, Mutual Improvement Association, Depart-
ment of Education, Music Committee, Ward Teachers, and other 
agencies of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 11 In 
Widtsoe' s speech to the M. I. A. Conterence of June, 19 35, he out-
lined the ambitious task of this official magazine, which he had just 
been appointed to direct: 
The Era, I hope, will be the voice of this great Church, as never 
before. It must speak for the Church, the priesthood, the Mutual 
Improvement Associations, the schools, and the various other 
divisions of the Church. It must be as a living voice, appearing 
monthly I telling every reader that which is in the mind of t•he 
Church as a whole . . . . Our magazine must not only be a 
voice of the Church, but in speaking it must be an interpreter, 
by means of Gospel truth of every human concern in this day and 
in the days to come. 39 
39 11 The Voice of the Church." 
It is clear that The Improvement Era was the official organ of the 
Church and that Widtsoe played a major role as senior editor in 
directing the magazine through editorial policy and his editorials, 
essays or articles in every issue. 
A Summary 
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Three of Widtsoe' s books provide an introduction to elements 
of his thought, feeling and experience that are expressed everywhere 
in his writings. A Rational Theology gives Widtsoe' s overall view of 
the fundamentals of Mormon theology presented in a straightforward, 
declarative manner. There he is the rationalist building a case for 
Mormon theology by describing its premises and reasoning about their 
relationships. Both Mormon theology and Widtsoe' s rationality are 
evident in that book. His feeling for what Mormonism as a way of 
life does for people is expressed in In the Gospel Net, his celebration 
of the story of his mother, for him the ideal Mormon. Here Widtsoe 
is the poet and the feeling man drawn to the religious side of Mor-
monism, who expressed himself in affective language. Widtsoe the 
practical man of everyday life, the man of accomplishment, the man 
who promoted agriculture, the man who when he arrived at the end of 
his life looked back and pronounced it good--that man is seen in the 
autobiography, In a Sunlit Land. 
CHAPTER III 
RATIONAL THEOLOGY: 
WIDTSOE AS "EDUCATOR" 
The Rational: 
The Authority of Intellect and Knowledge 
The Ideal of Truth-seeking in Mormonism 
To understand Widtsoe' s emphasis on learning, or as he in 
his customary way put it "truth-seeking, 11 it is necessary to see the 
prominence of the Church's claim for having "truth" and the con-
sequent idealization of learning. 
The first, the central and most persistent assertion of Mor-
monism is that it has the Truth. For Mormons, this means the core 
body of knowledge about certain fundamental realities: the nature 
and purposes of God, the nature of man and the universe, and the 
meaning of human existence, essentials of which were sketched in 
chapter two above. This knowledge is called the gospel. It was not 
devised or discovered by human invention, but is divine and was 
revealed by God. 
Joseph Smith, Mormonism's first prophet-president, said that 
God called him in 1820 to be the agent through whom He would restore 
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to the world this body of truth, known anciently but corrupted and lost 
after Jesus I death. Smith further claimed that God called him to re-
establish His Church in early nineteenth century America in order to 
promulgate the restored gospel throughout the world. This modern 
restoration of Christ's true religion and church is the first truth 
claim of Mormonism. All other doctrines, practices, social programs, 
developments and movements derive from this elementary premise. 
The second truth claim is a challenge to men to accept the first: To 
live life to its fullest and grandest, all men must not only seek, 
understand and accept this body of gospel truth, but they must also 
use it to achieve a fuller life and aid other people to do the same. 1 
From the beginning, Morm<;m leaders have vigorously promoted 
this search for gospel knowledge. It was preached as a religious 
quest. The term 11 truth 11 symbolized for those preachers and essay-
ists God's most glorious trait--He is the "God of truth. 11 11 Knowledge 11 
had the quality of a religious shibboleth on their path to becoming as 
God, the most majestic intelligence of all. But they also preached 
the quest for all truth. In substance they said, "Seek first essential 
gospel truths, but seek and use also all truth, for as knowledge is 
made to serve God's purposes it becomes part of the gospel. 11 Hence, 
1rn The Doctrine and Covenants the words "true, 11 "truth, 11 
"truths II are used one hundred eleven times, an indication of the per-
s is tent treatment of this topic in Mormon theology. 
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theoretically, all knowledge has holy possibilities. From this em-
phasis on learning all knowledge in order to progress, an ongoing 
tradition of immense value in the Church, comes the often-heard 
Mormon claim that they are a distinctively education-oriented and 
education-achieving people. 
In their sermons and essays Mormon leaders idealized the 
search for truth in a way that made it an ultimate goal for Church 
members. But these leaders spent few words defining "truth" and 
fewer still on its analysis. Why conjecture about the nature of that 
which one knows or can know in a higher sense? seems to have been 
their posit ion . 
This stress on learning be<;Ian with Joseph Smith, whose reve-
lations and commentaries broadly defined the purposes for seeking 
knowledge and set the tone in the Church for the high endeavor of 
learning: 
It is impossible for a man to be saved in ignorance. 
Whatever principle of intelligence we attain unto in this life will 
rise with us in the resurrection. If a man, by his diligence, 
obtains more knowledge than another, he will have so much ad-
vantage in the world to come. 2 
In knowledge there is power. God has more power than all 
other beings, because he has greater knowledge; and hence 
he knows how to subject all other beings to him. 
Everyone that does not obtain knowledge sufficient to be saved 
will be condemned. 
2Doctrine and Covenants 131:6; 130:18, 19. 
A man is saved no faster than he gets knowledge. 
Knowledge saves a man, and in the world of spirits no man 
can be exalted but by knowledge. 3 
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An important part of Smith's truth-seeking ideal for its impli-
cation in this study of Widtsoe as a proponent of the application of 
reason to religion was the idea that the mind must be vigorously used 
to obtain truth--all truth. This is illustrated in a passage out of a 
famous letter Smith wrote from prison to his friends in March, 18 39: 
The things of God are of deep import; and time, and experience 
and careful and ponderous and solemn thoughts can only find 
them out. Thy mind, 0 Man! if thou wilt lead a soul unto 
salvation, must stretch as high as the utmost heavens, and 
search into and contemplate the darkest abyss, and the broad 
expanse of eternity--thou must commune with God. 4 
The ideal of truth-seeking and the eternal uses of mind in that 
search were further advanced by Brigham Young, a devotee of Smith 
and his successor as prophet. Years after Smith's letter, Young con-
tinued to hold up before the Church the ideal of man's eternally 
expanding capacity for learning. If the Saints anticipated becoming 
more like God, whose glory subsists in His intelligence, they must 
3Smith, History of the Church 5:340, 387, 588; 6:314,. 
4
Ibid., 3:295. Several passages from this letter were 
excerpted and eventually included in The Doctrine and Covenants. 
For reasons unknown this impressive passage which emphasizes the 
importance of thought in the religious experience was not included, 
unfortunately. 
look beyond the shuffling pace to which they were accustomed to a 
breath-taking expansion of their faculties: 
Life is an accumulation of every property and principle that is 
calculated to enrich, to ennoble, to enlarge and to increase, 
in every particular, the dominion of individual man. To me 
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life would signify an extension. I have the privilege of spread-
ing abroad, of enlarging my borders, of increasing in endless 
knowledge, wisdom, and power . . . . All organized existence 
is in progress either to an endless advancement in eternal per-
fections, or back to dissolution .... All things that have 
come within the bounds of man's limited knowledge--the things 
he naturally understands--teach him that there is no period, in 
all the eternities, where organized existence (man) will become 
stationary, that it cannot advance in knowledge, wisdom, 
power and glory . . . . To me, life is increase. 5 
But Smith and Young were only the pacemakers in the early 
Church for teaching the concepts of endless truth-seeking and of 
man's eternally expanding potential for learning. Many of their 
compatriots were afire with these prospects and were themselves 
truth-seekers and preachers of this heady doctrine. The Index to 
The Journal of Discourses lists one hundred six separate entries 
on "truth, 11 seventy-eight on "knowledge," and seventy-eight on 
"education," which denotes the wide interest in this ideal of learn-
ing among leaders in the early Church. 
5Journal of Discourses 1:349. For a lively treatment of the 
breadth of Brigham Young's interest in learning consult Hugh Nibley, 
"Educating the Saints--A Brigham Young Mosiac, 11 BYU Studies 2, 
(Autumn 1970): 61-87. 
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Many aspects of the Mormon movement were in one way or 
another connected with the vision of learning. Two examples from 
the writings of Sidney Rigdon, counselor to Joseph Smith, suggest 
this. He encouraged converts to emigrate to the United States to be 
in the close society of the Saints and so better able to realize their 
education: 
One of the principal objects then, of our coming together, is to 
obtain the advantages of education; and in order to do this, 
compact society is absolutely necessary: it cannot be obtained 
without it, as most only but a few, to the exclusion of the many; 
which is a principle at war with the principles of the church of 
Christ . . . . 6 
Rigdon regarded increased learning as a necessary prerequisite to 
genuine piety. He spoke out forthrightly in favor of the informed 
mind: 
If a person des ires to be truly pious in the sight of God, he must 
be purely intelligent. Piety without intelligence is fanaticism 
and devotion without understanding is enthusiasm. The object 
of our religion is to make us more intelligent than we could be 
without it. It is calculated to make men better by making them 
wiser, more useful by making them more intelligent--not intel-
ligent in some subjects only, but all subjects in which intelli-
gence can be obtained . . . . 7 
6Signey Rigdon, "To the Saints Abroad, 11 The Elders Journal 
of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 1 (August 1838): 
53. 
7 
Quoted in James H. Hunt, Mormonism Embracing the Origin, 
Rise and Progress of the Sect (St. Louis: n. p. , 1844), pp. 174-175. 
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And so, early leading Mormons encouraged the quest for 
knowledge as a religious ideal. While the promise made for in-
creased learning was a richer life in this world as Brigham Young 
reminded the saints, often it was the glory of becoming more like 
God in the next world and beyond into eternity. Lofty thoughts 
continuously repeated by Widtsoe as he addressed the Church. 
Widtsoe' s Early Interest in Truth-seeking 
Widtsoe wrote in his autobiography that he had a natural 
inclination to learning before he heard of Mormonism with its ideal 
of truth-seeking. He recorded in that work two slight but memorable 
impressions from his early youth that suggest the germinal begin-
nings of his lifelong attraction to knowledge. The first was a touch-
ing graveside commitment to the memory of his father, a dedicated, 
community-minded schoolmaster of considerable accomplishment for 
his years, who was deeply admired by his son John: 
A year later, just after my sixth birthday, my father died. 
Though young (39) he had served his generation well. He was 
gifted, capable, farseeing, and wise, and much beloved among 
the people. In my childish appreciation of him, I pledged, as 
his grave was filled, to keep his good work going. 8 
8
Widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, p. 3. Widtsoe also recorded a 
third person account of this episode in his mother's biography: 
"Before the first shovelful of earth was cast into the grave, the 
schoolmaster's son, his namesake, threw a bright crimson rose upon 
the casket. That was the child's farewell, and his promise to carry 
on, in every high ideal that the schoolmaster had left behind." 
(Widtsoe, In the Gospel Net, p. 5 8.) 
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The second impression was an insight that came to Widtsoe well in 
advance of his years as a result of the Mormon missionaries' visits 
to his mother's home three years after his father's death: 
I heard much discussion, and read some of the tracts. Some I 
could understand. There dawned upon my consciousness that 
true religion was not to be measured by stately churches, 
dressed-up priests, and large gatherings, but rather by that 
which the older people called Truth. It was my first serious 
introduction to truth, which I was to pursue for life. 9 
From this pledge to keep alive his father's good work as com-
munity educator and this "first serious introduction to truth" when he 
heard II older people II talk about religion until 19 21 when he be came 
an apostle, Widtsoe pursued secular learning in the tradition of his 
people, initially as a curious boy and bright student, and later as a 
scientist and educator. Concurrently, he seriously studied his 
religion, following an idea to which he later gave the following 
expression: 
It is a paradox that men will gladly devote time every day for 
many years to learn a science or an art; yet will expect to win 
a knowledge of the gospel, which comprehends all sciences 
and arts, through perfunctory glances at books or occasional 
listening to sermons. The gospel should be studied more in-
tensively than any school or college subject. They who pass 
opinion on the gospel without having given it intimate a!"ld care-
ful study are not lovers of truth, and their opinions are worth-
less. 10 
9Ibid . , p. 6 . 
lOJohn A. Widtsoe, "How May a Testimony of the Truth of the 
Gospel Be Obtained?" The Improvement Era 46 (May 1943):289. 
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Widtsoe' s Treatment of "Truth" 
Given Widtsoe' s natural impulse for learning, seen in his 
early life, the strong emphasis in the Church on acquiring knowledge, 
and his own professional experience in education, it is no surprise 
that his writings are filled with the theme of truth-seeking. In the 
tradition of his predecessors in Church leadership, he continuously 
cultivated the love and learning of truth, but wrote little either to 
define or to discuss its nature. Clearly, he too was more interested 
in its acquisition and use than in its philosophical treatment. This 
is evident in the manner in which he treated the topic in his writings. 
Despite his genuine and deep affinity for learning truth, for 
some unstated reason he never did take the time to set down a care-
ful systematic statement of his thinking on its nature, but left his 
few ideas scattered throughout his writings in little essays here and 
passages there, many of which read like extended notes, though 
substantial and insightful, brief as they are. 
Likely the closest he came to a concentrated effort to develop 
the topic was in the book In Search of Truth--Comments on the Gospel 
and Modern Thought (19 30). Even then, the book treats the subject 
of science rather than the topic of truth, though both are related in 
Widtsoe' s mind as science is but man's way to discover the truths of 
nature--but not to learn the nature of truth some would remind him. 
Perhaps his own term "comments ti meaning ti an observation or remark 
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expressing an opinion or attitude ... concerning the subject at hand," 
best indicates his passing treatment of the topic. 11 He had questions 
constantly coming in on issues from concerned members of the Church . 
Though he wanted to be helpful to his correspondents, whom he ad-
mired because they were "thinking for themselves, 11 his response to 
their needs was presented only "briefly, and without any attempt at 
systematic development," as he put it. 12 Perhaps the press of time 
and his office duties kept him from more than commenting on this 
matter. Yet some readers, though appreciative of his "comments, 11 
needed a fuller and deeper treatment, which they deemed him capable 
of giving them. 
Likewise, in the preface to his earliest work on theology, 
A Rational Theology (1915), Widtsoe explained that it too was a brief 
11 exposition . . . not an argument, 11 and "completed within a short 
set time, 11 with II many of the imperfections of the work . . . · the 
results of the hurried preparation. 11 Not concerned with contemporary 
secular thinking on his topic, he did not attempt to II correlate the 
doctrine discussed with current philosophical opinions. 11 13 Because 
of these protestations, the book has the flavor of an in-hous'e work , 
11Webster's Third New International Dictionary, 1971. 
12Widtsoe, In Search of Truth, p. 3. 
13Widts oe, A Rational Theology , pp. iii-iv . 
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which he seemed to hope would not be judged by too exacting stand-
ards because it was hurried through to be used as a Church manual, 
which it was for many years in various organizations. Despite its 
shortcomings and exceptions, it was admired, even savored by many 
who needed its provocative and bracing promotion of the application 
of reason to religion and its broadly stated insights. 
So, that which Widtsoe wrote to the Church on the nature of 
truth is presented in abbreviated, perhaps too-quickly prepared 
chapters in several books and in one-to-two page articles, es says 
and editorials, mostly published in The Improvement Era. It is a 
curious paradox that Widtsoe would have spent thirty years in the 
demandingly precise work of science yet admit that he had hastily 
prepared his work on the topic he held to be of far greater value than 
science. His admitted performance seems so out-of-keeping with his 
acclaimed high standards of scholarship and intellectual precision. 
Moreover, it tends to detract from his plea to the Church to give 
Mormonism "intimate and careful study. 11 
To learn what he wrote to the Church on the topic requires 
that his ideas be located in these many diverse writings, some de-
voted to aspects of the subject and others restricted to incidental 
comments on it. He dealt with several recurring ideas which he 
appears to have treated at random as they occurred to him or as cir-
cumstances dictated their treatment and not in any apparent order. 
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Durham said that he believed Widtsoe chose the topics for his editori-
als, for example, chiefly as the result of what he thought would be of 
immediate interest to the Church, and so, very likely, the many in-
quiries he received helped to determine his selection of those topics 
to which he addressed himself. 
A Widtsoe Miscellany on "Truth" 
In Widtsoe's search for truth, ·though a dedicated scientist, 
he always placed his study of Mormonism first because it was for 
him the revealed word of God. As a continuing student of the revela-
tions in Mormon scripture, he was early led to prepare through much 
detailed lexical work his first and only book on the scriptures, A Con-
cordance to the Book of Doctrine and Covenants of The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints (1906), designed to help readers locate 
key concepts in that scripture. His preparation of this kind of book 
shows that he had an early interest in the traditional proof-text method 
of presenting Mormon doctrine, though the approach he said he tradi-
tionally took was the rational or scientific one. Certainly, that is 
the one on which his reputation as a Church \,vriter rests. 14 , 
14see Appendix A for the account of Widtsoe' s alleged abbrevi-
ated edition of The Doctrine and Covenants prepared to be used by 
investigators of the Church unfamiliar with Church History. 
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The definition of 11 Truth 11 
Since Widtsoe accepted the scripture as God's word, when he 
read in The Doctrine and Covenants . 9 3: 2 4 what he took to be a pre-
scribed definition of "truth, 11 the matter seemed settled: "The defini-
tion of the mighty word is found in latter-day revelations. 'Truth is 
knowledge of things as they are, as they were and as they are to 
come.,., lS In a subsequent article, he proclaimed his view that this 
given definition is superior over any definition stipulated by man and 
registered his suspicion of philosophical conjecture about such 
matters: 
The meaning of a word so commonly used should be generally 
and correctly understood. Yet subjected to philosophical specu-
lation, truth has often been given diverse meanings, or left 
befogged in clouds of abstraction. In a revelation to the Prophet 
Joseph Smith occurs a very simple yet comprehensive definition. 
"Truth is knowledge of things as they are, and as they were, 
and as they are to come." (D. & C. 9 3: 2 4)--that is, truth is 
synonomous with accurate knowledge or a product of it. 16 
This is characteristic of Church leaders' publicly expressed view of 
philosophy, which they uniformly regard with a jaundiced eye because 
of its speculative and tentative approach to learning, in this specific 
case the definition of the object of learning, 11 truth" which has so 
15John A. Widtsoe, "The Acceptance of All Truth," The Improve-
ment Era 41 (October 1938):588. 
16John A. Widtsoe, 11 What is Truth? 11 The Imorovement Era 46 
(January 19 4 3) : 3 3 . 
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many religious overtones for them. Widtsoe on occasion berated 
speculation and the theories of men, particularly in his later writings 
as illustrated in the following quote: 
If one wants to see how absolutely confusing and useless and 
untruthful the field of speculation is, let him go to the philoso-
phers of the ages. Begin with the old philosophers and go down 
to the philosophers of today. Every one has tried to explain or 
describe God. No one has failed to try his hand at it. Every 
one has set up his own explanation, and presented his own kind 
of God. As you read after them, you find yourself in a state of 
confusion. Great minds, great thinkers, have tried throughout 
the ages to solve the same problem and have failed utterly to 
agree. That is because they have not begun with truth. There-
in we are strong. Joseph Smith, on his knee in the grove, saw 
God and spoke to him. There is no question about the begin-
nings of this work . . . . We have the truth. We are not con-
cerned much with interpretation of truth. 17 
Yet, depending upon the time and his purpose, he could praise phi-
losophy, when he took it to mean simply clear thinking, as he did in 
one of his early writings: 
When facts, laws, and hypotheses are considered in their rela-
tions to one another and the world, an ever greater and rarer 
gift is required, that of philosophic insight. Many of our current 
quibbles about science and religion come because a good 
gatherer of scientific fact may be an extremely poor philosopher .18 
As suggested, it was later in his ministry, following his six-
year proselyting mission in Europe that Widtsoe seemed more insistent 
l 7John A. Widtsoe, "Teach the Truth, 11 The Improvement Era 52 
(May 1949):274. 
18Widtsoe, In Search of Truth, pp. 48-49. 
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to put an authoritative, 11 proper 11 definition on words, as in the above-
cited instance in which he wanted the reader to know how the word 
"truth" should be 11 correctly understood. 1119 
He was not always insistent on word meanings. As observed, 
early he was quite free in his observations on the use of language. 
In 19 30, he wrote an essay which Mormons who value some insights 
of higher criticism of the Bible have come to prize. There he expres-
sed rather liberal views about the words of scripture: 
The scriptures have been given by God and under his direction; 
but in the language of man . . . . It has always been so. In 
this day, the Lord speaking to Joseph Smith said, "These com-
mandments are of me, and were given unto my servants in their 
weakness, after the manner of their language, that they might 
come to understanding. 11 That is, the Lord does his work in 
our behalf through earthly ins_truments. 2 0 (Italics added) 
19 rn another essay of this later period he expressed the same 
desire to prescribe definitions: 
"Unfortunately, the word 'liberal' is not always properly used. 
It has been used, or misused, for so many purposes that its 
original meaning has largely vanished. Word-juggling, making 
a good word serve a doubtful or ugly cause, is an age-old 
pastime. Words are too often used as a shield to hide or dis-
guise truth. Many men are inclined to hide their true motives 
behind a word. 11 (John A. Widtsoe, "What is a Liberal Religion? 11 
The Improvement Era 44 [October 1941]:609 .) 
2 0
widtsoe, In Search of Truth, p. 83. This book is a collec-
tion of essay-like chapters. The one from which this passage comes 
is entitled" Higher Criticism" and contains a broad and generous ap-
praisal of scientific investigation of the Bible: "To Latter-day Saints 
there can be no objection to the careful and critical study of the 
scriptures, ancient or modern, provided only that it be an honest 
study--a search for truth. 11 (Widtsoe, In Search of Truth, p. 81.) 
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~s the two quotes from 1938 and 1943 show, it was later that Widtsoe 
moved closer to the more conservative position, which is represented 
in a classic passage from the writings of Bruce R. McConkie, con-
temporary apostle, who wrote of the languag·e of scripture: 
These statements, made by the power of the Holy Ghost consist 
of the identical words which the Lord himself would speak under 
the same circumstances. They are indeed the Lord's words be-
cause he authorizes and directs the Holy Ghost to influence and 
guide men in giving utterance to them. 21 (Italics added) 
These contrasting remarks from 1930 and from 1938 and 1943 about 
the language of scriptures--with other evidences later to be discus-
sed--tend to show that the longer Widtsoe served in the ministry, 
the less liberal he seemed, not only on is sues of language but on 
other is sues as well. 
It is clear that he took quite literally the revealed definition 
of "Truth II by 19 43 and had waved all others aside . . For him and 
presumably his readers whose minds he sought to influence that was 
the end of the matter, though he must have known that words do not 
acquire meaning by authoritative edict but as people come to use them 
in a social context. To stipulate the definition of a word for one's 
own purpose is one matter; to set it pre-emptively for others is quite 
another. Yet, again, he wrote for Church members, many of whom 
2 lBruce R. McConkie, Doctrinal New Testament Commentary 
vol. 1 (Salt Lake City : Bookcraft, 19 71), p. 55. 
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would follow his lead that The Doctrine and Covenants is definitive 
even to word meanings. 
There is still another point to be made about Widtsoe' s off-
hand comments on "truth." When he adopted the scriptural definition 
of the word, he seemed to be saying that reality ("things": matter, 
persons, energy?) and truth are not identical, as suggested in his 
statement, "The facts of observation, in the visible or invisible 
world, lead to truth; and truth must conform to human experience. 1122 
This resembles the 11 correspondence theory" of truth, which holds that 
truth is not synonymous with reality but is rather that which is con-
ceived as propositions in the human mind about observed phenomena. 
Accordingly, facts are not truths qut are the raw stuff of observation, 
which are assembled in the mind, arranged, reflected upon and 
interpreted. The consequence of this proqess is truth in the form of 
mental constructions or concepts . 2 3 Lowell L. Bennion, another 
Mormon writer and teacher of note, in writing to the subject of truth 
and religion in a more systematic, analytical way than Widtsoe, 
succinctly identifies truth with accurate knowledge: "The nearer 
one's understanding of reality, as stated in propositions or judgements, 
22widtsoe, "What Is Truth? 11 p. 33. 
2 3ror a treatment of the "correspondence theory" and other 
theories of the nature of truth, consult W. H. Werkmeister, The Basis 
and Structure of Knowledge (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1948), 
pp. 12 5-15 7. 
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is to what reality actually is, the nearer one is to the truth. 11 2 4 This 
''correspondence" notion of the truth-knowledge-reality relationship 
is implied right in the prescribed definition of truth in Mormon scrip-
ture. 
While Widtsoe does appear to settle on this prescriptive 
definition, which resembles the "correspondence II theory that truth 
is accurate knowledge of reality, his figurative language of persua-
s ion at other times implies that truth is a kind of grand object or 
entity or reality in itself "out there," apart from man's mind awaiting 
his discovery. That is indicated in such passages as the following 
in which he hinted in a metaphor that truth is an entity sheltered in 
some recess in the universe: ''Ou_r progress in bringing truth out of 
its hiding place has been stupendous. New realms of the visible and 
invisible universe have been penetrated with unfailing success." 2 5 
In another pass age, he has truth as a weapon: "With the sword of 
truth we shall win the battle in which God has enlisted us. "26 In 
yet another, truth is a warrior: "Truth's des tiny is victory. It breaks 
2 4Bennion, Religion and the Pursuit of Truth, p. 19. · Many 
Widtsoe admirers wish he had taken time to write such a more syste-
matic work on "Truth" as this. 
2 5Widtsoe, In Search of Truth, p. 13. 
26JohnA. Widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 1923, p. 27. 
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.. 
down every barrier of error. Ultimately it rises triumphantly above 
its vanquished enemy. After many trials and much tribulation, slowly, 
painfully it reaches its happy end. 112 7 
It is this kind of rhetorical language ·, indulged in by two other 
eminent scientists Sir Arthur Eddington and Sir James Jeans in their 
popular writings on scientific, philosophical topics, which invited 
the following sharp indictment by philosopher L. Susan Stebbing, who 
saw such language as a distraction rather than an illumination of the 
truth: 
Both these writers approach their task through an emotional 
fog; they present their views with an amount of personifica-
tion and metaphor that reduces them to the level of revivalist 
preachers. Yet we common readers surely have a right to ex-
pect that a scientist setting qut to dis cuss for our benefit phi-
losophical problems arising from his special studies will do 
so in a scientific spirit . . . . The fundamental objection to 
the modes of expression so dear to both Eddington and Jeans 
is not merely that they are unilluminating; it is that such 
writing obfuscates the common reader whilst pretending to 
enlighten him. 2 8 
In the case of Widtsoe, even though his seeming intent was to en-
lighten people on the nature of "truth, 11 the real thrust was to express 
his convictions about it. This kind of language, so well suited to 
27
Widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 1933, p. 53. 
28L. Susan Stebbing, Philosophy and the Physicists (New York: 
Dover Publications, Inc., 1958), pp. 7, 18. See Stebbing's chapter 1 
"The Common Reader and the Popularizing Scientist" for her view on 
the distractions of poetic language to clear thinking. 
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inspire his readers, is part of the Widtsoe tradition illustrated in the 
profusion of emotive language he used to pay homage to the memory of 
his mother and all that she represented to him. It is simply Widtsoe 
the poet rhapsodizing over the truth, not Widtsoe the detached scientist 
endeavoring to describe it. For Widtsoe, truth is the grandest posses-
sion of man and must be utilized to his advancement. He must not be 
held too closely to the language of definition because his language is 
that of oratory and persuasion in so many of his little essays. 
The acceptance of all Truth 
Beyond Widtsoe' s sparse remarks about what truth is, he wrote 
to other themes closer to his main concerns. He was mainly a pub-
licist for the truth. He invited the Church to share with him the belief 
that they were all part of a world movement that put truth above every-
thing else. According to Widtsoe, the Church stood ready to acknowl-
edge any and all truths of whatever nature and from whatever source. 
He expressed this broad view to the General Conference congregation 
in October of 1926: 
It is a happy claim, and may I say a proud claim on the part of 
Latter-day Saints, that they accept all truth, no matter whence 
it comes , or what its nature may be, whether it be scientific, 
philosophical or religious. If it be the truth, we accept it, and 
know that there is a place for it in the great plan of truth, known 
as the gospel of Jesus Christ. We Latter-day Saints welcome 
the great advances of these latter days .... As a Church we 
support such endeavors and sustain those who labor in the 
search for truth, no matter what the truth may be. 29 
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Though this idea sounds commonplace to contemporary Mormons be-
cause of its continuous stress through the years, Widtsoe came at 
the end of a generation of Mormons to whom it would have been a 
breath of fresh air since many had been converted from fundamentalis-
tic religions in which such a message of open-ended truth-seeking 
likely would have been unwelcome, if not heretical. Yet, even to 
his listeners it was probably a support to receive the warm assurance 
that they were part of an institution that welcomed all truth. 
Later (1938) he gave an additional kind of assurance to the 
Church members that the gospel to which they had committed them-
-
selves "rises above every man-made division of truth for it embraces, 
frankly, all truth, and places every fact in its relationship to that 
whole system of truth ... 30 Though intended as assurance, this later 
claim that the Church "embraces ... all truth" presents some oppor-
tunity for confusion, for his readers might mistake the ideal that the 
Church "embraces 11 all truth, in the sense that it II accepts II or 
29 · 
Widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 1926, p. 81. See 
also Widtsoe, Conference Report, April, 1948, p. 148. Widtsoe 
changed some of his emphases through the years. But he did not 
change this one. 
30widtsoe, "The Acceptance of All Truth," p. 588. 
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"welcomes II all truth, with the erroneous notion that it possesses all 
truth, or even more extreme that members of the Church, conceived of 
as the Church, know all the truth. A perceptive Mormon scholar, 
acknowledging the impossibility of either of these interpretations, 
asked the question, "What, then, does the claim that Mormonism 
embraces all truth really mean? 11 and answered it, 11 I find implicit 
in it both a description of a sublime though unattainable ideal and a 
summons to an inspiring though endless quest. 11 31 (Italics added) 
He recognized a danger to the intellectual-spiritual wellbeing of 
Church members in the ease whereby people acquire "proverbs and 
verbal epitomes II and conversely the difficulty they have in doing 
the study and reflection necessary to know the wisdom implied in 
the sayings: 
. . . To accept a transcendent ideal and to enlist oneself in 
a glorious quest are relatively easy accomplishments. To 
keep the ideal in mind and to carry on the quest are not so 
easy. It is easy for all of us to believe in the achievement 
of ultimate truths through eternal progress, but it is difficult 
for us to keep our minds open to progressive ideas and atti-
tudes . . . . Great ideals and great quests are meaningful 
only for ever-alert and open-minded workers, and for workers 
of dedicated and unwearying minds and spirits. 
It was with a consciousness of all of these things that 
Joseph Smith, in the formative days of the Church, explicitly 
and implicitly urged the need of the open, active inquiring mind. 32 
31Parley A. Christensen, All in a Teacher's Day (Salt Lake City: 
Stevens & W a 11 is , Inc . , 19 4 8) , pp . 2 0 , 2 1 . P . A . Christens en was a 
professor of English at Brigham Young University for many years. 
3 2Ibid. 
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Widtsoe would have agreed with this warning. It was not 
enough simply to state an institutional ideal. Each member, he im-
pressed on his readers, is duty bound to learn the truth for himself. 
''Learning is sought by Latter-day Saints as ·a religious duty," he 
wrote. 33 This truth that members were charged to learn "does not 
come unbidden." It must be sought for diligently and endlessly: 
It is not enough to find truth today, it must be sought tomorrow. 
There must be daily accession to our store of knowledge. 
Really, to know the Gospel, which embraces all truth, we must 
be steadily, endlessly, engaged in acquiring knowledge, in 
securing truth and in using it in life. The search for truth 
must become the most vital issue of human life. In fact, to 
live the Gospel really means to be constantly engaged in the 
search and practice of truth. One must grow and increase in 
truth. 34 
Earlier, he put it in even stronger terms: 
The way to truth may be found by anyone who desires it. But 
he must desire it with all his might, mind, and strength .... 
The desire must suffuse and penetrate every waking moment. 
One's whole being must reach out for truth, a fragment of 
which must become more precious than the whole scintillating 
world of untruth. Life itself must seem a small price to pay 
for the possession of truth. 35 
Widtsoe vigorously published the ideal that the Church welcomes all 
discoveries of truth and charged each member to continuously realize 
that ideal in his life as a religious obligation. 
33John A. Widtsoe, "Seek Learning," The Improvement Era 39 
(September 19 36): 552. 
34Widtsoe, "The Acceptance of All Truth," p. 588. 
3 Swid tsoe, In Search of Truth, p. 112. 
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The tests of Truth 
Widtsoe spent more than half of his working life associated 
with universities, particularly in science. If there is one philosophy 
that predominates in modern universities, it is empiricism, i.e. the 
practice of relying on observation and experiment. Many of his 
comments to the Church about how man's progress through learning 
has been achieved and how it will continue to be achieved reflect 
this background. For instance: 
Civilization and enlightenment have come when men, using the 
experimental method, have begun to test the correctness of 
their beliefs. The highway to truth is paved with such rigid 
tests. 36 
He believed that all knowledge is learned much in the same way and 
made slight distinction between the means to learn religious knowl-
edge and those to learn secular knowledge: 
In winning a certainty of God's existence, every power and 
faculty possessed by man may be employed. Observation, 
experimentation, feeling, prayer, and every process of thought 
are legitimate avenues to a knowledge of God. The attempt to 
confine the pursuit of religious truth within a compartment 
away from many-sided life leads to confusion and mystifica-
tion. In everv other activity man is obliged to use his natural 
gifts--sense of body and spirit, and power of mind to arrange 
acquired knowled~e in an orderly manner--so why not in the 
search for God? 3 (Italics added) 
36John A. Widtsoe, "Is It Wrong to Doubt? 11 The Improvement 
Era 4 2 (A pr il 19 3 9 ) : 2 0 4 • 
3 7John A. Wjdtsoe, "How Can the Existence of God be Veri-
fied? 11 The Improvement Era 46 (April 19 43): 22 5. 
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As McMurrin observed, Widtsoe' s suppbrt of the rational 
faculty as an avenue to religious knowledge is in the main stream of 
Mormon thought at its most reasonable beginning with Joseph Smith 
and Brigham Young, through to Widtsoe' s own time. Brigham Young 
spent two full years examining Mormonism in order to assure himself 
that it was not just another emotion-ridden sect coming out of the 
"burned-over district" of western New York state when the fires of 
evangelism were being fanned in the first quarter of the nineteenth 
century. "I examined the matter studiously for two years before I 
made up my mind . . . . I wished time sufficient to prove all things 
for himself," said Young. 38 Men like Orson Pratt and B. H. Roberts 
too were rationalistic, placing emphasis on the uses of mind in de-
termining the reliability of theological contentions. 39 
In the Church, considerable emphasis is placed on the author-
ity of office. A brief reference was made above to the role of such 
authority in establishing the officiality of Church literature. While 
the authority of office is considered to be necessary to the administra-
tion of the Church as it is presently maintained, such an authority-
oriented system holds some risk for leaders and followers alike 
38Journal of Discourses 3:91. 
39 see Appendix B for a paradigm example of an appeal for 
rationalism by B. H. Roberts, member of the First Quorum of Seventy 
and contemporary of Widtsoe. 
because ( 1) leaders may misapprehend the nature of their powers and 
as a consequence ignorantly or, worse, knowingly misuse them, and 
(2) followers may place unwarranted or unrequired reliance upon their 
leaders. Just as Joseph Smith disavowed infallibility for himself the 
prophet, he further acknowledged the possibility for man's doing 
mischief in a position of authority. Canonized in The Doctrine and 
Covenants is part of Joseph Smith's letter from Liberty Jail, above 
mentioned, in which he warned against such dangers of authority: 
We have learned by sad experience that it is the nature and 
disposition of almost all men, as soon as they get a little 
authority, as they suppose, they will immediately begin to 
exercise unrighteous dominion. 40 
As Joseph Smith saw cleariy the first above-mentioned risk, Brigham 
-
Young feared the possibility of the second in the members of the 
Church in his day accepting their leaders unthinkingly: 
I am more afraid that this people have so much confidence in 
their leaders that they will not inquire for themselves of God 
whether they are being led by him. I am fearful they settie 
down in a state of blind security, trusting their eternal destiny 
in the hands of their leaders with a reckless confidence that in 
itself would thwart the purposes of God in their salvation.4 1 
40 Doctrine and Covenants 121: 39. 
41Journal of Discourses 9: 150. This quotation has been cited 
by two Church authorities in recent years: Harold B. Lee, "Fortified 
by an Unshakable Testimony," The Improvement Era 53 (December 
1950):1006, and J. Reuben Clark, Jr., When Are the Writings or Ser-
mons of Church Leaders Entitled to the Claim of Scripture. Address 
to Seminary and Institute Personnel (Provo, Utah: The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints , 19 54) , p. 4. 
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In this tradition, Widtsoe too discerned that authority has its 
perils. Writing on its misuse in world history, he seems to imply a 
general principle that as a corrective to possible abuse, authority 
should submit to the test of the experimental method, by which he 
held so much of man's progress in establishing the truth has occurred: 
Authority, itself, must bow before the experimental method. 
The reality of authority is best established by the efficacy of 
that which it declares and commands. Authority which is not 
willing to submit to such a test may well be questioned. 42 
Widtsoe could hold that the experimental method which he used 
in chemistry to discover and to verify truth is equally applicable in 
religion, as for example in 11 winning a certainty of God's existence 11 
--but only to a point. In science it takes time and strenuous effort 
to collect data from nature, for the mind to absorb these data, for 
them to be formed into propositions, which in turn must be tested 
before theories are proposed and finally for those theories to be sub-
mitted to further retesting before they are established as truths. In 
the methods of science, the e·vidence is from 11 without 11 in that the 
constructs or truth propositions are submitted to rigorous, external, 
objective verifications. 
But with revealed truths, the final testing is something di£-
ferent. Widtsoe maintained that a prospective learner of these truths 
42John A. Widtsoe, "Can the Experimental Method be Employed 
in Religion? 11 The Improvement Era 44 (March 19 41): 161. 
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must have some empirical experience with them, in the sen?e of his 
thinking about their reasonableness, trying them in his life, and ob-
serving how others experience them. Yet he also maintained that 
finally these truths are not validated from "without," as in science, 
but from "within." Revealed truth carries its own evidence. It is 
self-validating according to Widtsoe, who said to the General Con-
ference of October, 1923: 
It is almost a truism, that if we deal with high truth, a great 
truth, such a truth carries within itself evidence of its correct-
ness. That is, one does not need to go outside the truth for 
evidence to sustain that truth. This is one of the characteris-
tics of the gospel of Jesus Christ, for within it are all the 
evidences that man may need to establish the conviction that 
lies at the foundation of a living, perfect and continuous testi-
mony of the truth of this work . . . . Each revelation, within 
itself, carries to those who read, study and live it, a witness 
of its truth. One does not need to search the world for evi-
dence of the truth of this work. The evidence lies within the 
work itself. 43 
Such a proposition is roundly rejected by certain thinkers on religion. 
For instance, David Elton Trueblood, philosopher of religion, held 
that revelation is not self-validating since many claim to receive 
revelations and such are often contradictory. He directed his atten-
tion to Mormonism: 
What about the supposed revelation to Joseph Smith? Both he 
and his immediate followers felt that his revelation was as 
genuine and as important as that of the Old or the New Testa-
ment. Was he right? Were the gold plates really there? As 
soon as we try to answer this question we are already out of 
43Widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 1923, p. 24. 
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revelation and well embarked in the area of reason, because 
we are forced to apply tests of credibility, and they are highly 
complex. In short, revelation is not self-validating! We must 
always ask the question of 4hy it is reasonable to believe that a revelation has occurred. 4 , 
But for Widtsoe the internal evidence for the· spiritual truth of Mormon-
ism is beyond question and its final certainty assured for 
Thousands have tried this approach to truth; and have found the 
testimonies they sought. So far, no one who, with flaming de-
sire, sincere prayer, earnest study, and fearless practice, has 
sought the truth 'of Mormonism' has failed to find it .... The 
approach never fails, so declares fearlessly the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints. 45 
Widtsoe' s fervor aside, when this ideal is examined against 
what people actually experience, it may be seen as an over-idealiza-
tion; for there are those who declare with apparent sincerity, but 
finally in confusion, that they have tried earnestly yet have failed to 
experience that certainty of knowledge Widtsoe stated must follow 
such attempts. Neither unworthiness nor lack of faith but the com-
plexities of human life may account for why some fall short of 
Widtsoe' s ideal of certitude. There are some for whom the changes 
of life style and outlook necessary to 11 know 11 in Widtsoe's way of 
knowing are so monumental that they are next to impossible to 
44David Elton Trueblood, Philosophy of Religion (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 19 5 7), pp. 29, 30. 
45Widtsoe, "How May a Testimony of the Truth of the Gospel 
Be Obtained? 11 p. 289. 
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achieve. When shining ideals are applied in the real world, often 
the luster dims. 
The divisions and uses of Truth 
Although Widtsoe maintained the theory that all truth is one 
grand harmonious whole, for purposes of analysis he identified some 
truths as spiritual or religious and some as secular or scientific. 
According to the ways of scientific taxonomy, he classified knowl-
edge simply into the categories of (1) that which is known of the 
physical nature of reality, which is useful to make life more comfort-
able and healthy, and (2) that which is known of spiritual aspects of 
reality, which aids man to understand the deep meaning of life: 
. There are many kinds of truth. Some truths concern them-
selves with the physical conditions of earth and the heavens, 
under which material things move and operate. That is valuable 
knowledge, which has brought humanity many o.f its blessings. 
The discovery of such truth has called into being our present 
civilization which speaks with the stars and gives light and 
comfort to the humblest home. 
There are higher kinds of truth-- such as pertain to human 
conduct, that is, to man's manner of using the knowledge that he 
possesses; truths concerning the God of heaven and man's re-
lationship to his divine Father; truths that explain the mystery 
of the past, reveal the meaning of the present, and foretell the 
future destiny of humanity; truths that enable man, if he but 
uses them to approach, forever, the likeness of God. 46 
From what has been observed about his earlier expressed view on 
learning and reason, it is not surprising that he then expressed this 
46John A. Widtsoe, ;(Does the Church Have a Monopoly on 
Truth?" The Improvement Era 42 (May 1939):289. 
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notion about the divisions and purposes of knowledge in a slightly 
different way, adding to the power of knowledge to make physical 
existence easier and to bring spiritual meaning to life that of its 
potential to develop the intellect: 
While Latter-day Saints understand that all truth is from God, 
and is desirable, and will be ours in time, yet we also know 
that all truth is not of equal value to humanity. Some knowledge 
is chiefly of physical help. It makes possible houses and roads 
and automobiles, and it feeds the body, thus making it easier 
for us to live on this earth. Another type of knowledge feeds 
the mind. Literature, art, and many other branches of knowl-
edge contribute chiefly to the upbuilding of man's intellect. 
While we accept all these things, grateful for physical con-
veniences, glad to have the opportunity of mental development, 
yet Latter-day Saints understand that the truth of the greatest 
worth to humanity is that which controls and shapes human 
actions, that which interprets to us our relationship to God, 
our Maker, and to our fellowmen; that which lays before us 
the great plan of salvation an¢ explains why I am here, whence 
I came, where I am going and what I must do to conform to the 
greater laws of life. Such knowledge becomes greater truth. 
Men fail to understand the relative value of truth .... 4 7 
Not only through his religious belief but through his varied 
experience Widtsoe knew that there is vast, even limitless, knowledge 
47Widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 1926, pp. 81, 82. 
This passage is an example of that which Widtsoe would designate 
as spiritual truth: Knowledge which defines one's moral behavior and 
his metaphysical position in existence. On at least one occasion 
Widtsoe told the Church that beauty too is spiritual. Referring to the 
effort of pioneer women to bring some beauty into their hard life in 
the west, Widtsoe remarked: "We cannot live without beauty. That 
has been said over and over here today, and yesterday, and the day 
before. Life is more than three meals a day . One must move into 
the spiritual realm which lies all about us to win full enjoyment in 
life. " (Widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 19 4 7, p. 15 0. ) 
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to be learned. Referring to knowledge of secular matters alone, 
aside from religious knowledge, he said the quantity is so overwhelm-
ing that man must perforce decide which takes precedence in his 
interests. Practical man that he was, Widtsoe gave the advice that 
knowledge of matters close at hand should be learned first: 
Man's accumulated learning is already so vast that no one per-
son, with present powers, can know it all. At best, a man may 
know well a small part of it, and have a dim general view of the 
remainder. The choosing of the knowledge to be learned becomes 
therefore a most serious matter. 
All knowledge should begin at home and move outward into 
the more distant fields. It is more important to know the geog-
raphy of the home state than of China; to understand our ,neighbor 
than the Hottentot; to be acquainted with the constitution of the 
human body than the stars . The man who knows a dozen lan-
guages but does not know the laws of good health has chosen 
knowledge unwisely. The young mother with a college degree 
who has not learned to care for baby, husband and home has 
made a serious mistake. 
Happily, the proper pursuit of every kind of knowledge de-
velops the intellect and increases mental efficiency. There is 
no nobility of one truth above another. All should be taught 
that which pertains to human welfare; then, the special branch 
for making a living; and last, any and every remote but interest-
ing department of knowledge. 48 
Widtsoe' s interest in knowledge that could help people solve 
their problems in the work-a-day world developed early in his profes-
sional career when at USAC he was II led ... to ponder upon the 
place and use of knowledge in everyday occupations of men--of all 
men. 11 It was in those years (1894-1898) that he developed the 
48John A. Widtsoe, 11 Worthwhile Knowledge, 11 The Improve-
ment Era (June 1937):368. 
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philosophy of ~ducation which guided him through his life. He was 
in the right institution to pursue such a philosophy, for the land grant 
colleges, such as USAC 
were . . . to teach the possible a·pplication of existing 
knowledge to the respective pursuits of the common man, so 
that the toil to make a living, whatever the work, might be 
raised to professional dignity, and at the same time be made 
more profitable. In short, they were dedicated to practical 
education--to the vision of a nation, each member of which 
had been educated in the knowledge of the day as well as 
trained for his task. 49 
According to the philosophy of this system of education II a new educa-
tional dignity was to be given the necessary pursuits of man .... 
Such pursuits were lifted to stand by the side of the 'learned profes-
sions. 11150 
In 1913 he published a small collection of his papers and 
addresses delivered while president of USAC in which he developed 
his favorite theme of practical education. Appropriately entitled 
Education for Necessary Pursuits (an oft repeated phrase in his talk 
about education) , it contains chapters with the following titles, in-
dicative of his many-sided interest in vocational training: ''Education 
for the Necessary Pursuits of the Nation, 11 "Education for W9men in 
Utah," "Agriculture in the Elementary Schools, 11 "Vocational Training 
49Widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, p. 42. 
50Ibid. 
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in Elementary School, 11 "The Industrial Value of Manual Training, 11 and 
"Agricultural Education--A Definition. 11 5 l When he became the presi-
dent of the University of Utah, he continued to promote functional 
training that would be useful to some practical end. In an address 
at the first faculty meeting of the autumn quarter of 1919, he expres-
sed this idea: 
In a democracy all men are to be educated. There are many 
necessary tasks in life. Therefore, education must be varied 
to meet the needs of all . . . . Sound education has always 
been vocational. 52 
As Widtsoe advanced the ideal of learning in the Church, he 
said that there are three kinds of knowledge useful for certain pur-
poses: (1) knowledge that helps people to improve morally and 
spiritually; (2) knowledge that helps people to fulfill their everyday 
physical needs and do their work; and (3) knowledge that helps build 
0 
the mental faculties. Yet, he would not have wanted to draw a hard 
line between one kind of knowledge as being spiritual and another as 
secular. For . example, he held that knowledge of agriculture, which 
might seem a mundane affair, could well serve men to spiritual ends, 
an idea explored below to a greater extent. 
51John A. Widtsoe, Education for Necessary Pursuits (Logan, 
Utah: Utah Agricultural College, 1913), p. iii. 
52John A. Widtsoe, "President's Acidres s, 11 Bulletin of the 
University of Utah 11 (September 1920), p. 5. 
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It is passing curious if not disappointing to Widtsoe devotees 
that he had so little to say in the later essays in favor of learning as 
a means to build intellectual strength when in his earlier writings he 
advocated so strongly the use of reason in a11 of man's activities, 
as he indicated in the following passage: 
A man should therefore use his reasoning faculty in all matters 
involving truth, and especially as concerning his religion . . . . 
It is not sufficient for the contentment of man that he gather 
knowledge, and add fact to fact. · All new information must be 
compared with other information, so that conclusions may be 
drawn, and new knowledge brought into view. By the process 
of reasoning, on the basis of acquired knowledge, man may 
rise by sure steps to a high degree of understanding. Man must 
train himself, to use his wonderful faculty of reason, so that he 
may intelligently win new knowledge from all he learns. 5 3 
(Italics added) 
Though disappointing, Widtsoe' s !ack of interest in the power of 
learning to strengthen the mind is consistent with his de-emphasis 
in his later writings of the rational in favor of the practical and re-
ligious. In the later period, he was the practical religionist', the 
applied scientist and the intellectual in that order. 
In the ongoing Mormon tradition, Widtsoe proclaimed to the 
Church the pre-eminent value of knowledge, first of God and His 
purposes (the primary spiritual truths) and second of the practical 
matters of getting on in life. Saying very little about truth in a 
speculative or philosophical way, he presented the ideal that the 
53widtsoe, A Rational Theology, pp. 8, 174. 
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Church is in perfect harmony with all truth, willing to embrace any 
and all truth, and supportive of the discoveries of any truth from what-
ever corner of man's world. Those proclamations to the Church were 
of an intellectual-publicist urging, encouraging, persuading, even 
rhapsodizing, but in all, "educating" the Church to the idea that 
learning is a genuinely marvelous attainment, to be acquired by 
every member for himself at the price of long and continuous use of 
all of his faculties. In a traditional Mormon style, he affirmed his 
beliefs in the value of all knowledge, especially of Mormonism. 
Just how he proclaimed this conviction within the customs of Mormon 
rhetoric is an important feature of his "educating" the Church to the 
worth of knowledge. 
The Theology: 
The Authority of ·Faith 
Pronouncing the Truth, the Affective- Side of Widtsoe 
As a scientist, Widtsoe had spent long hours in laboratories 
following the methods of science to acquire new facts about n·ature. 
This work demanded precision in experimenting, in recording observed - . . 
data of the physical world and in reasoning upon these data. He as-
sociated with men who were similarly involved and~ with whom he 
collaborated in ·rhe search for new knowledge. They exchanged 
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information and scrutinized and tested each other's work. s4 Then, 
too, he had directed the affairs of two institutions of higher learning, 
communities dedicated to the discovery and spread of knowledge. 
This work in science and education Widtsoe ·had chosen from his early 
days at Harvard, and it had been a thoroughly rewarding way of life. 
That those years were richly lived is shown by the fact that most of 
his autobiography, written at the end .of his life, is devoted to that 
period of science and education. To illustrate, following the story 
of his church call, he devoted as much space to describing his work 
in irrigation after he became an apostle as to all the activities of his 
apostleship, his missionary labors, his editorship of The Improvement 
Era and his genealogical work. It_ a_ppears that his mind still lingered 
in the university and laboratory thirty-one years after he left them for 
the apostleship. 
It goes without saying that he had faithfully practiced Mormon-
ism through the years, else he would not have been chosen for Church 
leaders hip. But the long hours in the day-after-day labors of his 
professional life had been spent in science and education. One does 
not just divest himself of the attitudes and thought patterns acquired 
54In this manner scientists work to learn facts, but as one 
philosopher of science put it, they spend little time poring over the 
nature of the truths they learn. To do that well presumes training 
in philosophy. (Interview with David Bennett in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
2 9 April 19 76.) 
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through years of work in a challenging profession. Though he was a 
devoted Mormon, Widtsoe was also a scientist and university man on 
April 3, 1921, the day he accepted from the pulpit his new office as 
apostle. The rational mindset he had developed about the value of 
all knowledge, the painstaking techniques and scrupulous honesty in 
seeking it, the predominence of mind in the entire scientific process 
went with him into his new work. And Wid tsoe promoted, as observed, 
rationality in his sermons and writings through his ministry to the 
degree he was able, given a multitude of complex factors that sur-
rounded and influenced him. 
However, the activities and milieu of a Mormon apostle are 
not those of a university scholar. Of the two inescapable essentials 
of the apostle's work, Widtsoe wrote in his autobiography: 
The apostleship permitted the holders to perform any and every 
authorized service within the church. Members of the Quorum 
of Twelve and their associates were charged, in addition, with 
the responsibility of bearing witness to the truth of the glad 
latter-day mes sage to all the world . . . . 55 (Italics added) 
Such a modest definition of the apostolic charge and powers does not 
reflect the awe with which most regard that office and those who 
occupy it, for in the Church the apostleship is considered reverently 
next only to the office of the President of the Church in power. This 
high regard is reflected in and, indeed, formed by such weighty ac-
clamations as Brigham Young's: 
55widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, p. 160. 
What ordination should a man receive to possess all the keys 
and powers of the Holy Priesthood that were delivered to the 
sons of Adam? He should be ordained an Apostle of Jesus 
Christ. That office puts him in possession of every key, 
every power, every authority, communication, benefit, bless-
ing, glory and kingdom that was ever revealed to man. 56 
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As an apostle, Widtsoe was directed to administer the work of 
the Church and to proclaim his personal certainty about those truths 
of the restoration given by God to the Church and to invite all men to 
accept them. He was not charged to endeavor to discover new truths 
as he had done in the laboratory through experimentation and reason, 
or to engage in rigorous intellectual activities characteristic of 
university life. This is not to say that he abandoned his views on 
learning new knowledge. He continued to promote the ideal that 
everyone should learn all that he can about everything in life. He 
always championed that. But as an apostle his central institutional 
responsibility was to inspire all to learn and to follow the truths of 
Mormonism revealed through the channel of the president-prophets 
to the Church. Wid tsoe' s work was as a witness of those truths . 
Apparently, some latitude is accorded the apostles to execute 
their office according to their personal manner. Currently, most 
come with executive experience in business or law, and naturally 
their predisposition is to achieve efficiency in matters of organiza-
· tion, management and production. With the Church's increasing 
56Journal of Discourses 9:87. 
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stress on growth, such services are invaluable. Widtsoe and a few 
others in the past came from the world of academics. Their strengths 
were in research, learning and dissemination of knowledge, and those 
skills too were once valued in high Church leaders. But, again, what-
ever their individual past experiences, their personal modus operandi 
and their special administrative assignments, they all share the main 
charge to deliver messages of assurance about 11 the truth of the glad 
latter-day mess age to the world. " 
The phrase 11 messages of assurance" seems aptly suited to 
designate the central work of apostles in building up the Church 
through their personal unqualified certification that the gospel is true. 
To illustrate a contra sing view, G~lbert Highet tells of a wise man of 
our time "who was asked what was the single greatest contribution of 
Greece to the world's welfare. He replied, 'The greatest invention of 
the Greeks was . . . 'on the one hand,' and . . . • on the other 
hand.'" 5 7 Apostles do not engage in such dialectics in their work, 
for it is to unequivocably proclaim the truth revealed by God. From 
their position there is no 11 0n the other hand, 11 as far as basic Church 
truth claims are concerned. 
5 7 Gilbert Highet, Man's Unconquerable Mind (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1954), pp. 19-20. 
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Message of Assurance 1: 
Testimony of the Truth 
Widtsoe left academic life on April 3, 1921, when he publicly 
assumed his apostleship with an acceptance sermon to the general 
conference of the Church in Salt Lake City. At the end of his life, he 
reflected on the finality of that moment as he was sustained by the 
vote of the Church: 
At the general conference on April 3rd, 19 2 l , I sat on the stand 
and saw a sea of hands raised to sustain me and the other General 
Authorities of the Church. Then I knew the die had been cast; 
I must enter into new activities and travel a new road. 58 
As he addressed that congregation in response to the call, he quite 
naturally spoke of the paramount values of his life, chief among 
which was his lifelong love for the truth, especially the truth of his 
religion. How he expressed his convictions on that occasion presaged 
his characteristic feeling-emphasis as he treated that topic in all his 
future sermons from that pulpit for thirty-one years, in his writings 
as editor for the Church magazine for seventeen years, and in all the 
other numerous writings he addressed to the Church. 
The assurance of Widtsoe' s first message to the Church about 
the truth of Mormonism came as much from the form of his address as 
from its content. In Marshall McLuhan's language his II message was 
the mas sage, 11 i.e. the vehicle of thought communicated as much as 
58widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, p. 161. 
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the ideas spoken. He utilized the traditional model by which Mormons 
convey their deepest felt responses to the faith. It is called "bearing 
testimony" and was defined by Widtsoe in an essay: 
Members of the Church frequently "bear testimonies, 11 one 
to the other. They declare that they know the restored gospel 
to be true; and voice the joy found in the possession of the 
gospel. 
Such testimonies are statements of certainty of belief. 
They imply that the united experiences and powers of the man 
or woman confirm the truth of the .gospel. Doubt is dismissed. 
Faith becomes the ruling power. 
A testimony consists of faith in God as the Father of the 
spirits of men; then in a divine plan of salvation for all men; 
with Jesus, the Christ, at the head; and finally in the restora-
tion of the gospel or the plan and Priesthood authority through 
the instrumentality of the Prophet Joseph Smith. 59 
This practice of bearing testimony has become an integral part 
and unifying eiement in communal -Mormon life. On the first Sunday of 
each month in every ward or branch of the Church (the basic congrega-
tional unit), an entire meeting is devoted to members voluntarily and 
spontaneously bearing testimony to each other. Whenever Mormons 
deliver prepared sermons in other Church meetings, it is customary to 
conclude with a testimony. On those occasions when they are 
11 called" upon to extemporize in the pulpit, they uniformly b~ar their 
testimonies. Theoretically, no Mormon is ever caught wanting for 
words at such times, for he can always resort to bearing testimony 
which is a welcome and appropriate message in all circumstances. 
59widtsoe, "How May a Testimony of the Truth of the Gospel 
Be Obtained? " p. 2 89 . 
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In every Church conference, Widtsoe bore his testimony in 
this traditional manner. His first testimony as apostle is typical: 
I am glad at all times to have the privilege of bearing my testi-
mony to the truthfulness of this work, this system of thought, 
of doctrine, or practice, which men denominate "Mormonism, 11 
but which we know to be God's eternal, unchanging and un-
changable plan of salvation for the human family. I know that 
it has come from God and that it leads back along happy and 
joyous paths. 6 0 
Since the bearing of testimony is such a uniting social practice 
in the Church and since it is a major responsibility of apostles to be 
"special witnesses of the name of Christ in all the world, thus dif-
fering from other officers in the Church in the duties of their calling, 11 
several aspects and possible consequences of this universally accepted 
custom may help to clarify the meaning of Widtsoe' s own testimony in 
his role as "educator" of the Church. 61 In general practice, one who 
bears testimony intends to express his faith in the Mormon way of 
life and to affirm his belief in the doctrines of Mormonism--as Widtsoe' s 
definition indicates--more than to describe its propositions or to reason 
about the evidences on which his conviction rests. To bear testimony 
is to open one's heart to the community of believers rather than to open 
one's mind to an assembly of thinkers, for it is declaration of affection 
not clarification of thought with which the person is concerned. 
60widtsoe, Conference Report, April, 1921, p. 468. 
61Doctrine and Covenants 107:23. This passage is from a 
definition of the apostles' calling in the revelations. 
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Reference has been made herein to two aspects of Widtsoe' s 
messages to the Church: his feeling or enthusiasm for his religion 
and his thoughts about it. Examining his statements, one would be 
hard pressed to designate any passage as being expressive of pure 
feeling or another of pure thought. As testimony is here held to be 
essentially the projection of one's feeling response to religion, it 
must be done with symbols that at once carry thought as well as feel-
ing. So, admittedly, it is the tendency toward feeling in testimony 
bearing that is pointed out, the same quality of feeling that Widtsoe 
exhibited in the biography of his mother. 
Bearing testimony potentially can produce a profound learning 
experience for both the speaker and the audience. With solemn 
declaration the speaker tells his fellow Church members of his per-
sonal, inmost convictions about those truths of the Church to which 
he is committed and in that very declaration openly recomits himself. 
By that act he sets his private convictions in public concrete and 
ever more firmly impresses this conviction on his own mind. Beyond 
that effect on himself, the testimony bearer, whether he intends to 
or not, can influence the beliefs of his listeners. His witness can be 
a subtle, compelling challenge to those of his audience who may 
lack the conviction he expresses to accept the truths of which he 
testifies and to join him as a more convinced believer. 6 2 
62The term II challenge II has come into wide use during recent 
years by Mormon leaders in dealing with members and by missionaries 
in proselytizing among non-members. Their purpose in using the word 
has been to effect conversion and to change behavior by confronting 
others with an alternative idea or behavior pattern and II challenging 11 
them to accept it. 
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A case in point: When Widtsoe said to the conference that he 
knew the truthfulness of that "which men denominate 'Mormonism' but 
which we know to be God's" work, it is conceivable that he was not 
so much intending to state a fact to inform his hearers--they knew he 
knew the gospel is true--as to present an ideal to challenge them to 
accept. It was an invitation for them to join him in testimony, or to 
come under the canopy of his convictions, as it were. 63 Although not 
expressly stated (maybe not even consciously intended) an appeal for 
a communality of believers is implied: "I know this is true, others 
also know; so, with us you too can know." Therefore, testimony 
bearing is not only an opportunity to express one's convictions to 
fellow members; it can be a public_ invitation and encouragement to 
others to believe. As well, it can be a way to present evidence of 
authority to assist that conversion. In both ways it has implications 
for the "education" of the saints by Widtsoe or anyone else who bears 
6 3rn Mormon scripture, this idea of one person relying on 
another's conviction is implied in a revelation which describes the 
relationship between the firmly converted and the not-so-firmly 
converted: "To some it is given the Holy Ghost to know that Jesus 
Christ is the Son of God, and that he was crucified for the sins of 
the world. To others it is given to believe on their words, that they 
also might have eternal life if they continue faithful." (Doctrine and 
Covenants 46: 12, 13 .) One recent high Mormon officer expressed this 
idea by saying that if his congregation didn't have a testimony they 
could lean on his until they did: "Hold on to my testimony until 
you get one of your own." (Harold B. Lee, Deseret News, May 6, 
19 72.) 
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testimony. There can be a powerful communal feeling engendered in 
testimony meetings, as a consequence of which several results may 
occur. 
At best, a testimony bearer will arouse the interests of the 
congregation by his sincere and sensibly stated convictions and move 
them to consider for themselves that claim to which he witnesses. At 
worse, another result may occur. Depending upon the speaker's 
forcefulness and authority, his intentions, and the listeners' needs 
for assurance, some may even respond to the extent of accepting him 
as a surrogate conscience. That is possible if the listeners unques-
tioningly accept his witness as final and sure evidence for the truth 
and then relinquish to him power to decide for them the truthfulness 
of that to which he testifies and on which they accept him as authority. 
Both Brigham Young and John A. Widtsoe recognized the possibility of 
this occurring in the relationship between leaders and followers as 
suggested in the above discussion on the necessity of authority being 
tested by the experimental method. 
Again, Widtsoe before the congregation is a possible illustra-
tion of an authority figure being accepted unthinkingly. He was an 
apostle. Before he became a Church authority he held positions of 
considerable authority: a university president, a prominent scientist 
in the state, a respected community leader. Not only could he have 
been regarded as an authoritative Church official at the pulpit, but 
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also a credible scientist-educator, whose word carried a weight of 
its own. Little wonder he shuddered at the power, latent in his posi-
tion before the Church when he said, "I sense the tremendous re-
sponsibility that rests upon all who, at thes·e general conferences, 
are called upon to address the Saints ... 64 
This situation is a two-edged sword. With the potentiality in 
a speaker to move the people there is the susceptibility of the congre-
gation to be moved. Thousands of Church members attend General 
Conference. Many come long distances at the expense of time and 
money to listen to men they accept as divinely appointed officers in 
the Church, inspired to deliver vital mes sages. And there are inter-
ested non-members listening with _their own special anticipations. 
The social-psychological demands of this setting would be immense 
on the speaker to meet the expectations of the audience to be informed, 
to be raised up, and more so, to have their beliefs and hopes con-
firmed by an apostle. Likewise there would also be equally strong 
demands on the listeners to accept the words of the powerful leaders 
of the Church. 
The position of an apostle in the Mormon Church holds im-
measurable capability to influence the minds of members of the Church. 
Bearing testimony is an important way this is expressed. In that 
6 4Wid tsoe, Conference Report, April, 19 21, p. 46 8. 
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position, Widtsoe bore his "witness of the truth of the glad latter-day 
message" because he believed it, because it was his apostolic call-
ing to do so, and because the circumstances necessitated it. The 
first message of assurance to the Church by .Widtsoe--the affective 
Widtsoe--was the bearing of his testimony, as the ideal exemplar, 
that Mormonism is true. 
Message of Assurance 2: 
Unity in the Church 
The second important message of assurance to the congrega-
tion about the truth of Mormonism is related to the first because it 
is one of the desired results of bearing testimony. The mes sage is 
that there should be unity in belie_f and practice in the Church. When 
Widtsoe looked over the congregation of his first conference as a 
general authority, he was impressed that the Church was composed 
of all classes and manner of people, men and women of widely dif-
fering degrees of knowledge and varying capacities, who are, said 
Widtsoe, despite their differences 
... finding satisfaction in the acceptance of the gospel 
These people, because of the gospel see alike, apparently 
think alike, and very largely act alike. There is something 
within this gospel that unifies all who accept it, and who 
belong to it.65 
Widtsoe' s statement whether a broadly stated ideal or an 
accurate representation of his belief, raises the continuously 
65Ibid. 
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important and recurring question in the "education" of the Church, 
What is ideal unity among members of the Church as to thought and 
action? More specifically put, To what extent need the thinking and 
behavior of Church members be the same? rs strict down-the-line 
conformity needed to preserve and perpetuate the Church as some 
proclaim? 66 Or, on the other hand, Is some measure of creative 
difference within the canons of belief and behavior the best order? 
Reaction to the unity question varies among people. To some mem-
bers with genuine convictions about Mormonism but a need for 
individual freedom, rigid unity in matters of belief and behavior 
would lead to clone-like sameness and thwart such important values 
to them as autonomy and freedom Qf thought and response in the 
Church. For others, equally strong in conviction, the call to a 
unity that borders on conformity would be welcomed as a closing 
of ranks against the world in perilous times. For those, the security 
seen to result from shoulder-to-shoulder oneness is as great a value 
as freedom is for the others. As the first group would see conformity 
66 "The Ward Teachers• Message for June, 1945" contained the 
following counsel about unity which was to be taken to all members of 
the Church through the ward teachers--priesthood-holding men who 
visit all the members monthly: "\tvhen our leaders speak, the thinking 
has been done. When they propose a plan--it is God I s plan. When 
they point the way, there is no other which is safe. When they give 
direction, it should mark the end of controversy. God works in no 
other way." (The Improvement Era 48 [June 1945]: 3 54.) 
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in thought and action as restrictive to freedom, so the second group 
would see freedom to express individual differences as conducive to 
apostate deviancy. 6 7 
Between these two points of view, where did Widtsoe stand? 
First, it is not likely that he believed the Church was unified to the 
point that its members do see, think and act alike. He knew there is 
far too much actual diversity in the Church for that to be fact. Nor 
could he, given what has been observed about him, have wanted that 
kind of sameness among Mormons. Likely, at least in his early life, 
he desired an essentially harmonious, wholesomely agreeable com-
munity of believers unified as to those fundamental principles of the 
faith on which he concentrated his_ thoughts so often. 
It would have been useful for Widtsoe to have clarified his 
appeal for unity, though in fairness to his position,_ it must be 
recognized that he could do no more than raise an ideal in this initial 
address to the Church, when he just touched a few vital matters. 
Further, General Conferences are not intended to be platforms for the 
presentation of closely reasoned and finely spun addresses. Yet, to 
6 7 A unique presentation of the classical juxtaposition of these 
liberal and conservative believers is the essay by Richard Poll, "What 
the Church Means to People Like Me, 11 Dialogue 2 (Winter 19 6 7): 
1 O 7-117. Poll sees Church members of these polar persuasions in 
real life working amicably side-by-side in the Church, much like the 
lamb and lion gamboling in Millennial harmony. 
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repeat, the risk is ever-present that such a broadly stated ideal could 
be misinterpreted or misconstrued by people with all kinds of needs 
and along a wide spectrum of meaning. 
Widtsoe set before the Church in his · first sermon as apostle 
two essential ideals on learning: (1) to know that the Church and 
gospel are true, and (2) to be unified in that knowledge. They are not 
unique to Widtsoe but are important to his work as publicist because 
the sense of testimony was present in all of his pronouncements to 
the Church (oral or written) and his intention was to persuade belief 
in the Church and its truths .. In the conference of October, 19 38, he 
summarized his thinking on these ideals as he spoke with fervor of 
his knowledge of the truth and invited others to believe: 
I rejoice in this testimony, and I bear it to you. And I want to 
say to you, my brethren and sisters, that this testimony is 
knowledge, the higher knowledge, transcending mere belief, 
or even faith. It is the best in my life, as it is the best in 
your life--for I speak but as one of hundreds of thousands in 
this Church and kingdom who bear this testimony. This testi-
mony is my priceless possession I the thins I value most I the 
thing to which I cling throughout my life. 6 
Widtsoe was thoroughly converted to Mormonism, he exulted that 
others were, he hoped many others would be. His testimony, was 
a manner of encouraging this unity he invited, the result of which 
would be a growing community of close-knit testimony-bearing 
people. 
68Widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 1938, p. 128. 
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Because of Widtsoe' s feeling for his religion and for his office 
of apostle, together with the deep emotional aura of the Church con-
ferences, it is the affective side of Widtsoe' s response to the truth 
that is in general revealed in the pulpit. There, he is the feeling man, 
the ideal believer, the exemplar. But Widtsoe was not just an emo-
tionalist or sentimentalist exuding feeling at the pulpit. His sermons 
have solid content intelligently expressed. The point is that though 
Widtsoe explicated Mormonism as well as he could at the pulpit, his 
central purpose as an apostle was to bear his testimony to its truth 
before the Church. In that act, he was the apotheosis of the believ-
ing Mormon. 
A Summary 
Traditionally, Mormon leaders have valued learning highly and 
have encouraged members to learn as much as they could about as 
many subjects as they could. With the elevated rhetoric extolling 
the eternal importance of truth, there has been the straight talk about 
the unavoidable necessity of knowing what needs to be known to sur-
vive and then to prosper. John A. Widtsoe, coming into Ch~rch 
prominence just as it was emerging out of the pioneer era, reflected 
in his writing both aspects of this tradition: the idealistic, religious 
view that learning is a godly activity and the realistic idea that learn-
ing is a daily necessity in order to succeed in life. 
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Widtsoe likewise reflected his own personal background first 
as a scholar-scientist and later as a testimony-bearing Churchman. 
Out of his professional experience Widtsoe, the rationalist, told the 
Church that learning was to be done methodically, carefully, scientif-
ically in a thoroughly disciplined effort to learn about reality. To 
know the truth is the end of all human effort, he held. Scattered 
through his many writings are comments on (1) his conjectures about 
the nature of truth--though he had but few philosophical interests--
and (2) his feelings about the value of truth and the need to acquire 
it. Though he never did compose a magnum opus on the characteris-
tics, nature or composition of truth, he did write cogently on the 
topic in brief essays and editorial_s. Occasionally, his language is 
oratorical rather than theological and hence encourages more of an 
emotional response than a reflective consideration . . Widtsoe saw 
all knowledge as useful to man and hence to be learned. But the 
grand truth for him was that the doctrine of Mormonism is built upon 
the irreducible and unchangeable laws or truths of the universe 
directed by God. Hence, this doctrine is forever reliable, which 
contention was a constant source of assurance to Widtsoe. 
In Widtsoe 1 s position as apostle from 1921 to his death, his 
work was to promote Mormonism. This he did with conviction by 
11 bearing testimony, 11 a traditional method in Mormonism to express 
one 1 s feelings about religion, which when used by an apostle carries 
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. 
grea t power to persuade and II educate " the Church. Related to bearing 
testimony is the ideal that the Churc h be united on i ts truth claims. 
Widtsoe ' s testimony was expressed to help achieve this unity. Both 
his expression of conviction about Mormonism and the call to unity 
are in this study referred to as "messages of assurance" because 
apostles are to assure the Church by testimony that Mormonism is 
the truth and to bring them to a "unity of the faith" in the tradition 
of St. Paul, who Vvrote of the work of apostles in New Testament 
times: 
And he gave some, apostles ... for the perfecting of the 
saints . . . till we all come to the unity of the faith, and of 
the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man . . . 
that we henceforth be no more children tossed to and fro, 
and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight 
of men, and cunning craftines-s . . . . 69 
69Ephesians 4: l lff. 
CHAPTER IV 
EVIDENCES AND RECONCILIATIONS: 
WIDTSOE AS RECONCILER 
The Need for a Reconciler 
of Science and Religion 
Mormons generally take some pride in being regarded as a 
"peculiar people II because, with satisfaction, they see themselves 
as diverging from the norms of modern life. Although this may be 
true in such ways as their observance of a demanding health code, 
the payment of tithes, the increasing emphasis on proselyting through-
out the world and the general urge to unity in the Church, it is not so 
in others. Mormons do share many society-wide values and ·one of 
these is a long-standing commitment to science. 
In their interest in science, Mormons are to a degree a product 
of their times. Davis Bitton, Associate Mormon Church Historian, 
sees the beginning of this interest occurring in early Mormonism, 
which shared much with the "rationalistic Christianity growing out 
of the Enlightenment. 11 Of this adoption of science Bitton wrote: 
Mormonism was close to rationalism in its attitude towards 
science . . . . Not only was there little sense of conflict 
between science and religion in nineteenth-century Mormonism, 
there was a strong sense of identification. Both science and 
the gospel were seen as consequences of the outpouring of 
the spirit of God. 1 
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At the tum of the century this happy relationship with science 
began to decline. Bitton conjectures that this occurred in part because 
early Church leaders in the nineteenth century had confused science 
with its technological results and had not recognized the challenge 
some branches of science, such as biology and anthropology, were 
increasingly to be to Mormonism on such topics as evolution, the 
creation and age of the earth, and the is sue of race. Mormonism's 
parting company with science began about the time Widtsoe was first 
being recognized in Utah as a leading Elder of the Church and a rising 
young scientist. It was a fortuitous time for Widtsoe and for the 
Church. Now there was an educated and, as well/ a faithful Mormon 
scientist who could help to interpret science "correctly" to the 
Church. An increasing number of Mormons were studying science, 
and the Church was becoming more aware of "the challenge of 
secular education. 112 From the Church's position no compromise 
could be made with science Qn the fundamental gospel truth claims. 
1Davis Bitton, "Anti Intellectualism in Mormon History," 
Dialogue 1 (Autumn 19 66): 112, 118. 
2A case in point is the furor that arose at Brigham Young Uni-
versity over the teaching of evolution and higher criticism by four 
professors who were being trained at Harvard, Chicago, Cornell and 
the University of California just about the time that Widtsoe came to 
Utah from his graduate studies in Germany. · (James B. Allen and 
Glen M. Leonard, The Story of the Latter-day Saints [Salt Lake City: 
Deseret Book Co. , 19 76], pp. 482-486.) 
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They had to be preserved. But neither could science be denied out-
of-hand. It was far too great a force to be disregarded by the Church 
which claimed to be progressive. So a re-interpretation of the re-
lationship between Mormonism and science had to be made. Widtsoe 
was on hand and began to write just at this time. 
In terms of the impact and reputation of Widtsoe' s writings, 
undoubtedly the best known and perhaps the most significant intel-
lectual role that Widtsoe played in the Church--an extension of his 
role as rationalist--was as this much-needed authoritative interpreter 
of science, authoritative first as a credentialed scientist and second, 
at a later time, as a Church officer. His authority was further dis tin-
guished as he· was the apostle chosen by the President of the Church to 
be the senior editor of The Improvement Era and presumably to offici-
ally answer questions for the Church on science and other subjects 
in the magazine for over fifteen years, though there was never an 
official public acknowledgement of the authority of his answers. 3 
3The closest to official sanction of The Improvement Era 
materials is in Widtsoe' s own broad directive as apostle-ed~tor to 
the 19 3 5 M. I. A. Conference of the Church: 
"Our magazine must not only be as the voice of the Church, but 
in speaking it must be an interpreter, by means of Gospel truth, 
of every human concern in this day and in the days to come. 11 
("The Voice of the Church") Cf Chapter II herein on the estab-
lishment of officiality in writing on Mormonism. 
Widtsoe' s Preparation and Disposition 
to be a Reconciler 
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Occasionally, life's circumstances present a person with an ap-
parently insignificant dilemma the resolution of which, in fact, turns 
out to have far-reaching consequences. Widtsoe saw that just such 
a dilemma occurred in his life in Logan during the interlude between 
his studies at Harvard and those at Goettingen. He related that he 
and other-like-minded "truth-loving friends" began to meet privately 
to study and discuss stimulating ideas about theology using as a text 
Parley P. Pratt's Key to the Science of Theology. 4 Seemingly, it was 
a meeting of young intellectuals. After several sessions the stake 
pres ident--the local leader of a diocese-like unit of the Church--
approached Widtsoe with both a gentle reminder that he was the only 
young man in Logan privileged with a prestigious education and a 
reprimand that he was not sharing his knowledge and talents with 
enough people. He implied that Widtsoe was indulging his own 
intellectual interests privately to the exclusion and so at the expense 
of others beyond his own set of friends. Widtsoe recalled this event: 
4Parley P. Pratt, Key to the Science of Theology, 7th ed. 
(Salt Lake City: Deseret News, Printers and Publishers, 1915). This 
book by the early Mormon apostle was first published in 1855. Writ-
ten on the II science II of Mormon theology in a highly florid style, it 
was quoted by Widtsoe on occasion who praised its insights. 
Widtsoe was probably influenced by Pratt's literary style and views 
at a number of points. 
Then he proceeded to remind me that I was the only Logan boy 
who had enjoyed an educational training in a great eastern 
university. Then he added that instead of my using my edu-
cation for the benefit of many, I closeted myself once a week 
with a group of my intimates to talk over things that might 
benefit many. He looked at me disparagingly. 5 
From the standpoint of the Church official with his natural 
concerns for the institution, this would have been a reasonable 
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objection. He felt that the young Mormon was obviously hiding his 
intellectual light under a bushel. From the standpoint of the bright, 
inquisitive, scientific-minded scholar, he was doing what came 
naturally in pursuing his intellectual interest; and he felt he had a 
right to do so. This seems to have been an instance of a conflict 
of the private needs of the individual against the needs of the 
institution. It was a moment of truth for Widtsoe: to follow Church 
counsel and his religious commitment to serve Mormonism or to 
follow his intellectual bent. But the contest was short-lived and 
passed quickly with his agreeing to abandon his private group and 
personal interests and to serve the institution by teaching a local 
priesthood class. It must have seemed then an insignificant event. 
But in looking back on it from the vantage point of having spent 
thirty years in high level Church administration, Widtsoe quite 
naturally felt that "the right spirit" had prompted him to suppress 
his personal intellectual interests and respond to the Church call. 
His commitment to Mormonism prevailed. 
5Widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, p. 51. 
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Of the heavy moments of deliberation before accepting the 
offer to serve, he wrote in retrospect, "It seemed to me that the next 
minutes changed the course of my life. 116 And so they did, for likely 
the faith expressed in his willing submission was a considerable 
factor in the Church's utilizing his talents and titles for the next 
half century, generally to promote Mormonism and more particularly 
to interpret science to the Church. 
Years before this episode, he had made an equally important 
decision respecting his preparation to interpret science to the Church, 
and that was to study science in the first place. When he went east 
to Harvard in 189 1 , he was unsettled as to his major course. Once 
again, he did not ponder long on ttiis decision before he chose against 
English and Mathematics and for Chemistry. And again, he made the 
decision on the basis of his fundamental values. He accounted for 
the choice with three reasons each of which reflects one of his values. 
First, he wrote, his Scandinavian common sense and his feeling of 
responsibility for those who depended on him caused him to select 
chemistry, for he knew that he could teach it or he could practice it 
in industry and mining. A second reason was that chemistry attracted 
his keen intellect, the same rational quality of mind that later sought 
fulfillment with the study group in Logan and even later prompted him 
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to promote II truth- seeking II and rationalism in the Church. His capa-
cious mind was intrigued with the mystery of the unknown, and in 
chemistry he saw a key to understanding the composition of "every-
thing on earth and in the heavens. " In another way, the decision was 
natural, for the allure of science was in the air at the time. His alert 
mind and curiosity must have responded to this spirit of the age. 
Interest in science ran high in the Church as well. Leaders 
spoke favorably of its practical effects. Es says were in praise of 
it. At the turn of the century, The Improvement Era carried an article 
indicative of this interest in science. Several res pons es were 
reported to the editor's request to contributing writers asking what 
they felt about the prospects for ttie twentieth century. Most con-
tributors credited science with much of the progress of the nineteenth 
century and anticipated its great promise for the future. Joseph E. 
Taylor implied in the typical Mormon way that God's revelations were 
to men of science as well as to his prophets: 
As the heavens continue to reveal the purposes of the eternal one 
to His chosen servants, so will science in a corresponding degree 
continue to develop and demonstrate the hidden mysteries of 
nature, to the entire bewilderment of the ordinary intellect, and 
man will stand appalled at the results of his experiment's and 
researches. 7 
711 The Meeting of the Centuries. Good Night to the Remarkable 
Nineteenth; Hail to the Splendid Morning of the Mystic Twentieth! 11 
The Improvement Era 4 (January 1901): 16 5. Taylor's remark that II man 
will stand appalled at the results of his own experiments and researches'' 
is ironic in light of how many people, including Widtsoe, came to re-
gard the misapplication of science in the ensuing years. 
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M . W. Merrill wrote: 
The facilities that have been developed through science and in-
vention have lessened the drudgery and discontent of the laboring 
classes of the world, and the outlook into the century now upon 
us is auspicious indeed. 8 
J. W. Ward commented: 
The nineteenth century is the marvel of the ages. It is marked 
by the rapid progress of science in all its varied branches, and 
its practical application to the wants of man. 9 
Widtsoe, himself, wrote: 
The coming of the new century fills me with a feverish joy. 
The twentieth will be so much more marvelous than the nine-
teenth. There is a unique pleasure in living in the last times 
10 
When Widtsoe chose to study science a decade before, he did so in 
the milieu of general optimism reflected in the Church and elsewhere 
at the turn of the century that science would continue unabated to 
assure future progress. 
To his practical and intellectual reasons for choosing science, 
Widtsoe added a third, in the long run the most important for his role 
as science interpreter to the Church. In the previously mentioned talk 
of 19 3 5 to the M. I. A. conference, he simply commented that he be-
came a chemist because he believed the Church had need for one to 
defend the Word of Wisdom. Whether this was just a pas sing thought 
for the moment or a true report of his reason for choosing science is 
difficult to ascertain. But it is a fact that he did use knowledge of 
8 Ibid . , p . 16 7 . 9rbid • I po 169 • l 0rbid. , p. 1 71. 
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chemistry and science to support Mormonism, whether he originally 
intended to or not. 
The practical, the intellectual and what might be called the 
apologetic sides of Widtsoe' s mind reflected in these stated reasons 
for going into science were further expressed in the dominant and re-
curring themes he developed in his writings. For instance, the prac-
ticality that caused him to select chemistry for its career possibilities 
is seen in his contention that scientific knowledge--all knowledge for 
that matter--must serve some useful end to be of value. Widtsoe did 
not hold with learning for its own sake. Probably because of this 
predisposition, his professional work centered in the applied science 
of agronomy. Similarly, his intellectuality that drew him to the 
discipline and order of science was expressed in his promotion of 
reason in the es says. And finally, his primary commitment to Mormon-
ism caused him to seek support for it in science. Such a desire to 
find evidence for Mormonism from all sources is ideally manifested 
in every true member's life: 
The unique missionary system of our Church causes every man, 
who is at all devout in his belief, to prepare himself fo~ defend-
ing and explaining his beliefs. In this preparation he seeks for 
material wherever he goes and does not confine himself to the 
Holy Scriptures or to the inspiring writings of the latter-day 
prophets • There is a firm belief in the heart of every thinking 
member of the Church that, were our knowledge perfect enough, 
every phenomenon in nature would be a testimony to the truth of 
the gospel. 11 
11Widtsoe, "A Voice from the Soil," pp. 109-110. 
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Widtsoe Begins His Work as Reconciler 
Not long after Widtsoe passed the test of the stake president's 
challenge to serve the Church with all the advantages of his education, 
he left Logan to finish that education in Germany. In this early period 
he did some writing which he described in a passage that at once re-
veals his latent urge to poesy and his disposition to rationality: 
During these years I wrote several articles for the home maga-
zines. The old desire to express myself in meter and rhyme over-
took me. Since I have never looked upon myself as a poet, these 
effusions, except a few under a pen name, have not been pub-
lished. But, evidently during these years the creative forces 
were at full work . 
By this time the direction of my writing on Church matters 
had been fixed. Church writers generally had approached the 
subject from the Biblical angle. The scriptural proof of the 
truth of the gospel had been quite fully developed and was 
unanswerable. I set out therefore to present my modest contri-
butions from the point of view of science and those trained in 
that type of thinking. At times, only by assignment, have I 
departed from it. 12 
It seems that he had decided the stake president was correct. He 
should serve the Church in the best way he could, with a mind trained 
to support the Church with science. From the comment at the end of 
his life that his contributions to the Church literature of apology were 
"from the point of view of science," he must have equated the "view 
of science II with rationality. Certainly, most of his writings were not 
on scientific topics. Reason and science most likely meant.the same 
to him in the context of this passage. 
12widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, p. 66. His II creative forces 11 
were at work in many other ways besides those of poetry, as for 
example, in the preparation of A Rational Theology, his most original 
work. 
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One year to the month after The Improvement Era's initial issue 
of November, 189 7, Widtsoe published his first article in that maga-
zine, "written from the point of view of science, 11 entitled 11A Voice 
from the Soil--Being a Study in Science as a Warrant of Faith." 13 
Thus began his long, prolific literary career with that magazine, first 
as a graduate student contributor and then as a General Authority editor 
which career extended to his death fifty-four years to the month from 
the publication of this first essay .14 
13Josiah Parson Cooke, Widtsoe' s esteemed mentor at Harvard, 
wrote a book entitled The Credentials of Science, The Warrant of Faith 
(New York: R. Carter & Brothers, 1888) of which Widtsoe wrote in his 
autobiography, it ". . . is as good today as yesterday. 11 It appears 
that Widtsoe borrowed part of the title of his initial article from that 
of his professor's book. Widtsoe might just as well have borrowed 
the other part of his title from a pas sage in The Book of Mormon, the 
main scripture of the Church, in which a prophet in ancient America 
spoke to those who would later read his words, "I speak unto you as 
the voice of one crying from the dust .... 11 (2 Nephi 33: 13) (Italics 
added). One sees in this composite title Widtsoe' s commitment to 
both science and Mormonism. Such a dual but, in his mind, har-
monious commitment forms the basis of his role as reconciler to the 
Church. 
14Though, in fact, Widtsoe was a graduate student in chemistry 
when he wrote this article from Germany, the magazine editor identi-
fied him as "Professor Widtsoe, 11 presumably because he previously had 
held a teaching position at USAC. From then on his titles were used to 
identify him, likely to bolster the influence of his articles. In a well 
known Mormon biographical work, Widtsoe is identified as a man of 
science and intellect and as well a II prominent Elder in the Church. 11 
That he was identified as a II prominent Elder" as much for his attain-
ments in science and scholarship as for his faithfulness is an indica-
tion he was by then already a well-known young scientist in the Church. 
(Andrew Jens on, Latter-day Saint Biographical Encyclopedia 4 vols. 
[Salt Lake City: The Andrew Jenson History Company, 1901], 1:768.) 
Widtsoe, as no General Authority before or since, was referred to offici-
ally from the pulpit and personally by friends and collegues as Doctor 
Widtsoe. Even today those who knew him, such as his former secre-
taries and associates, refer to him by this title. 
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From just the title of the article, it is clear that Widtsoe de-
signed the piece to uphold Mormonism with science. As important to 
this purpose as the article itself was the enclosure letter in which he 
identified himself as a trained Mormon scientist interested in the 
religious welfare of Mormon students of science, an important role 
he was to take in his future writings to the Church on science. 
He reasoned in this way about his taking the role: Because 
he had studied chemistry at Harvard and had worked as a chemist for 
four years at USAC, he believed he understood the dangers that beset 
the faith of young scholars in science. Moreover, he personally 
understood the plight because he had encountered those dangers him-
self: 
I have myself gone through the critical period when science and 
religion seemed to rise up against one another and can sympathize 
keenly with every young person who is in the same condition. IS 
So he knew firsthand how students become overwhelmed with the magni-
tude of science and begin to grasp for help to explain the bewildering 
profusion of data. Then in those frantic efforts to understand, they 
often accept "man-made" theories which run counter to the doctrines 
of the Church and finally "come to a stage when there is a desperate 
effort to reconcile science and religion." When this reconciliation 
is attempted by inexperienced students, it is often made difficult, 
15·wid tsoe, "A Voice from the Soil, " p. 109 . 
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according to Widtsoe, by "their lack of deep scientific knowledge and 
a mind trained in discrimination." The import of Widtsoe 1 s letter is 
that he fully understood this dilemma. Consequently, with his knowl-
edge of science, a trained mind and the personal experience of having 
gone through the dangers of doubt, he was qualified to help the youth 
of the Church who wrestled with conflicts in science and religion. 
This was the beginning of his mentors hip to LDS science students. 
In offering help from this position of experience with the 
authority of both scientific training and belief in Mormonism, he 
first as sured The Improvement Era readers in this important initial 
article that "of course, there is no real conflict between science and 
religion; and no reconciliation is needed except by the drifting mind." 
This important assertion of the fundamental harmony of science and 
religion is a grand ideal that seems to be based as much upon 
Widtsoe I s prior religious belief in the Mormon doctrine that all truth 
harmonizes as upon his scientific experience, though he would have 
vigorously disagreed maintaining that evidences from science con-
clusively and continuously proved this to his mind. For Widtsoe, 
religious truth and scientific truth simply do not conflict, arid he pro-
moted his belief in this oneness through his entire career as science 
interpreter and reconciler to the Church. It was one of his personal 
articles of faith as were two other equally important and strongly held 
points that recur in his writings which are struck here for the first time: 
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In my study of science and the gospel I have ever found that the 
conflicts between them were due to insufficient kno'wledge, on 
the part of science--science is imperfect; the gospel, as far as 
we know it, is perfect. My testimony is that the study of 
modern science furnishes countless evidences for the divinity 
of the gospel. 16 
Thus Widtsoe launched his career as a concerned scientist 
writing to the Church--which effort in time flowered into a full-fledged 
apologetic--by giving his testimony to the Church that ( 1) the gospel 
is superior to science because science is the imperfect product of 
man's mind while the gospel is a perfect product of God's mind; 
(2) science and religion at base harmonize and hence, (3) science 
offers many evidences for the divinity of the gospel and Church. 
Widtsoe' s Writings on Science 
His Manner of Writing 
From his first article through his entire Church literary career, 
Widtsoe endeavored to write in a way understandable to the general 
and youthful readership of the Church, who would not have been 
knowledgeable in science or perhaps even interested in it. Nor 
would the average reader have been possessed of a "mind trained in 
discrimination." Therefore, he had to popularize science to' make it 
an attractive topic and so a useful means to support the faith. 
Widtsoe' s view on the popularizing approach to teaching the broad 
16rbid. 
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Church membership is suggested in a story told about him by a former 
teacher in Church education. After spending several pleasant hours 
with this teacher discussing the nature of Mormonism and how to 
teach it, Widtsoe arose to take his leave and said in summary as he 
departed, "Teach the gospel! Sugar-coat it when necessary! 1117 
Widtsoe most likely felt this need to II sugar-coat" in his own writings 
in order to make them interesting and acceptable. 
Because of his readership, Widtsoe expressed himself simply, 
though never in condescension. He wrote clear straight forward 
declarative prose, except when he was briefly caught up in a topic 
and carried away by a spell of poesy much as was Parley P. Pratt, 
whose writings Widtsoe knew well. 18 Often his writing has the 
pulpit quality of pronouncement. His paragraphs are sometimes 
marked by journalistic generalization. The arguments are neither 
complex nor extended. Even on occasion, at least in the earlier 
essays, he provided the reader with scientific data to make his 
point. 
17rnterview with McMurrin. 
18rn the foreword to the first editions of the "Evidences and 
Reconciliations II articles, Richard L. Evans, a close friend and 
devotee of Widtsoe, praised his style: "His pen, sparing in its use 
of words and direct in its approach, is never-the-less colorful in 
expression--and quickly focuses attention on fact, avoiding unsup-
portable generalizations. 11 (John A. Widtsoe, Evidences and Recon-
ciliations [Salt Lake City: The Bookcraft Co. , 1943], p. viii.) 
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When he quoted from scientific authorities, especially in his 
books such as the manual How Science Contributes to Religion the 
quotations were often long passages seemingly just dropped into the 
midst of his own sentences without much attempt to integrate them 
into the text .19 His documentation of the quotes is occasionally in-
complete and so not of much help to a reader who might want to become 
familiar with his sources. As in his treatment of learning, perhaps he 
was pressed to meet editorial deadlines; and under the pressure of 
such time demands, he simply got down the essentials but omitted 
the finishing touches. Another possibility is that he was so convinced 
of his points that impatient to get on with other is sues at hand he 
slighted his efforts to round out tl'!e argument, support the generaliza-
tion with subordinate particulars, justify the quotes, or furnish the 
complete documentation. Whatever his reasons, his works were in 
the popular mode and, from one point of view, appropriately ·so given 
The Improvement Era's genera 1 readers hip. 2 O 
19John A. \.Vidtsoe, How Science Contributes to Religion, 
Young Men's Mutual Improvement Association Senior Manual,, 192 7-
19 2 8 (Salt Lake City: The General Board of Y. M. M. I .A. , 19 2 7). 
20Inside the October, 1917 issue cover of The Improvement 
Era an advertisement from the magazine praised Widtsoe as II a scien-
tist whose science has not interferred with his love and devotion to 
God. 11 An accompanying blurb heralded future issues that would con-
tain his articles on "Science and Ethics--popularized for thoughtful 
readers. 11 A curious way to appeal to "thoughtful readers. " 
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His Periodical Writings 
Widtsoe' s earliest writings on science to the Church appeared 
in The Improvement Era during the four year period from 189 8 to 19 02. 
They were short essays of only a few pages ·each and written to the 
young readers on various features of science drawn from Widtsoe' s 
own field of agricultural chemistry. These short science-promoting 
es says were informative treatments of several aspects of nature (air, 
water, sunshine, etc.), the science of human health and nutrition, 
and episodes in the lives of great men of science who exemplified 
admirable qualities of character. Widtsoe wrote in his enclosure 
letter with his first article that his purpose was "To let science con-
firm the Gospel; 2--To teach some useful facts of science without 
making the didactic purpose too evident; and 3--To set the mind to 
thinking. 1121 This revealing statement of purpose could well cover 
all of these fourteen articles from November, 189 8 to July, 19 02 and, 
in fact, every other one he subsequently wrote on science. 
From November, 19 03 to October, 19 04, The Improvement Era 
published Widtsoe' s twelve-article series "Joseph Smith as Scientist," 
the thesis of which was that Joseph Smith, though not a trained 
scientist or even an educated man, anticipated what Widtsoe con-
ceived to be several fundamentals of science a decade or more before 
21Widtsoe, "A Voice from the Soil," p. 109. 
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they were discovered by scientists. To Widtsoe that was an attest of 
Smith's divine inspiration, though the evidence proved somewhat 
faulty in the claim that Smith's doctrine of the omnipresence of God's 
spirit was an anticipation of the scientific doctrine of the "luminiferous 
ether" which was said to fill the universe. The theory of ether as an 
explanation of what occupies intersteller space has been long since 
set aside. Such an example indicates the weakness of relying too 
much on scientific proofs for religion, for science has a way of 
abandoning outmoded ideas, thus leaving the believer alone and 
adrift. This series was compiled into book form and published in 
1908 and again in 1964. It was also adopted as a Church manual for 
a time and so was widely known. Widtsoe's purpose in writing the 
book to assure struggling students that science sustains Mormonism 
was stated in the preface to the 1908 edition reproduced in the 1964 
edition: 
In the life of every person, who receives a higher education, in 
or out of schools, there is a time when there seems to be opposi-
tion between science and religion; between man-made and God-
made knowledge. The struggle for reconciliation between the 
contending forces is not an easy one, It cuts deep into the soul 
and usually leaves scars that ache while life endures. .There are 
thousands of young people in the Church today, and hundreds of 
thousands throughout the world, who are struggling to set them-
selves right with God above and the world about them. It is for 
these young people, primarily, that the following chapters have 
been written. 2 2 
22John A. Widtsoe, Joseph Smith as Scientist (Salt Lake City: 
Book craft, 19 64) , p. 1. 
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It seems Widtsoe' s view mellowed in the years since his first 
article when he wrote "of course, there is no real conflict between 
science and religion, and no reconciliation is needed except by the 
drifting mind. 11 By this time, some ten years later, Widtsoe had come 
to recognize that many people do not readily perceive the grand har-
mony of science and religion. He sympathized much more than he did 
earlier with students who II struggle II to reconcile the contentions of 
science and religion, which seem to them diametrically opposed, as 
they once did to him. 
One year after this series ended Widtsoe wrote "Joseph Smith · 
as Philosopher" the purpose of which was identical to that of the 
aforementioned series, namely to _prove Joseph Smith was an inspired 
prophet. The term "philosopher" was loosely used in this article, as 
11 scientist" was in the previous series, simply to suggest in an im-
precise way that Joseph Smith, like philosophers and scientists, had 
considerable knowledge, not that he was trained in scholarly disci-
plines or that he possessed the skills of analysis, critical thinking 
or the methodologies developed in those di$ciplines. That Widtsoe 
intended something like this is shown by his disclaimer that "Joseph 
Smith was not a scientist; and he made no pretense of solving the 
' 'f' t' fh' d 1123 sc1ent1 1c ques ions o 1s ay. 
23Ibid., p. 16. 
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A miscellany of articles on science similar to the above 
appeared in The Improvement Era from 1906 to 1913. Then from 
October, 191 7 to August, 1919 Widtsoe collaborated with an old friend 
and well known scientist in the Church Franklin S. Harris and wrote 
four of a nine article series, "Makers of Science, " which consisted 
of two-to-four page biographical sketches and commentaries on the 
lives and accomplishments of great pioneers of science. Their pur-
pose was to hold up to the Church youth world-renowed scientists 
who were also men of deep religious convictions and great human 
qualities, worthy of emulation. 24 
Widtsoe was called to be an apostle in 1921, and from 192 7 to 
1936 he was assigned to direct missionary work in Europe. He wrote 
many essays as editor of The Millennial Star, the official Church 
organ in the British Isles, but these were rather dry years for his writ-
ing on science. Two years after he returned from Europe he was ap-
pointed editor for The Improvement Era and launched into a new phase 
of his writing. 
As Widtsoe' s most important intellectual role in the Church was 
as apologist or interpreter of science, so by far his best kno'wn work 
24This series ran through The Improvement Era volume 2 0 
(October 1917) to volume 21 (August 1918). The invocation of the 
words and Christian qualities of men of science in behalf of religion 
is a technique that is in continuous use in the Church. Cf The Search 
for Truth in Science and Religion (Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1961). 
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in this vein was a series of one hundred seventy-two articles entitled 
"Evidences and Reconciliations--Aids to Faith in a Modern Day, 11 
published in The Improvement Era between 19 38 and 19 52 while he was 
senior editor. He had passed his apprenticeship as contributor to the 
magazine with his early science articles. Now he was in a position 
to establish a regular series. The famous title, which Durham said 
he wrestled over to get just right, indicates Widtsoe' s intention. He 
wanted to offer answers to questions that would be scientific or 
rational in spirit supported by substantial evidence and reasons, and 
he wanted to aid people to resolve or reconcile their quandries in a 
way consistent with both reason and Church thought. In 1915, he 
wrote that a "rational theology" must conform to man's knowledge and 
reason. This most famous of Widtsoe's phrases implies that Widtsoe 
intended his approach to theology to be based on reason and evidence 
as were his later answers to questions from the Church. 
To sharpen Widtsoe' s approach to answering questions, a con-
trast can be drawn between it and the approach of Widtsoe' s colleague 
· Joseph Fielding Smith, apostle, noted Church doctrinaire and s cripto-
rian, who represented the scribal position that answers to questions 
are to be found in scripture. Widtsoe' s final "Evidence and Reconcili-
ations" article II Has Christianity Failed? 11 appeared in the January, 
19 53 is sue of The Improvement Era. The editor's note following the 
article indicated that though Widtsoe had died, the remaining articles 
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he had prepared would be printed for the 11 next few months. 11 But they 
were not. In the very next issue (February), Joseph Fielding Smith 
began his series 11Your Questions II by answering the inquiry 11 What Is 
Blasphemy Against the Holy Ghost? 11 The juxtaposition of these 
articles eloquently highlights the different emphases of these two 
Church authorities: Widtsoe' s humanistic concern for a worldwide 
issue expressed in an article based upon reason and "the point of 
view of science" with not a scripture quoted in its entirety and Smith's 
theological concern about the worst of all possible sins, his article 
replete with scriptural quotes. 
It is safe to surmise that Smith did not agree fully with 
Widtsoe' s general approach to evidencing the gospel with science and 
reason. A likely apocryphal story contains a germ of this truth. When 
Smith was asked for his view about the series "Evidences and Recon-
ciliations," he replied, "There's no evidence there and it doesn't 
re conciliate! 11 For many, including Smith, to insist too strongly on 
rational or scientific proof for the gospel would be to sacrifice the 
supernatural or spiritual basis of it to evidences subordinate if not 
alien to it. This is in sharp contrast to Widtsoe' s position, for he 
saw secular evidence for the gospel on every hand. In fact, he held 
that it is each Mormon's duty to find such evidence as he can in the 
great harmony of nature. 
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When the first collection of these "Evidences and Reconcili-
ations" essays was assembled into book form in 1943, Widtsoe expres-
sed in its preface appreciation for the questing spirit behind the 
inquiries to which he had responded through .the years: 
This volume is but a collection of answers to some of the many 
questions from the field--and the questions are still arriving. 
Most of the queries, often hot from the anvil of life and thought, 
were asked by young people engaged in secular pursuits and 
study. Therefore, themes, treatment and style have been chosen 
with inquiring youth in ming. . . . Inquiries from honest 
searchers after truth should always be welcomed. Intelligent 
learners, in any field of knowledge, ask for explanations as 
problems appear in their studies. Indeed, the questions asked 
often mark the degree of proficiency attained. Those to whom 
no problems occur are asleep at the wheel of truth. 2 5 
Both G. Homer Durham and Russell B. Swenson commented that ques-
tion and answer sessions were an _important part of Widtsoe' s peda-
gogy. 26 Durham said that when Widtsoe held missionary meetings in 
Europe he always allotted time for the missionaries to ask their ques-
tions which he would then answer. Swenson recalls that during the 
Brigham Young University summer school Widtsoe entertained many 
2 Swidtsoe, Evidences and Reconciliations, p. ix. Regret-
tably, both this and subsequent editions of the essays omit any 
information as to when the essays were originally published 'in the 
various is sues of The Improvement Era. This is a serious restriction 
to those who study Widtsoe' s thought in a historical sequ.ence or 
context. 
26Interview with Durham. Interview with Russell B. Swenson 
in Provo, Utah, 26 June 19 76. Swenson was a young seminary 
teacher under Widtsoe when he was Church Commissioner of Education 
and is now Professor Emeritus of Bible Studies at BYU. 
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questions particularly about science and religion in a very candid way, 
considering many points of view. George S. Tanner, another former 
seminary teacher who also attended the same summer school in 192 7 
saw it differently and recalled that there was not a great deal of dis-
cuss ion on the issues. Widtsoe was there as the Church authority to 
teach them and to answer their questions. 2 7 Still, the fact is that 
Widtsoe was interested in questions. 
This "Evidences and Reconciliations" series did not treat 
science-religion topics only; it carried his essays on a number of 
questions. 2 8 But the idea ·of reconciliation--making divergent ideas 
congruous--most readily applies to science and religion, the area in 
which Wid tsoe said he knew people had conflict, as he mentioned 
in his preface to Joseph Smith as Scientist. One merely has to review 
the questions to which he responded to know this is accurate, as for 
instance, "How Old Is the Earth?" "What Is the Origin of Life on 
Earth? 11 and "To What Extent Should the Doctrine of Evolution be 
Accepted? 11 
2 7 Interview with George S. Tanner in Salt Lake City, · Utah, 
18 June 19 76. 
2 8The table of contents of the first edition of Evidences and 
Reconciliations (Salt Lake City: The Book craft, 19 4 3) listed articles 
under the following categories: 11 The Approach to Truth, 11 "Revelation, 11 
11 The Bible," "Science, 11 "Salvation, 11 11 Priesthood, 11 11 Church Organi-
zation, 11 "Church Practice, 11 "Marriage and the Family, 11 11 Evil," "Life 
Hereafter," and ·eight essays under "Miscellaneous. 11 Indeed, one 
would have to be a general authority to be able to answer questions in 
so many areas. 
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His Books 
Some of Widtsoe• s periodical essays on science topics were 
collected into books, as mentioned Joseph Smith as Scientist and 
Evidences and Reconciliations. In addition to these, he wrote other 
books that had to do with science either in part or in full. A Rational 
Theology (1915), generally regarded as his most famous book as 
"Evidences and Reconciliations II was his best known periodical 
series, is scientific in spirit. His definition of a rational theology 
as one which conforms to man 1 s knowiedge and reason reflects a 
scientific, rationalistic attitude in a broad sense. 
In 192 7, he wrote a Young Men's Mutual Improvement Associ-
ation manual under the title How Science Contributes to Religion, 
which was announced in The Improvement Era as follows: "The purpose 
of this manual is to show that science contributes to our faith in God 
and in the principles of the gospeL ·. . . It is full of scientific and 
religious information. n29 In Search of Truth (1930, 1963) was 
29The Improvement Era 30 (August 1927):929. 
Russell Swenson and Obert C. Tanner, Salt Lake City business 
man, both seminary teachers in their early lives, recall that when 
Widtsoe attended the BYU summer school in 192 7, held in Aspen Grove, 
he gave a series of lectures on science and religion. Pearl Bridge 
Johnson, Widtsoe I s secretary in 192 7, remembers recording all his 
lectures in shorthand, transcribing them and delivering them to Frank 
Davis, Secretaiy of the Department of Education of the Church, when 
she was finished. There is a remote possibility that this YMMIA 
manual How Science Contributes to Religion has a connection with the 
summer school lectures either as a source for them or a consequence 
of them, so close do they occur in time. There is no way to verify 
this since there is no known record of the disposition of the transcript 
of Widtsoe I s lectures. Widtsoe may have mentioned them in his 
private journals or discussed them in meetings of the YMMIA, but 
neither of these sources is available for search. (Interview with 
Swenson. Interview with Obert C. Tanner in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
29 June 19 76. Interview with Pearl Bridge Johnson in Salt Lake City, 
Utah, 25June 1976.) 
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addressed mainly to the issues of science. His prefatory note to the 
book is quite similar to that of Joseph Smith as Scientist, though 
expressed in a milder manner: 
This writing is intended to serve as answer to numerous communi-
cations which for lack of opportunity have not been properly 
acknowledged. It presents, briefly, and without any attempt at 
systematic development, a well-known point of view, one which, 
though often ignored, helps vastly in the search for truth. It 
is really an attempt to answer the questions, What is science? 
How does the Church view science? and is therefore a general 
introduction to the more picturesque and perhaps more interest-
ing analysis of current scientific doctrine. The youth of our 
day, in their approach to knowledge, are thinking for themselves. 
For that let us be grateful. And may they think straight, so that 
truth may not pass them unrecognized? 30 
His Sermons 
The only other written sour_ces of Widtsoe I s views on science 
are the Conference Reports of the Church which contain his addresses 
to the semi-annually held Church conferences. Most of Widtsoe' s 
addresses, as has been established, were not discussions of doctrine, 
much less science. They were usually expressions of testimony con-
cerning the truths of religion. Yet there were some notable exceptions 
to this as when he treated the importance of science to Mormonism. 
For example, when he spoke of the pioneer heritage of Utah, he often 
referred to the early pioneers' work in utilizing a kind of science in 
their irrigation practices. His last sermon in 1952 was addressed to 
this topic. 
3 OW id ts oe, In Search of Truth, p. 3 . 
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Widtsoe' s Message about Science 
Science, Upholder of Mormonism 
As he mentioned in several works, Widtsoe intended from the 
beginning of his writing experience to promote science to the Church 
as an "aid to faith," or as a "warrant of faith." To do this he had to 
make science first understandable in a rudimentary way to his reader-
ship and acceptable in terms of Church ideals and language. This he 
undertook with conviction because science, as he believed in it, is 
a system of thought and practice that is harmonious with the gospel. 
In fact, he said that science is a part of the gospel: "The science of 
the world is and can be no more than one phase of the everlasting 
Gospel of Jesus Christ which covers and embraces all truth." 3 l And 
further, because of this inherent harmony, he believed the power and 
potential of science would advance God's purposes._ In treating 
science in this way, he attempted to make it attractive and legitimate 
to the youth of the Church to whom he wrote in the first two decades 
of the century. 
The parallels between science and the ideals of the gospel 
were impressive to Widtsoe. As noted, the ideal of truth-seeking 
was highly praised in the Church. So was it in "true science," as 
31John A. Widtsoe, "Lord Kelvin, The God-Fearing," The 
Improvement Era 11 (April 1908):406. Lord Kelvin, well known scientist 
and Christian scholar, was one of several scientists Widtsoe frequently 
praised for his science and for his faith. 
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Widtsoe conceived it; its goal too was to discover all truth. This 
powerful truth-seeking ideal was held up to the youth of the Church 
in the 19 2 7 YMMIA manual where it was extolled as the II spirit of 
Science": 
Science consists of the sound knowledge, the experience of man-
kind; it is, therefore, the truth possessed by humanity. The aim 
of science is to add knowledge to knowledge, so that the horizon 
of truth may be enlarged. 
The importance of science to. mankind is partly in the revela-
tion of new knowledge; but more in the development of man I s love 
of truth. The love of truth that has been fostered by science is 
a profound power for good in our present-day world. Scientific 
knowledge or discovery is of little consequence in comparison 
with the quality of the force which drives the man into scientific 
activity. 
The scientific spirit requires at least four things of every 
disciple. First, he must love truth above all else. Second, he 
must, for himself, search out_ truth, both old and new. That is, 
he cannot be satisfied with being a mere borrower of truth dis-
covered or assembled by someone else. Third, he must be 
willing to hear and to test all claims for truth, that may present 
themselves, and to sift such claims on the basis of naked evi-
dence irrespective of his existing prejudices. Fourth, he must 
be so openminded that when truth appears he will recognize it 
and accept it, though it is contrary to all former opinions. 32 
This is a marked parallel to his statements about truth-seekers epito-
mized in the life of Joseph Smith: 
He had a surpassing love of truth in his heart. Perhaps I may not 
be misunderstood if I say that there is one thing in the world 
greater than truth, and that is the love of truth. Without the love 
of truth men cannot prosper even in the possession of truth, and 
in fact never shall men possess truth fully, without the love of 
truth. 33 
32widtsoe, How Science Contributes to Religion, pp. 7, 8. 
33widtsoe, ConferenceReport,April, 1934, p. 117. 
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Widtsoe knew that science is a product of man's mind and, 
hence, imperfect, but he believed it to be one of man's best products. 
He had a healthy, high regard for man's intellectual abilities and a 
faith in reason to which he had come through ·the years in his study of 
science. Often he applauded scientists, past and present, and their 
great accomplishments. He had learned much science from scholar-
chemists at Harvard and Goettingen, had seen the beneficial effects 
from its technology and was convinced of its value though it was man-
made. In the following passage, Widtsoe praised the role of mind in 
learning truth through science: 
Science is a creation of man. It is the recognition by the mind 
through human senses of the realities of existence. The mind 
of man is a noble instrument, _a pre-eminent possession, by 
which he becomes conscious, not only of his own existence, 
but of the conditions of external nature. By tests of mind, 
humanity is distinguished from the lower orders of life. The 
triumphs of sciences are evidences of the supremacy of mind 
--a supremacy which dominates all nature. The glory of 
physical conquests, of the sea and earth and air, have often 
dazzled men to such a degree that they have forgotten that 
back of all discovery and progress is the power of observation 
and thought. Without mind, there is no science, no progress, 
only extinction. 34 
This is just another instance in Widtsoe' s writings that he regarded 
science as man's method to seek truth and an impressive one to him. 
Widtsoe' s admiration for the methods of science is seen in his com-
parison of its careful, patient, objective observation of nature's 
phenomena as set against the slipshod ways of false science: 
34Widtsoe, In Search of Truth, pp. 36-37. 
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Pseudo-science means false science. It is a monster that fills 
every searcher with dismay. Science is built on truth; it experi-
ments, observes, classifies, and shows the unchanging relations 
of numerous isolated facts. Pseudo-science is built on error, 
without experiment or careful observation; it assumes a complex 
system of relations, in which men are asked to believe. Science 
is careful, plodding, and states all its -conclusions with caution; 
pseudo-science has little thought for accuracy, but lays down 
far-reaching laws with a positive assurance. Science is modest 
and unpretentious. Pseudo-science knows no limit to its pre-
tensions; in borrowed garments, enveloped with an air of 
mysticism, and full of bravado, it stalks about under the stolen 
title of science. Science is truth; pseudo-science is error. 35 
And he praised to the church the single-minded patient searchers after 
truth, whose labors lie at the foundation of the progress of the world: 
It often occurs that men arise, whose inclination leads them into 
the study of nature, irrespective of any benefit that the world 
may derive from their studies . . . . Yet, the work done by these 
men has alone, made possible the great inventions of the last 
century; without the students of pure science, the wonderful, 
recent progress of the arts ana manufacturers, would never have 
taken place. It is true that once in a while, when the history of 
the development of a great discovery is discussed, the founda-
tion makers are mentioned and praised. But they are soon for-
gotten again. 
It is as well, perhaps that individuals should be forgotten, 
if the lessons of their lives be remembered; and this is the lesson 
that the lives of the quiet men who have developed the principles 
of science teach, that the world should honor, cherish, and 
care for those whose natural gifts incline them to the study of 
any portion of nature, apart from any practical end. 36 
35John A. Widtsoe, "The Folly of Astrology, 11 The Improvement 
Era 4 (February 1901): 2 89. 
36John A. Widtsoe, "Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford," 
The Improvement Era 5 (January 19 02): 183, 186. See also the series 
on the "Makers of Science" and his statements of admiration for Lord 
Kelvin, et al. 
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This brief sketch represents the deep optimism Widtsoe expressed 
early in the century to the youth of the Church about the positive 
values he recognized in the thought and practice of modern scientists. 
A Retreat from Science 
In this early period (ca. 1897-1920) he idealized science. But 
even then he sounded a mild warning that it was man-made and there-
fore imperfect. Powerful as science had been in promoting a great 
love and systematic search for the truth and in shaping the modern 
world through its inventions, Widtsoe reminded the reader more and 
more directly that science is only as "trustworthy" as the fallible 
human minds that conceived and developed it. This retreat from his 
early praise of science is well illustrated in his response to the 
question "How Trustworthy Is Science?" in the "Evidences and Recon-
ciliations" series of 19 39. After bringing into question both the 
senses of man to accurately observe the phenomena of nature and the 
reason of man to interpret them correctly, he concluded, "Science is 
trustworthy as far as human senses and reason are trustworthy--no 
more. When the credentials of science are examined, the claims of 
religion seem more credible than ever. 113 7 This seems a dark com-
mentary for one who nine years before had written, "The triumphs of 
science are evidences of the supremacy of mind--a supremacy which 
3 7John A. Widtsoe, "How Trustworthy Is Science?" The Im-
provement Era 42 (November 19 3 9): 6 73 . 
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dominates all nature." It is a surprisingly dimmed view of science 
as a product of the human mind and, it would seem, a dismal reflec-
tion on any product of the human mind. 
Why did Widtsoe begin to express more directly his reserva-
tions about science, when he had projected such a glowing vision of 
it earlier? Several reasons are plausible. By this time he had spent 
six years directing the Church's missionary work in Europe (19 2 7-
19 33) when there was little time or opportunity to keep abreast of 
science and to nourish its values as he had done when he practiced 
agronomy, associated with university people and even for a few years 
after being called into the ministry when he engaged in government 
reclamation work for short periods on leave from the Church. 
Likely, a more important cause for his diminished promotion 
of science to the Church was that for several intense years he had 
concentrated on converting people to the gospel in a simple and funda-
mentalistic way, not on presenting Church members with evidence 
from science that Mormonism is true. His writings of this period 
were also concentrated upon Mormonism's fundamentals as in the 
missionary tracts he wrote, which were composed with reason guiding 
him, but had little to do with science. Over the years Mormon mis-
sionary work has been carried out in a simple and direct manner 
mainly by missionaries' proclaiming the truths of Mormonism in a 
straightforward fashion and then bearing testimony of their validity. 
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Such an intense and simplified mode of work among people quite dif-
ferent from scholars and intellectuals must have altered his thinking 
about "how science contributes to religion. 11 
The distractions of this period in world history, too, must 
have contributed to his apparent narrowed outlook on science and the 
drawing in of his broader interests. The times were difficult in the 
post-war depression years. 38 The Church was still somewhat in 
disrepute in Europe, though it was being regarded more and more 
favorably. In those threatening times, concentrating on converting 
people from the World to Mormonism, Widtsoe came increasingly to 
present a picture of life in black and white, as a battle between good 
and evil. His growing preoccupat~on with this struggle is illustrated 
in the title of the collection of his editorials for The Millennial Star 
(1928-1933), Man and the Dragon, which in his words "implies man's 
constant but victorious battle with the forces of evil issuing from 
1 the dragon, that old serpent, which is the devil, and Satan. 1 11 39 
In several places he reflected his growing remorse over the problems 
of society as he visited Church members in various nations: 
38T. Edgar Lyon, a Mormon history scholar and mission presi-
dent for a time under Widtsoe in Europe, said that Widtsoe foresaw 
another war and endeavored to adjust the leaders hip of the European 
missions with that possibility in view. This was still another dis-
traction to Widtsoe' s mind. (Interview with T. Edgar Lyon in sa·lt 
Lake City, Utah, 17 February 19 77.) 
39John A. Widtsoe, Man and the Dragon (Salt Lake City: The 
Book craft Co., 1945), p. 14. 
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The traveler over the civilized world is sated and sickened by 
the never-ending glorification of war, and lingers for refresh-
ment at the few shrines erected in honor of the people, patient 
men who have made our beautiful world more glorious for 
humanity. 40 
And he wrote in his autobiography about those times: "Political con-
ditions were at their worst in Europe. Hate, jealousy, destruction, 
were at work. Germany was still smarting under her defeat in World 
War I. Communism was entering the land . .,41 
Thus building the Church in Europe during hard times and 
against mounting evil came to the forefront of Widtsoe' s mind. Much 
in the spirit of St. John writing his Apocalypse of the New Testament, 
from which he took the quote about "the dragon," Widtsoe saw the 
issue as a cosmic campaign, a wa! between the forces of good and 
evil with his converts and missionaries as soldiers "battling for truth 
on the outposts of Zion. 1142 A reading of his Conference sermons 
about the importance of missionary labors, delivered during his visit 
in 19 31 and then after his return, indicates two aspects of his changed 
view. First, in the 19 31 talk he voiced a sense of urgency that the 
Church take an expanding central and authoritative role in the battle 
with evil: 
40rbid., p. 14. Widtsoe admired individuals, scientists and 
others, whose work advanced mankind, as is indicated here. 
41
widtsoe, In a Sunlit Land, p. 201. 
42
Widtsoe, Conference Report, April, 1934, p. 114. 
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We must stand upon our feet as men and as women possessing 
the true knowledge and authority of God, and teach it without 
hesitation to all the world. We are not to be taught of the 
world. We are the teachers of the world. 43 
Second, he expressed poignant remorse for mankind which possessed 
all the scientific potential for unprecedented progress but which had 
failed even in fulfilling the practical needs of men: 
We seem to be writing today the most pathetic chapter in human 
history. We stand at the pinnacle of human achievement, every 
natural force is more or less under our control. Vve have the 
radio, the telephone, the electric light, types of conquest un-
dreamed of in the generations gone before; and yet we stand 
helpless from country to country, from ocean to ocean, before 
the means of supplying the common needs of mankind. We 
have harnessed the forces of nature but we are unable to apply 
them and use them to meet human needs. It is indeed a pathetic 
chapter that we are writing. As I have traveled among the 
nations I have become convinced that the trouble with the world 
is that it still relies upon man-made truth, man-made institu-
tions, man-made methods of solving the problems of humanity ... 44 
It might be supposed that once he was back home away from 
Europe he would change. But he did not. Nineteen years later, with 
additional evidence of man's moral failure to utilize what he regarded 
as gifts from God in the discoveries of science, Widtsoe wrote this 
last sad testament in what happened to be his final "Evidences and 
Reconciliations II article: 
The first and most fundamental error has been that in man's 
mighty search for the truths of the universe which ~as made 
43widtsoe, Conference Report, April, 1931, p. 60. 
44Widtsoe, Conference Re?ort, April, 19 34, p. 115. 
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our civilization, he has confined himself, almost wholly, to 
the material world. Men are victoriously certain of physical 
laws--there they face the light; but confronting spiritual laws, 
they stand in cowed uncertainty--facing the darkness. 45 
Such an ironic if not pathetic fulfillment of Joseph E. Taylor's remark 
in The Improvement Era at the turn of the century that 11 man will stand 
appalled at the results of his experiments and researches. 11 For 
Widtsoe, science offered evidence to support religion, but it did not 
lead men to experience it. A deep regret had come upon him since 
he wrote at the tum of the century fifty years before, "The coming of 
the new century fills me with feverish joy. 11 
By the late thirties the days of his concerted promotion of 
science to the Church were past. He never again wrote an In Search 
of Truth or How Science Contributes to Religion, or even A Rational 
Theology. In 1924, he had taught classes in science at USAC, but 
thirteen years later after his mission, when he took his summer vaca-
tions to offer courses at USAC several years running (1937-1943), it 
was not science-religion issues he discussed, as he had in the BYU 
summer school in 19 2 7, but marriage, family life and men ta 1 heal th 
in a series of lectures in the Education Department on the Philosophy 
of Happiness. G. Homer Durham, from his personal experience with 
his father-in-law Widtsoe, confirmed this change of interests during 
45John A . Widtsoe, "Has Christianity Failed? 11 The Improve-
ment Era 56 (January 1953):79. 
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his middle and later life, when he became increasingly occupied with 
subjects that were "broadly humanistic ... 45 
Though he attempted to keep up on science as he could, he 
lacked the continuing stimulation of scientific work and association 
with scientists. More importantly, his ministry changed his perspec-
tive; and at last, it appears, he partially lost the earlier optimism he 
had for science which he shared with others who hoped the twentieth 
century would see even more progress than the nineteenth century, 
by them all regarded as "the marvel of the ages." This change 
would have been natural given his life as an apostle, his increasing 
preoccupation with the growth of the Church, his deepening dismay 
over the near wreckage of the western world through war and economic 
collapse, and his fears of another war. 
There is no circumventing the point that Widtsoe held reserva-
tions about the inherent weaknesses of "man-made" science together 
with reservations, which intensified through the years, about man's 
moral failure as he used science to the grim ends of war but failed 
to use it to supply his daily needs. Widtsoe dtd have cause to suffer 
over the use of science in the modern world. Had he lived on he 
would have even more cause for remorse, with the mounting disparity 
between man's increasing knowledge of science and his unresolved 
46rnterview with Durham. 
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problems seen in the international frictions, the threat of global geno-
cide and the specter of mass starvation. 
Yet these reservations developed with the onset of age and 
troubled times. During what many believed ·were his most creative 
and optimistic years--his earlier, expansive years--he projected a 
genuine confidence to the Church that science was potentially a great 
handmaiden to religion and a key to m_aterial progress. Just before 
he embarked for Europe in 192 7, he wrote this passage in fervent 
praise of science: 
This is a rapidly growing day. Knowledge is increasing beyond 
the capacity of any one man to understand and remember it. 
Science is changing our lives completely by the application 
of its gifts to daily life. So overwhelming is this change that 
all other knowledge is being investigated in the light of science 
--its methods and results. The question is constantly asked, 
Do the results of science confirm or do they tend to disprove 
the doctrines of religion? The answer comes with great dis-
tinctness, as our knowledge becomes more firmly established. 
The findings of science confirm and enlarge our sound religious 
views: and science, being a search for truth, stands, as the 
handmaiden of religion, which is the search for the greatest 
truth. 4 7 
With such views displayed in his early years, there are telling reasons 
to remember Widtsoe more for his distinctive voice of optimism over 
4 7Widtsoe, How Science Contributes to Religion, p. 7. This 
would have been written about the time of Widtsoe' s heady experience 
with the religion teachers in the summer school of 192 7, which 
Obert C. Tanner said were "great moments in Church history. 11 
(Interview with Tanner.) 
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science• s positive potentials than for the Jeremiads he came to share 
with the rising doomsday chorus. Even in later life on occasion, 
he flew the banner of science. 
Science, Agriculture and God I s Work 
Widtsoe originally chose a field of science in which to work 
in part because it offered him the opportunity to support his religion 
with evidence from the predominant secular power of the age. And 
he did use science as a base for both his apologetics and his work 
as reconciler of science and Mormonism. In addition to this motiva-
tion, Widtsoe I s practical strain took him into science in order to 
assist his fellowmen to meet their daily needs. These two qualities 
-
of mind--the practical and, what is called herein, the apologetics--
seem to be joined in his work on agronomy through which he made 
his most impressive contribution to science and to the perpetuation 
of certain Mormon values. 
Caught up as the bright, young Widtsoe was with the intel-
lectual allure of science, the key to unlock nature• s mysteries, and 
attracted as he was to the "truth-seekers of pure science, 11 rie was 
even more compelled to use science for practical purposes. One of 
the major concerns that appeared in all his works was this strain of 
practicality expressed in the question about any fact or theory of 
science, 11 How will it benefit mankind? 11 or theologically put II How 
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can it be· used to build God's Kingdom?" His interest in "science for 
man's sake" is seen in his return to Utah after Goettingen to work in 
agricultural research in his home state among his people. Even be-
fore, when he took his trip to survey the agricultural capabilities of 
Utah, he returned envisioning cultivated acres filling its wastelands 
through the powers of science. Because of this practical turn of 
mind, he was naturally attracted to the agricultural extension work 
at USAC and at BYU, which meant using science to help people live 
more efficiently in the home and on the farm. 
Though Widtsoe was trained in theorectical chemistry, by 
disposition he was drawn to applied science. Behind this urge to 
be practical and useful were a number of social forces: his Scandi-
navian background, his industrious parents, his Mormon pioneer 
heritage, his admiration of Brigham Young. In addition to these 
forces was the influence of three Mormon concepts: (1) God's glory 
is in His intelligence. Quoting and qualifying Mormon scripture on 
this point Widtsoe wrote, "'The Glory of God is intelligence,' which 
means knowledge, plus the proper use of knowledge, has been a 
beacon light in the Church. 114 8 (2) Just as God exercises His intel-
ligence over the universe, man must control nature and make it serve 
him through a "proper use of knowledge." A Mormon sociologist 
48W.d 11 
1 tsoe, Teach the Truth," p. 2 7 4. 
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applied the 11 Glory of God is intelligence II doctrine to say that as a 
child of God man too must utilize his intelligence in all that he does: 
The Mormon statement that the glory of God is intelligence 
might be expanded to include humans--i. e. the glory of 
humans is intelligence. Since presumably it is the use of 
intelligence rather than just having it which is important, 
this might be interpreted as meaning the glory of humans or 
the most glorious thing humans can accomplish is to make 
intelligent decisions. 49 
(3) A base for man's productive life from the time of Adam and Eve 
has been the tilling of the soil. The combination of these factors 
of Widtsoe' s experience and faith lead to the claim that the spiritual 
purposes of man are to be realized in part through the intelligent 
mastery of all the earth and in particular of the soil itself. Widtsoe 
wrote much about primary laws. He thought about both religion and 
science in terms of these enduring truths. Intelligent mastery of 
the soil was one of these primary laws. It was true when God com-
manded Adam to till the earth and it still holds true, said Widtsoe 
to the Church. 
He maintained that 11 the commands of God, in the higher sense 
are but statements of cause and effect, 11 that God does not command 
men arbitrarily but describes to them what they must do to realize 
themselves in the midst of a universe ruled by law. SO Because God 
49Glenn M. Vernon, Sociology of Mormonism (Salt Lake City: 
By the Author, 3646 E2st 3580 South, 1975), p. 55. 
5 OJ ohn A. Widtsoe, 11 The Tolerant Spirit, 11 The Improvement 
Era 41 (March 1938):140. 
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knows these laws and directs the universe through his employment of 
them, when He is said to command men he is merely stating laws and 
describing the consequences of keeping or not keeping them. So when 
God commanded Adam and through him all men to till the ground, he 
was describing a primary law that controlled their destiny and which 
they must observe for their physical and spiritual well-being. But 
Widtsoe, being what he was added to the commandment that the 
tillage should be done in the most efficient, intelligent manner pos-
sible: 
This century, the nineteenth after Christ, is remarkable for 
its going back to the study of first principles, and primary 
laws. First commands have been sought out, studied and 
obeyed. The great minds of the world have busied themselves 
with the things of common life . • . . Among the first com-
mands that God gave to man was that to till the ground .... 
This great art of soil tillage, on which the welfare of man-
kind rests, in the last analysis, should be backed and sup-
ported by intelligence; should be dignified by a place among 
the great systems of knowledge. 51 
Following this quote is the account of two scientists, Sir John Bennett 
Lawes and Justus Von Liebig, who tried through their experiments to 
"build a system of rational agriculture in which nature would be 
51John A. Widtsoe, "Liebig and Lawes. An End-of-the-Century 
Note," The Improvement Era 4 (January 1901): 19 7. Here once again 
Widtsoe implied the Mormon idea that with the beginning of God• s 
restoration of the gospel and Church He also inspired additional new 
knowledge in many ways and was behind the developments and dis-
coveries of scientists, which made agriculture more efficient. 
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compelled to bend to the intelligent will of man. "52 This important 
theme attracted other Church leaders . 
On April 6, 192 3, Heber J. Grant, President of the Church, 
addressed the general conference encouraging members to remain on 
their farms. Motivation for this counsel came in part from the fact 
that those were hard times and people should be conservative. 53 
Conference sermons were replete with this advice. But part of 
Grant's inducement was that farming was a wholesome way of life 
and a great tradition established by the pioneers whose lives 
offered so many examples to follow: "Let us remember that our 
fathers sacrificed and came here for the gospel of the Lord Jesus 
Christ. I want again to assure you that the best place in the world 
52Ibid. 
53A comment on how Mormon's met a similar hard-time situa-
tion was made by Senator Richard L. Neuberger of Oregon in .a series 
of articles on conditions in the west during the depression. In the 
collected edition of these entitled, Our Promised Land (19 39), he in-
cluded a chapter, "The Saints in the Promised Land," with this com-
ment on the role of farming among the Mormons during those years: 
"The mainstay of the Church Security Program is farming. The 
coal mines, the timber groves, the carpentry shops, the sewing 
tables, the building enterprises: They all are important., but 
secondary to the farms. A venerable Mormon Elder in Boise said 
to me: 'We have plenty of land out West. The Lord has provided 
it. Why shouldn't our unemploy ed brothers and sisters be cul-
tivating that land, making good things grow: As long as we have 
idle land there is no need for idle people. ' The Mormons are 
putting into practice this bit o f hinterland philosophy . On 
hundred s o f Security Progra m farms, produce i s being raised to 
feed thousands of families . 11 
(quote d in Will ia m Mulder and A . Russ e ll Morten sen, ed s . , Among 
the Mormons [New York : Alfre d A. Knopf, Inc., 1958], p . 458 . ) 
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to rear Latter-day Saints is on the soil." 54 Given those belt-tighten-
ing times and shifts of population, it was appropriate advice then 
that people should remain on their farms. Yet fourteen years later, 
he espoused the same counsel to the conference as a general prin-
ciple: 
The more a man loves the farm and lives on it, the healthier 
in spirit and body he is. I longed as a young man to live on 
a farm, but I have never cultivated an acre of land, so of 
course, I cannot talk from experience . . .. 55 
Grant agreed with Widtsoe on the intrinsic value of farming, though 
both were far from being farmers. Grant admired farmers and farming 
from a distance; Widtsoe knew in theory about life in agriculture 
from his work to help farmers work more intelligently. Ironically, 
though they both cultivated an idealized pastoral image of the 
alleged health-giving life on the farm, neither cultivated a farm. 
The day after Grant gave his address in 1923 Widtsoe took 
up the topic of farming which he labeled II a fundamental practice to 
building this Church 11 : 
54 
Grant, Conference Report, April, 19 2 3, p. 9. For a useful 
account of the consequence of Mormons not following this g~neral 
advice but moving to urban areas, consult a series of eleven articles 
under the general title of "Mormons in the Secular City," Dialogue 3 
(Autumn 1968):39-108. The editors of this series wrote of this new 
breed of Mormons, with II approximately one million Mormons living 
in or near large cities ... what seems to be emerging is a new type 
--the urban Mormon, fulfilling in a unique new way the command to 
be in the world but not of it" (pp. 39-40). 
55Grant, Conference Report, October, 19 3 7, p. 66. 
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This Church cannot get very far unless it does adhere to these 
fundamental principles and practices , such as were outlined 
to us yesterday. As to the soil and its products and life on 
the soil and life under the open sky , and the life of contest, 
not with men so much as with nature, with the soil, with the 
water we put on the soil, with the air, the sunshine, and with 
the various conditions of agriculture; out of such contacts and 
out of such contests comes the great strength that we need in 
the building of our world. "Mormonism" is full of just such 
principles and such practices. The safe road is to be trodden 
by those who understand these practices, who attempt to live 
them, and to use them in their daily lives as eternal reflec-
tions of fundamental principles of the gospel. 56 
And then as was his practice, he assured the people with his witness: 
I bear you my testimony that it is easy, if one will but humble 
himself and keep near to God in prayer and in service, to 
understand these great fundamental principles of the gospel 
of Jesus Christ, and almost as easy to practice them. 5 7 
Widtsoe was also convinped that because tillage of the soil 
is a fundamental commandment from God to mankind, it is both a 
base from which people can build their character and live the good 
life and "the basis of national welfare. It is the basic industry of 
humanity. Without it mankind would not survive. 11 58 Then he pro-
ceeded to remind his hearers that modern efficient farming requires 
farmers to be educated in science. Such education would help assure 
success and give farming the reputation as an attractive way .of life 
56Widtsoe, Conference Report, April, 1923, p . 48. 
5 7Ibid. 
58Widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 19 3 7, p. 64. 
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with other professions. 59 But more significant to Widtsoe than the 
increasing acceptibility of farming as a profession was the contention 
that because farming is a fundamental commandment of God and there-
fore a practice of the Church, it presents a wonderful, rich, spiritual 
life. Widtsoe extolled a quasi-spiritual experience to be had on the 
farm, in following what he called "Adam's profess ion": 
Our life pursuit must be only in part a business; it must be more 
a mode of living, else we cannot' win happiness. Life is bigger 
than the parts of which it is made. From that point of view, 
agriculture leads the many pursuits of man. It is a mode of 
life under the open sky, in contest and collaboration with the 
genial forces of nature, near in feeling to God, who made the 
earth. It produces; it does not destroy. It gives; it does not 
take. It adds true wealth to the world's storehouse; it en-
larges the soul of the farmer. 60 
59 Ibid. This is no new theme for Widtsoe. He had promoted 
for many years the idea that scientific discovery is making farming 
more and more a noble science as well as a good way of life. At the 
turn of the century, he wrote how science's discovery of two kinds of 
bacteria had advanced agricultural knowledge. The discovery was 
also a small datum provided by God on the harmonious interdependency 
of nature: 
"Discoveries, such as here discussed, have changed, during 
the past fifty years, the ancient imperfect art of farming into 
the modern, noble science of agriculture--a science worthy to 
be placed by the side of any of the learned professions. It is 
by such careful study as led to the discovery of these two 
organisms, that wisdom comes. After all, is it not a good God, 
who has made the world so that in any walk of life we may find 
in nature material for noble thoughts to satisfy the cravings of 
our minds; who has given the husbandman such wonderous truths 
to contemplate, as he scatters the seed upon the spring-awakened 
ground?" (John A. Widtsoe, "Two Unseen Friends, 11 The Improve-
ment Era 4 [November 1900]:24.) 
6 0widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 19 3 7, p. 6 5. 
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So intense was Widtsoe' s attachment to the ideal of farming 
that twelve years later, in 1949, he was still addressing himself to 
the promotion of this life style, this time reminiscent of Grant's 
appeal in 19 2 3. Again, it was part of the pioneer heritage that 
Widtsoe appealed to his hearer to preserve. He wrote, "It is our 
duty to respect this heritage, to honor it and to use it. 11 In a long 
passage he continued to discuss the role that the land plays in this 
heritage and, further, the important part this heritage will have in 
preserving civilization: 
We have noble traditions handed down from the past. My mind 
has been concerned for some time with one of these traditions. 
Some may say that this tradition is not spiritual, therefore not 
part of the gospel, but the Lord himself has said to some of 
his servants in early days th~t before him all things are 
spiritual, provided, as I understand it, they are used in the 
building of God' s Kingdom • 
We Latter-day Saints are a land-loving people. We believe 
in the land. We are a land-using people. Most of us are 
farmers, directly or indirectly. Some few years ago--not many 
years ago--in a census then taken, approximately sixty-five 
percent, at least, of our people were engaged in Agriculture, 
in tilling the soil, or in making use of the things that grow upon 
the mountains, in the valleys and on the deserts. That has given 
us strength. I hope that we as a people will not depart from 
that tradition. Those who own the land and use it in the end 
will determine the future of mankind. It will not come from 
those who work in the factories or who live in crowded cities; 
from those whose feet are planted upon the land will come the 
great determining factors in shaping human destiny. It has 
been so in the past. It will be so in the future. We Latter-day 
Saints must ever remember the sanctity and the holiness of the 
Land given us by the Father. There is safety in the Land. 61 
61Widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 19 49, pp. 62, 6 3. 
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Widtsoe 1 s sentiment is still strong in the church today. In 
the July, 19 76 issue of the Ensign (the Church's magazine for adult 
readers), the entire cover pictures a child by two baskets over-filled 
with fruits and vegetables just harvested, so it is suggested, from 
some garden. Inside the cover in an appropriate excerpt from Presi-
dent Spencer W. Kimball's April, 19 76 General Conference message 
to the Church: 
We call upon Latter-day Saints everywhere to strengthen 
and beautify the home with renewed effort in these specific 
areas: food production, preservation, storage; the production 
and storage of nonfood items; fixup and cleanup of homes and 
surroundings . . . . We wish to encourage you to grow all 
the food that you feasibly can on your own property. Berry 
bushes, grapevines, fruit trees--plant them if your climate 
is ·right for their growth. Grow vegetables and eat them from 
your own yard. Even those residing in apartments or condo-
miniums can generally grow a- little food in pots and planters. 
Study the best methods of providing your own foods. Make 
your garden ... neat and attractive as well as productive. 
If there are children in your home, involve them in the process 
with assigned responsibilities. 
Widtsoe' s message persists among Mormons: there is a need 
to know how to grow food not only for personal independence but 
also for the spiritual values that come with that kind of work. Another 
reason for farming, even do-it-yourself farming, is the esch?tological 
anticipation that has pervaded the Church from its beginning, which 
foresees critical times of war and deprivation before the second com-
ing of Christ. Widtsoe implied this in his very first article to the 
Church concerning the potential of dry farming to make Utah and the 
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Mormon-inhabited western states fruitful enough to _support the mem-
bers of the Church who would gather here out of the world: 
In the whole history of the world, the great granaries of the 
world have been located on the arid stretches; and on our con-
tinent, the great West, largely arid, is ·becoming the source 
of the food staples of the nation. Utah is the heart of the 
arid region of North America; her soils are heavy with wealth 
of plant food. If the time come that her valleys be filled 
with people, crowding in from the nations of the earth, her 
soils, responding to the better treatment which science is 
developing day by day, will display their strength, and 
feed the world, should the deman·d be made. 62 
Idealized pioneer values are in the marrow of Mormonism, 
and Widtsoe was a main nourisher of those values concerning the 
land. As one of a new breed of scientific-minded Mormons, he also 
taught the power of science to enhance the capability of the land to 
feed the peoples of the world and to raise farming to the status of 
a noble profession. The very last words Widtsoe addressed to the 
Church in 19 52 a few months before his death were a ringing appeal 
to preserve this heritage handed down from the pioneers, enhanced 
and supported by scientific knowledge: 
Let us determine to cling to our heritage here in this land where 
we were led by the guiding power of God, and may the descend-
ants of our pioneer fathers refuse to sell their birthright for gold 
lest it tum to a "mess of pottage. 11 May we remember our heri-
tage in this Church of land, of water, and of spiritual power, 
6 2Widtsoe, 11A Voice from the Soil, 11 p. 115. 
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63Widtsoe, Conference Report, April 1952, p. 35. In so cling-
ing to his heritage, he may not have seen the economic and social 
realities of modem life which have caused his people not to follow 
the agrarian ideals he earnestly promoted. 
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So Widtsoe ended his writing career in the Church as he had begun--
by going back to the fundamentals of the pioneer age into which his 
roots went deep. 
Widtsoe had a way of looking at the phenomena of life 
through eyes that sought the spiritual implications (the numina) in 
them. In his first article, he held that all true Mormons have this 
"peculiar" point of view; and in a con'terence sermon during the 
initial year of his ministry, he challenged his hearers to perceive 
their part in the cosmic design: 
The all-important thing in life, after all, is to find a place 
in the universal scheme of things, for all the acts of our 
lives. There is a spiritual meaning of all human acts and 
earthly events. The Lord has- specifically declared "not 
at any time have I given unto you a law which was temporal. 11 
It is the business of man to find the spiritual meaning of 
earthly things • . . . I grow sugar beets , not merely be-
cause I want clothing and food for my family, but because 
the cultivation of the soil and the consequent increased 
prosperity among the people, adds to the onward progress 
and the nearer fulfillment of the purposes of the Almighty 
God, or the great explanation of explanations, beginning 
in the vast Before and ending in the vast Hereafter. No 
man is quite so happy, I think as he who backs all his 
labors by such a spiritual interpretation and understanding 
of the acts of life. 6 4 
64W.d 
1 tsoe, Conference Report, April, 19 2 2 , p. 9 6. 
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A Summary 
Clearly, Widtsoe began his writing career in the Church as a 
young man devoted first to Mormonism and then to science. He was 
motivated by a desire to offer the members an enlightened view of 
science in order to help them recognize that it is a powerful intellec-
tual force, an integral part of civilization's advancement, and, 
hopefully, will continue to be. Since his faith was that Mormonism 
is the divinely revealed truth system, science must be used in con-
junction with that system to support man's continuing realization of 
his latent powers. He saw science as an implement to be used by 
true religion. 
In his many articles and bC?oks, he used his knowledge of 
science to give evidence for Mormonism. His method was to look 
for the great underlying, unchangeable principles in science which 
proved the principles of true religion. In his mind, there is no 
separation of the fundamentals of religion and of science because 
both have as a goal the learning of knowledge and both at their 
best seek the welfare of men. 
Troubled by man's failure to use science well, Widtsoe re-
stricted his promotion of it to demonstrating how it contributes to 
making agriculture an admirable profession, second to none. Farm-
ing was the "noble profession" of Adam, and it could be increasingly 
so for man with the help of science. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this study has been to examine how John A. 
Wid ts oe II educated II his generation of · Mormons on certain ideals of 
rationality, learning, practicality, and science-religion relationships, 
which had been long valued in the Church. These messages were 
colored and formed by the variegated experiences of his complex life, 
a classic anonymity-to-fame success story of a poor, immigrant 
convert boy, devoted son, and brfght student who became a distin-
guished scientist, prominent educator, community leader, and high 
Churchman. His autobiography reveals those noteworthy achievements 
he made in every enterprise to which he set his hand--all publicly 
credited to hard work, the help of good people and God, and his 
faith. He was an impeccable public example and representative of 
the Church. 
In his Church writings, Widtsoe was above all else an avowed 
Mormon. For his faith, he was many things to many people: promoter, 
publicist, apologist, idealist, authority, spiritual exemplar, reconciler, 
testifier, sentimentalist, and truth-seeker. But he was als o by disposi-
tion and training a rational scholar- scientist. These roles of religionist 
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and rational ist were compatible in Widtsoe' s mind, but he had to 
bring them to be that though there is little public history of that 
accommodation, just one minor episode: the conflict he had at 
Harvard over science and Mormonism, which he resolved in favor 
of his religion. The resulting and enduring commitment to the faith 
was never qualified or compromised in his writings; whereas, he 
did state reservations about science as a fallible product of human 
minds used at times for destructive purposes. If a conflict over 
science and religion ever did arise after his Harvard days, it never 
surfaced publicly. 
His commitment to Mormonism was both intellectual and 
emotional. He was convinced Mormonism is a rational theology. 
"Rational," always used in a positive way, was his favorite term. 
In Widtsoe' s mind, which sought for and saw order and stability in 
nature, this theology was comprised of unchanging, fundamental 
truths about the nature of God, man and the material universe. An 
intelligent man, he resonated with the Mormon proposition that 
God's glory lay in his intelligent power over the universe and in 
his purpose to help men become increasingly, eternally and more 
effectively intelligent about the universe, first through gaining 
k nowledge of gospel principles, then all knowledge, conceived in 
Mormon theology to be encompassed in the gospel. 
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Because Widtsoe thought of Mormonism as a rational theology, 
which touched every side of life, he held that learning truth is the 
highest human endeavor and the key to progress. He taught that 
knowledge assists man to grow in his response to God and his fellow-
man, to heighten his physical capability to live more fully (the Word 
of Wisdom is an important case in point), to enable him to better 
earn his living, to refine his awareness and sensitivity to the ac-
complishments of his race, and to sharpen his intellect. Learning 
can intensify all aspects of life, according to Widtsoe, and that 
was a monumental ideal for him. 
Knowledge of the gospel comes from God by revelation, but 
man has to devise his own ways to acquire knowledge of his surround-
ings, which he must dis cover for himself. That is man's science. 
Widtsoe praised science and scientists. He praised men's rational 
faculties that developed science. He could express this praise in 
full faith because he had followed science, and it had been thirty 
years of exciting adventure, fulfilling to his intellect and fulfilling 
to his need to use knowledge to be of service to men. 
The years in the laboratory and field helped equip him to pro-
mote mind-work in every enterprise, especially religion. To be a 
good Mormon, he wrote to the Church, required constant and reflective 
study of God's revelations and of nature. Each man had to come to 
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his own personal intellectual and spiritual experience with Mormonism. 
No other's could be safely substituted. 
Widtsoe' s sponsorship of the idea that theology should be a 
rational venture that each man must engage in for himself and his own 
personal truth-seeking example were richly nourishing for many who 
needed that kind of diet. One who spent a life of distinguished and 
individualized service in Church education confided, as he fondly 
leafed through A Rational Theology, "Widtsoe' s emphasis on human 
reason helped me to keep intellectually 'alive' through the years." 
Another who knew his work well said, "Widtsoe' s most significant 
contribution was in maintaining that theology ought to be reasonable~" 
Still another commented with appreciation, "John Widtsoe presented 
to the Church the idea that a learned and educated man can remain 
faithful in the Church, and, you see, that is a testimony to me." 
Russell B. Swenson, former professor of Bible studies at Brigham 
Young University, was impressed by Widtsoe's careful scholarship 
and with his emphasis on freedom of thought, tolerance for varying 
views and deep interest in learning and reason. Swenson recalled 
of Widtsoe' s presentation on science and religion at the BYU summer 
school of 192 7: "The complete freedom to pursue truth was very 
emphatically stated." As a young seminary teacher in the Church, 
Swenson was so impressed with Widtsoe' s scholarly and open 
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demeanor that he was encouraged to pursue a graduate degree, which 
he did, with others of his colleagues, at the University of Chicago 
in Bible studies. 1 Students of today who know A Rational Theology 
also express pleasure in the kind of expansfve and sensible manner 
in which Widtsoe endeavored to present Mormonism, with scriptural 
support for the rational theology tucked away in the back of the book. 2 
The most telling testimony for Widtsoe 1 s support of reason 
came from Heber C. Snell, liberal Mormon scholar, who just before 
his death reminisced over his long and stormy career as maverick 
teacher in Church education. With the intensity of the fabled ancient 
mariner who held his listener 11 with his glittering eye 11 Snell related 
in measured words the story of his being invited to Church headquarters 
to be questioned about his then recently published book Ancient Israel 
(194 7) that seemed to some Church leaders unorthodox: 
!Interview with Swenson. 
For the influence that Widtsoe and other officials of the Mor-
mon Church had in encouraging young scholars to pursue graduate 
degrees out of Utah consult Russell B. Swenson, 11 Mormons at the 
University of Chicago Divinity School: A Personal Reminiscence, 11 
Dialogue 4 (Spring 1969):13-26. For a contrasting view of Widtsoe•s 
influence on the intellectual tenor of his period refer to Ephraim E. 
Erickson, 11 William H. Chamberlin, Pioneer Mormon Philosopher, 11 
The Western Humanities Review 8 (Autumn 1954):268ff. 
2A contrast to this de-emphasis of scriptural support is the 
current strong emphasis in the Church on the use of scripture. All 
presently used adult manuals of study are on the scriptures. In some 
areas, it is now a practice that all Church meetings begin with a 
scriptural text being read on some topic appropriate to the occasion. 
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Joseph Fielding Smith would leaf through the book and give 
criticism of some things I'd said and I would answer him. I 
was greatly affected .•• almost emotionally by the reaction 
of Doctor Widtsoe. He sat in on it for a full hour. Our meet-
ing lasted nearly two hours to get through the book .... 
Widtsoe got up at a certain point. He said, "Well, I will 
have ~o leave; I have a funeral talk to g·ive . . . . 11 And this 
was in the afternoon. So he excused himself, but he came 
over to me and put both hands on my shoulders from behind 
me and he said, "God bless you brother Snell!" I took this 
to mean that he agreed largely with my explanations, even 
against Joseph Fielding and it gave me quite a lift, I' 11 tell 
you. I never could forget it! 3 
Widtsoe did much to help retain the high regard for the uses of mind 
in the search for truth in religion and for the ideal of learning estab-
lished in the early Church by Joseph Smith (himself a student of 
Hebrew and German among other topics), Brigham Young and others. 
Widtsoe not only wrote about the importance of learning, 
reason, and science, but when he spoke on these themes he bore 
testimony to the importance of truth-seeking and of science as a 
handmaiden of the Church. That was the highest express ion of con-
viction he could give in their behalf and a poignant educative force 
in his Church pedagogy. 
Clearly, he had strong feelings for these ideas that appealed 
to his mind with its intellectual needs. But he also had equally strong 
3Interview with Heber C. Snell in Logan, Utah, 5 June 19 73. 
Snell was one of the several early Mormon scholars trained at the 
University of Chicago. He enjoye d a considerable reputation in some 
Mormon circles as an accomplished New Testament scholar. 
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· fe elings for Mormon people. His mother was a central object of such 
feelings. He wrote in his biography of her life that she represented 
to him all the thousands of converts who had come from their foreign 
homes to build the Church and had found "gteater joys in living." 
Often he paid stirring tribute to those who gave what they had for 
their faith: 
There are hosts of people, who, in this church have sacrificed 
all for the love of the gospel, separated from their kindred, 
met the hard.ships of pioneer life, sacrificed all worldly am-
bitions, and then, at the close of life, have testified fear-
lessly that God has been good to them, that throughout their 
lives, in all their sacrifices, they have been simply carrying 
out the great purposes of Almighty God, that they have been 
engaged in the cause of truth, that they know of a certainty 
that God lives, that he has spoken in these latter days, and 
that it is good to be in his work. These testimonies from the 
thousands who have borne th~m become one great shout to 
heaven that God may be known, and that this work is a work 
of truth. 4 
He told the conference in October of 194 7 how he had visited with the 
surviving pioneers during the centennial celebrations on July 2 4, 194 7. 
One perceives in such passages his deep indebtedness to the pioneers 
who laid the early foundations of the Church in the West: 
I looked at them, talked with them, looked into their faces and 
at their hands, and read a good part of their life's history as 
I moved among them. Their faces told a wonderful story, not 
only of toil, but of great aspirations, of great faith; their hands 
likewise . . . . I was touched in my heart as I became acquainted 
with these old, may I say, men and women, and saw in them the 
glory of the story that we have been celebrating- this last year 
4Widtsoe, Conference Report, October, 19 24, p. 14. 
. . . . I observed that the great majority ... were made 
up of women, women rich in years . • . and I could read in 
the ir face s the story of their lives, how they had labored, 
how t hey had built Zion, with their husbands and children. 5 
:1.7 3 
One could not but sense he was thinking of his own mother long since 
dead and the sacrifices she had made for her faith and for him. In 
addition, then, to the intellectual appeal that Mormon theology had 
for Widtsoe, with its compelling consistency and comprehensiveness, 
there was the affectionate appeal to him of the people who had given 
themselves to the movement, for Widtsoe another persuasive evidence 
of its truth. These commitments to the conceptual and human sides 
of Mormonism helped to determine his message that Mormonism is 
true because it makes sense , and because it results in fuller life for 
people. 
Again, though Widtsoe was possessed of this powerful emo-
tional response to Mormonism, he was heralded principally as the 
exponent of learning and reason. He was seen as the scientist who 
was convinced that Mormonism could hold its own in the intellectual 
marketplace of the world. Many remember him for this advocacy. 
If this were the case that he held Mormonism to be tl)e 
superior truth system that people could carefully scrutinize and 
study, why did he not devote more time and thought to present a 
~ 
5Widtsoe, Conference Report , October , 1947, p. 150. 
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fuller case for it to the Church? And why did he not continue to pro-
mote things of the mind to the Church as he once did? Devoted 
scientist-scholar that he was, how could he have spent his time 
more profitably than in carefully following his own contention that 
theology should be examined just as seriously as a scientist examines 
the object of his study? Would the depth and care of the examination 
of Mormonism he presented to the Church have been acceptable in his 
scientific circles? Was his treatment of the theology of Mormonism 
as scholarly and demanding as the ideal of scholarship he held up to 
the Church? 
There are a number of possible answers to these questions that 
have implications for Widtsoe I s influence in the Church. First, it 
may be that Widtsoe was satisfied that he had presented as thorough 
a treatment of Mormonism as would be useful to the general member-
ship of the Church, to whom he directed his writings and addresses. 
Many could relate to the lofty ideal that intelligence is a high value 
in the Church, but few could follow a systematic and comprehensive 
application of it to theology. Perhaps Widtsoe felt that promoting the 
general ideal that Mormon theology is rational was enough to satisfy 
people's interests and needs but that demonstrating carefully how it 
is rational would have been confusing. There is evidence that those 
who were involved with Mormonism in a more intellectual way than 
most--teachers in the Church, for example--were fed a richer fare 
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w he n they were in close contact with him, say at the summer school 
in 19 2 7. There he considered with them a variety of thoughts and 
developed in greater detail the topics of science and religion that 
he only touched in his popular literature to the Church. Some who 
had that closer contact believed Widtsoe was sensitive to the level 
of understanding of his audience and general readers, giving them 
what he considered would be helpful and understandable to them. 
Another possibility is that it may be simply asking too much 
of Widtsoe to have done a thorough piece of work in analyzing Mormon 
theology or of philosophically treating science in his Church writings 
when he was not qualified to do either. Widtsoe was not a trained 
philosopher, of science or of anyt_hing else. The education of a 
philosopher requires as much attention and time as the education 
of a c;hemist, and most men do not have the time or inclination to 
do both. Widtsoe did have the premium training of his time in chem-
istry. He very probably could have successfully studied philosophy 
if he had been disposed to do so, which all indications show he was 
not. He certainly had the intellect. But he did not pursue it, though 
he did speak like a philosopher and according to Sterling M. McMurrin 
occasionally entertained some interest in philosophical matters. How-
e v er, McMurrin did not specify what they were. 6 
6rnterview with McMurrin. 
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That Widtsoe played a quasi. philosopher's role to the Church 
though not trained in that field is an instance of one who is an expert 
in one area wittingly or unwittingly, assuming expertise in another. 
L. Susan Stebbing, British logician cited above, commented on this 
kind of circumstance: 
An expert is a person who has experience in some branch of 
knowledge; he has a special skill; he can speak with authority 
about the topics that lie within his specialized knowledge. 
There are, no doubt, a few great ·men who are experts in more 
than one branch of knowledge. Even these men, however, 
are "ordinary people II in regard to some topics on which knowl-
edge is possible. An expert in, for instance, physics is not 
necessarily an expert in theology or in political affairs. 7 
In the case of Widtsoe, his authority as a scientist and a Church 
officer did not qualify him as a philosopher or analyU-cal theologian. 
-· 
Being a General Authority means that one has institutional power to 
administer in the general affairs of the Church where he is assigned 
to work by the president-prophet. It does not mean that he has 
expertise in any area in which he might have a personal or passing 
interest or about which he might be asked to comment, though the 
aura of office which has grown with time commands Church members 1 
attention. 
Bruce R. McConkie recognized the possibility of people's 
confusing the authority of a leader's appointed office with the author-
ity that arises from an achievement of learning and experience: 
7
1. Susan Stebbing, Thinking to Some Purpose (Baltimore: 
Penguine Books, Inc., 1939), p. 207. 
Though General Authorities are authorities in the sense of 
having power to administer church affairs, they may or may 
not be authorities in the sense of doctrinal knowledge, the 
intricacies of church procedures or the receipt of the prompt-
ings of the Spirit. A call to an administrative position of 
itself adds little knowledge or power of discernment to an 
individual. . . . 8 
It may be that a dissemination of McConkie' s frank, publicy pro-
claimed distinction between the real and the popularly supposed 
powers of General Authorities would help correct a commonly held 
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misconception that Church leaders speak ex cathedra on all matters, 
even those beyond their personal experience and official responsi-
bility. 
Though Widtsoe appeared to be assuming expertise in a field 
he was not trained in, he too was _aware of the issue and early in his 
career wrote of certain prerequisites or fundamental bases for authority: 
The power or right to command or act is authority. In the 
beginning, man, conscious and in possession of a will, 
reached out for truth and gained new knowledge. Gradually, 
as his intelligence grew, he learned to control natural forces 
as he met them on his way. Knowledge, properly used, 
8Bruce R. McConkie, Mormon Doctrine, 2nd ed. , (Salt Lake 
City: Bookcraft, Inc. , 1966), p. 309. 
The late apostle Hugh B. Brown understood from pers6nal 
experience the opportunity open to leaders to arrogate to themselves 
authority of the office: 
"When one is out speaking, representing the General Authorities, 
he is eulogized and almost idolized. What is said is taken as 
gospel and what he does is an example to all .... 11 (Eugene E. 
Campbell and Richard D. Poll, Hugh B. Brown His Life and 
Thought [Salt Lake City: Book craft, Inc. , 19 7 5], p. 2 32). 
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became power; and intelligent knowledge is the only true 
fo u ndation of authority. The more intelligence a man possesses 
the more authority he may exercise. Hence, "The Glory of God 
is intelligence, 11 and "intelligence is the pa th way up to the 
gods." This should be clear to all who exercise authority.9 
(Italics added) 
Widtsoe ' s thought, too, is a corrective to that natural inclination of 
people to unreflectively accept any pronouncements from their leaders 
on the strength of their office, though they may or may not have that 
"intelligent knowledge" which Widtsoe held ·is the "only true founda-
tion of authority. 11 
There are other possibilities to explain the difference between 
Widtsoe' s ideal of scholarly concern and his own performance in his 
writings , particularly in his waning years. It might be that the 
institutional power of the Church, its momentum for growth, its own 
terms for self-identity proscribed Widtsoe in such a manner that he 
was unable to do what he would liked to have done in developing the 
themes for which he had such an affinity. Pressures may have caused 
him to acquiese in not promoting scholarship and reason more than he 
did just to keep peace with his colleagues. It may be that through the 
years he just tired of whatever opposition there was against his 
rational appeal. Widtsoe wanted the best of two worlds, scholarship 
and the Church. But in the end he may have had to abandon scholar-
ship. 
9Widtsoe, A Rational Theology, p. 111 . 
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The last possibility seems the most likely explanation. 
Probably Widtsoe came to believe that the affective side of his 
response to Mormonism was in the end that which brought him the 
certainty he personally sought and which he ·tried to provide the 
Church. His emotional ties to Mormon people and the Church as an 
institution with a world mission may have come to take precedence 
over his scholarly concerns, rationality and all the vestiges of his 
professional life in education and science. Religion as experience 
rather than proposition was most likely what Widtsoe finally came 
to "cling" to at the end of his life. If that were the case, it was 
a fascinating metamorphosis, indeed. 
Whatever the seeming contradictions in Widtsoe' s roles to 
the Church, he was a man who can be remembered for what he did do 
to promote thought, learning and the uses of scienc~ to build the 
Church. Perhaps he didn't present his case to the satisfaction of 
many who needed more, but he did hold up the ideal of rationality 
as well as it has been done among the General Authorities of recent 
times. For that he should be remembered. 
Because the source materials for this study are limited to the 
public writings of Widtsoe to the Church, it is an incomplete history 
of this important man's thinking about learning, rationality, and 
s cience that were central to his life. There is not available a full 
personal record of his thought, and so questions remain about the 
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development of these themes in his mind. Because of these un-
answered questions there is a need for a full intellectual history of 
this intriguing man, who came onto the scene of Mormonism when 
he did, being the young, bright scientist that he was. This study 
is important because of its implications for scientists and other 
educated people in the Church. It may suggest that some compromise 
of scholarship could be necessary to remain in the main stream Mor-
monism is presently taking. 
Questions remain about Widtsoe the promoter of rationality 
in his position as Apostle. In his writings from 189 8 until his death 
in 19 52, what experiences did he have with those who might have 
differed with his strong rationalistic emphasis on the uses of mind 
in the search for and verification of the truths of religion? What of 
those among his colleagues who might have disagreed with his 
insistence that science provides support for Mormonism? Or on 
the other hand, what of his critics who as one account had it took 
him to task for his less than strong arguments in the book Joseph 
Smith as Scientist? Or the story of his being opposed by some co-
workers who disagreed with his changed view after his mission, 
when he returned to insist on simplifying Church manuals from an 
emphasis on the interests and needs of Church youth to the funda-
mentalistic doctrines of the Church? These and other questions 
indicate the need for a full story of this man in the Church. 
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It i s said that in heaven there is no history recorded because 
there i s no opposition and struggle. Until there is more documenta-
tion publicly available about John A. Widtsoe' s private thought and 
struggle his portrait will remain an idealized, institutional one. 
The positive critic searches for the truth in the . . . 
man he studies; naturally he discovers errors as he 
moves along; but, out of his search comes a balanced 
judgment. 
Widtsoe, In Search of Truth, p. 91. 
APPENDIX A 
JOHN A. WIDTSOE AND LATTER-DAY REVELATION 
From his earliest years, John A. Widtsoe was attracted to The 
Doctrine and Covenants, the Mormon scripture comprising the revela-
tions to Joseph Smith and others, recorded during the establishment 
of the Church. His close study of this scripture began as early as 
1894 with the preparation of a concordance which was completed in 
1898, revised and extended in 1904 and 1905 and published in 1906. 
It was developed essentially as a tool to aid readers to study that 
scripture by topics . In his article II Study of the Book of Doctrine and 
Covenants, 11 The Improvement Era 8 (November 1904): 1-6, he de-
scribed that scripture as 11 in no sense a history--the narrative element 
being wholly absent--but is designed altogether for the doctrinal 
development of the Church .... 11 (p. 1) Because he regarded the 
book chiefly of doctrinal interest, .he recommended that people should 
read it by subjects , which 11 method of study is superior . . . in that 
it furnishes a close and comprehensive familiarity with the doctrines 
taught in the book .... 11 (p. 4) The appeal of this scripture con-
tinued throughout his life. During 1935-36, he was invited to the 
University of Southern California as a visiting professor to offer a 
course on the program of the Mormon Church. Several of his lectures 
were compiled into the book The Program of the Church (Salt Lake City: 
Department of Education, 19 36). The remainder were collected into 
The Message of the Doctrine and Covenants, ed. G. Homer Durham 
(Salt Lake City: Book craft, Inc. , 19 69). 
At the time Widtsoe was European President, a slim, abbrevi-
ated edition of The Doctrine and Covenants was edited anonymously: 
Latter-Day Revelation (Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints, 1930). The unknown editor recognized in his intro-
duction that the revelations in The Doctrine and Covenants were oc-
casioned by various circumstances in the development of the Church. 
Ma ny revelations, "once of present and pressing significance, be-
came relatively of reduced circumstances with the passing of the 
cond itions that had brought them forth. 11 (p. iv) Because of this, 
the editor included only those sections 11 compromising Scriptures of 
general and enduring value•• and deleted those which were chiefly of 
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historical interest or required a background in Church history to under-
stand. This anonymous edition has several of the earmarks of the 
interests of John A. Widtsoe: A singular concern with the concepts 
in The Doctrine and Covenants, only a secondary concern with histori-
cal setting of those doctrines in the early Church, and an urge to make 
useful whatever came under his purview. 
T. Edgar Lyon, a Mormon Church history scholar, related the 
following account which alleged this anonymous edition to be the work 
of Widtsoe: During Widtsoe' s mission in Europe, he attempted to im-
prove the missionary system by writing a series of new missionary 
tracts for investigators of the Church unfamiliar with its scriptures 
and history. Part of his effort was this anonymous edition of The 
Doctrine and Covenants in which in his practical manner he eliminated 
the personal passages and sections and those which contained matters 
of historical interest. He retained the essential doctrinal sections 
and gave them titles to indicate their contents and so to make them 
understandable to investigators. The book was approved and pub-
lished by the Church, and ca. five thousand copies were printed. 
When Lyon heard of this book, which he understood had been 
sent to each of the missions, he went to the Deseret Book Company 
in Salt Lake City and asked Axel ~ndreason, the assistant store 
manager, if he could obtain a copy. Andreason took him down to the 
basement vault where he showed him fifty remaining copies. He then 
told Lyon that the book had been on display a short time. Some copies 
had been sold when the fundamentalists got one and immediately 
charged the Mormon Church with changing the scriptures. Section 132 
dealing with marriage had been entirely deleted, and the is sue of 
plural marriage was the main point of contention between the funda-
mentalist splinter groups and the Mormons, their parent organization. 
Heber J. Grant then gave orders for the remaining books to be with-
drawn and shredded to avoid further conflict with the fundamentalists. 
Extant copies are rare and stand as a possible witness of Widtsoe' s 
attempt to make Mormon scripture a viable force in the practical 
missionary work of the Church. 
APPENDIX B 
B. H. ROBERTS AND THE MORMON RATIONAL TRADITION 
Brigham Henry Roberts (better known as B. H. Roberts) was a 
member of the First Council of Seventy in The Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints for many years (1'888-1933). He was known as 
one who exerted himself to learn in many fields, a fiery orator and 
debater, an indefatigable missionary, but most of all a rationalist 
and independent thinker. To him the Church owes its gratitude for 
both of the major Church histories, several outstanding commentaries 
and a number of manuals. A famous manual series from his pen is 
The Seventy's Course in Theology, unavailable for years but recently 
reprinted in full. In the concluding volume, Roberts gave his 
"valedictory" to this five year course of study from which the follow-
ing excerpts are taken. These well illustrate the questing, rational 
spirit of this man, who left his indelible mark on the scholarly tradi-
tion of the Church: 
It requires striving--intellectual and spiritual--to compre-
hend the things of God--even the revealed things of God. In 
no department of human endeavor is the aphorism II no excellence 
without labor"--more in force than in acquiring knowledge of 
the things of God. The Lord has placed no premium upon idle-
ness or indifference here--" seek and ye shall find;" "knock and 
it shall be opened unto you; 11 "seek ye diligently and teach one 
another words of wisdom; seek learning even by study and also 
by faith"--such the admonitions God gives in reference to our 
pursuit of knowledge of divine things .. 
Mental laziness is the vice of men, especially with refer-
ence to divine things. Men seem to think that because inspira-
tion and revelation are factors in connection with the things of 
God, therefore the pain and stress of mental effort are not re-
quired; that by some means these elements act somewhat as 
Elijah's ravens and feed us without effort on our part. To escape 
this effort, this mental stress to know the things that are, men 
raise all too readily the ancient bar-- "Thus far shalt thou come, 
r 
but no farther. 11 Men cannot hope to understand the things of 
God, they plead, or penetrate those things which he has left 
shrouded in mystery. "Be thou content with the simple faith 
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that accepts without question. To believe, and accept the ordi-
nances, and then live the moral law will doubtless bring men 
unto salvation; why then should man strive and trouble himself 
to understand? Much study is still a weariness of the flesh." 
So men reason; and just now it is much in fashion to laud "the 
simple faith;" which is content to believe without understanding, 
or even without much effort to understand. And doubtless many 
good people regard this course as indicative of reverence--this 
plea in bar of effort-- "thus far and no farther." "There is often 
a great deal of intellectual sin concealed under this old aphorism, 11 
remarked Henry Drummond. "When men do not really wish to go 
farther they find it an honorable convenience sometimes to sit 
down on the outmost edge of the 1 holy ground' on the pretext of 
taking off their shoes. 11 "Yet," he continues, "we must be 
certain that, making a virtue of reverence, we are not merely 
excusing ignorance; or under the plea of •mystery' evading a 
truth which has been stated in the New Testament a hundred 
times, in the most literal form, and with all but monotonous 
repetition. 11 (Spiritual Law, pp. 89 , 9 0.) . . . 
I maintain that "simple faith "--which is so often ignorant 
and simpering acquiescence, and not faith at all--but simple 
faith taken at its highest value, which is faith without under-
standing of the thing believed, is not equal to intelligent faith, 
the faith that is the gift of God, supplemented by earnest en-
deavor to find through prayerful thought and research a rational 
ground for faith--for acceptance of truth; and hence the duty of 
striving for a rational faith in which the intellect as well as the 
heart--the feeling--has a place and is a factor .... 
Whatever position other churches and their religious teachers may 
take, the Church of Jesus Christ in the New Dispensation can do 
no other than to stand for mental activity, and earnest effort to 
come to a knowledge of truth up to the very limit of man'• s capacity 
to find it. ... 
B. H. Roberts, The Seventy• s Course in Theology, Fifth Year: 
Divine Immanence and the Holy Ghost (Salt Lake City: The Deseret 
News, 1912), pp. 4, 5, 6. 
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